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tropical atmosphere of the Texas Rio Grande Valley. 
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As the copy for this October issue was 
chosen and laid out, the focus was clear-
ly on leadership and its many aspects, 
including "followership," a not-too-often 
considered role. But every leader must 
have followers in order to lead, right? 
For some, the leadership role is a 
natural one. By Inclination or training, 
they are comfortable when directing, 
planning, delegating, organizing, 
evaluating. For others, It is a difficult 
time of striving, worrying and learning 
on-the-Job. For still others, leadership is 
an avoided position. They do their up-
most not to serve as officers or 
delegates or committee chairmen. So 
the picture has always been. 
We often hear it said that "we are all 
leaders." Some grains of truth Ile behind 
that remark, in that no one can avoid in-
fluencing others and thus being a 
"loader" at some moment. Which brings 
us to our first point. Official square 
dance leaders or not, we all must 
develop— and maintain— a positive at-
titude toward square dancing and our 
fellow dancers. The point was brought 
home to us this past summer, as It Is an-
nually, when we reune with our special 
vacation-time friends who are eager 
square dancers— during vacation 
time— and who know about 25 basics 
which they "polish up" each summer. 
These folks love to square dance, but 
each family relates stories of "rejection" 
and "snobbery" by "real" square 
dancers. Surely there are encouraging 
ways to tell novices about the fun of 
lessons without shutting them out or 
putting them down... 
About a year ago, we heard mention 
several times of an idea that clubs run 
open dances, perhaps monthly— the 
open, fun-type, easy dances where folks 
who like to dance can participate. Some 
will go on to classes; some will never 
find the time for a long-term commit- 
...... 	 S S 
COIDITORML 
ment. But we need to re-think our 
general attitudes toward non-dancers 
and occasional dancers. A once-a-
month dancer Is a square dancer! 
The second point takes us back to the 
potential in leadership In everyone. 
Every person has something to con-
tribute to his/her world. Many dancers 
direct this potential toward their 
acitivites in this hobby; many are also In-
volved In other interests. The Important 
thing is again an attitude: we need to 
recognize the value, the potential, In 
those we meet. The struggling beginner 
dancer whom we help may later be a 
valuable club officer; the corner we en-
courage may bring three more couples 
to class. Not to say that we should be 
helpful and encouraging and caring out 
of selfish motives, but that the return on 
such an attitude will be outstanding and 
amazing. 
Square dancing is a great social asset 
but we can make It better. Be a leader or 
a follower, but be positive and CARE! 
.16 	 ..... 
NEW BOOKS AVAILABLE FROM ASD 
PARTY LINE 
A collection of skits, songs, stunts and 
stories for use at after-parties 
everywhere. 
EASY•LEVEL DANCES 
A 10-year collection of material from the 
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"Something old, something new" sounds like the formula for a June issue rather than October, but that s 
what we present this month. Few wiituis cuuid inatuii Ai Eirieri's yeuliuS for Lonibining a Squdie deice Coil 
with a little ghostly Halloween flavor and come up with a way to solve problems. Tommy Willis, who authored 
the story of the Carmacks' new hall in Springfield, Missouri, last spring, gives readers a heartrending but 
inspiring story of a caller's recovery from stroke. Last spring's LEGACY conclave produced George Wilcox's 
article on social aspects of the hobby. George and his wife, Olive, edit The Coordinator of Doylestown, Pa. 
Another LEGACY trustee, Chet Vetter, has written some thoughts on enjoying leadership roles. A new focus 
on "followership" by Donald Mead is reprinted from the Washington state magazine, Footnotes. 
Thanks to the Clinton Company. we have a special centerfold for you in this issue. Reclining on the chaise 
lounge, you will find Jim Harris wearing his impish leprechaun grin... 
"Voicing Some Thoughts" was written by a retired minister, 92 years old, who preferred to use a 
pseudonym. Erma Reynolds, who says she enjoys the challenge of designing puzzles with a square dance 
theme, serves up two this month. "Laugh Line" is another reprint, but we just couldn't resist its 
timeliness. 
The NEW feature this month is "P. S.: MS/QS." For a new approach to MS material, we've asked some 
choreographers to guest-author a column. Howls Shirley promptly sent a page of calls and became our first 
contributor to the new column. 
c‘‘. 
The "Original" 
Subscription Tape Service 
ANHURST's TAPE AND RECORD SERVICE  '4,i Q 
WE'RE MOVING: 3508 Palm Beach Blvd., Ft. Myers FL 33905 	
t 
THE VERY FINEST "AUDIO CATALOG" OF THE NEWEST SOUNDS AND DANCES, TO KEEP YOU 
CURRENT. THE "ORIGINAL" SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE USED BY DISCRIMINATING 
CALLERS AND CUERS THE WORLD OVER. WE ARE IN OUR 10TH YEAR OF SERVICE TO 
LEADERS WORLDWIDE AND WE WECOME YOUR INQUIRIES. 
• FAST SERVICE ON IN-STOCK RECORDS 
• 3-YEAR S&R/D CALENDARS WITH ALL MAJOR NATIONAL EVENTS HIGHLIGHTED 
• 81/2 "xl 1" , 3-RING YEARLY REFILLS AVAILABLE 
(813) 322-4200 
IT DOESN'T COST TO HAVE THE VERY BEST — IT PAYS! 




I feel absolutely compelled to take 
Issue with some of the statements made 
by Chet Vetter and Mori Sogoiow in the 
Grand Zip column of American 
Squaredance magazine, July 1981. I 
think there has been a slight 
misrepresentation of facts. 
Yes, we have been reading about the 
formation of a National Organization for 
square dancers. And, yes, Florida has 
reported an interest in this association, 
and still does report an interest. I was In 
attendance at the most recent meeting 
of the Florida Federation of Square 
Dancers as was Chet Vetter, and yes, a 
motion to affiliate with this organization 
at this time was defeated. However, a se-
cond motion indicating that more infor-
mation was desired did pass, and 
someone was asked to attend the 
organizational meeting in Seattle. Does 
this or does this not Indicate Interest? 
My goodness! Chet and Morl act like 
the by-laws of this organization were 
carved In stone. They neglected to men-
tion the fact that these by-laws were pro-
posed. At the organizational meeting In 
Seattle these proposed by-laws were  
changed, and I think that many if not 
most of Chet's and Mori's objections 
have been removed. 
Joy A. Richardson 
Ft. Walton Bch., FL 
The Denver Area Square Dance Coun-
cil wishes to thank you most sincerely 
for your generous contribution of 
American Squaredance magazines and 
subscription blanks to our Twenty-
Seventh Annual Square Dance Festival 
"Carnation Jubilee '81." Your contrihu-
flan helped a great deal and your 
response is greatly appreciated. 
Helen E. Kean 
Golden CO 
Thank you so much for the distinct 
honor of being your "Cover Boy" for 
August. To be featured in your "Profes-
sional Profile" is an honor I didn't ex-
pect, and I am very flattered. I have cer-
tainly been placed in good company. 
I have received many phone calls and 
notes as a result, complimenting me, 
and telling me how pleased my friends 
were. 
I personally was pleased in the fact 
that you mentioned that Lill deserves 
half the credit, for she does indeed. 
Thank you so very much. 
Harold Bausch 
Fremont, Nebraska 
Your magazine is an unfailing source 
of information for all of us who staff our 
Fed-Fax publication. You must have a 
policy of "something for everyone," and 
It Is very enjoyable reading. We try to at-
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VACATION TIME! ividuic! iviajttutie! 
Magnificent! Sheer delight. One whole 
month of getting away from Ohio and 
the rutty routine this summer. That's 
what we did— Cathie and I— Just piled 
Into the baby blue Malibu and left Ohio 
for the cool North country from mid-July 
to mid-August. 
Probably It's as outlandish as parking 
a perky Penguin on one's shoulder to 
slip away for a month, half a thousand 
miles away, and settle In a pseudo-
Swiss chalet In the Adirondack moun-
tains of New York state, alongside 
crystal clear Lake George, but the 
therapeutic uplift is a thousandfold 
rewarding. 
If I sounded a tiny bit depressed in 
some of my opening pen-ings and opin-
Ings last month, that "blue" period has 
vanished, period! A 30-day stretch in the 
mountains spells N-E-W S-T-A-R-T. So, 
goodbye blues! Hello sunshine! (Sounds 
like a song. I think a poetic surge is over-
taking me.) 
Vacations are for getting away. 
Vacations are "forgetting the foray." 
Vacations are a blissful romp, 
Circumstance without the pomp. 
Vacations blend God's natural scenes 
With Man's so-superficial machines 
To form, perchance, a glorious renewal 
For bodies, souls, a spiritual fuel. 
Vacations can challenge— sail a regatta 
Or stir latent talents— wail a sonata! 
Daytime's chase, an illusive grouse 
Or nighttime's embrace— the kiss of a 
spouse. 
Deep-down emotions so tenderly surface 
Just being, and living, and loving has 
purpose. 
Vacations certainly are, for two of us, 
What Freud would, winking, call 
fortuitous! 
American Squaredence, October 1881 
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Well, folks, don't write letters— it 
could be verse! Do you remember when 
you were a kid— say in the 8th grade—
how you had to write those dreadfully 
messy essays in September on "What I 
Did on My Vacation"? Golly. They were 
awful! 
Mine were so frivolous and 
superfluous those early teachers never 
smiled, It seemed, when they had to be 
exposed to page after page of dippy 
drippy drivel. (Nothing has changed 
much— Co-ed.) Why, some of those 
teachers, I remember, had faces so 
grave you'd swear they posed their 
poker-faces perpetually for dingy dirge-y 
dead-dog daguerreotypes in the 
dungeons of Dupree. 
There's a popular lyric going around 
today that goes: "I believe in waltzes, 
and the good in the good old days...." 
Now, back to today... (Good idea. We 
young people prefer living today!— Co-
ed.) 
Up and down beautiful Lake George 
there are some mighty appetizing, color-
ful eateries, and we hit 'em all— Wishing 
Well, Stone Oven, Peking, Indian Kettles. 
Next to square dancing, eating is my 
favorite hobby. (I've noticed.- Co-ed.) 
Indian Kettles is a place worth men-
tioning further. Between Hague and 
Ticonderoga, with a spectacular view of 
the lake, there are a series of natural 
rock terraces on which the rustic log 
restaurant Is built. A few tire-sized holes 
or "kettles" were formed over a hundred 
thousand years by rotating boulders and 
whirlpool water action. Indians used the 
site as a lookout, and the "kettles" 
became food storage containers as well 
as heap big Indian stew pots for cook-
ing. True! Would I lie? Geronimo! 
Say, did I tell you about how KABOBS 
came about? (Later, Stan, please.... Co-
ed.) 
We saw two memorable performances 
at SPAC in Saratoga. John Denver was 
there. So was Harry Belafonte. Both 
were superb. Folk type music, generally, 
but both had uniquely different styles. 
Denver has a wide range, and sang con-
tinuously for 21/2 hours— ballads, 
classics, spirituals, gospel, bluegrass, 
rock, pop— non-stop. He had 10,000 
fans singing "Home on the Range." His 
bluegrass had Cathie dancing in her 
chair! When he sings of mountains, 
woods and streams in the high country, 
you're there! And when Belafonte 
moans his haunting, rhythmic mood 
melodies you can "feel" the struggle of 
the oppressed of the world echoing the 
refrain by the millions over the centuries, 
spanning the universe. What power Iles 
in a simple song! 
But I must now turn to the calling/ 
dancing trip reports, and spell it all out 
in my usual spell-binding manner (Con-
sider It spelt S-P-I-L-T— Co-ed.) which Is 
cogent, candid, open-minded, open-
hearted, forthright, downright straight-
out, veracious, versif erous, unper-
fidlous, and in a "tell the truth, shame 
the devil" fashion. 
York (Spry) Pennsylvania— Midpoint 
from our Ohio home to our New York 
mountain retreat sits the town that 
markets barbells and fine china. It was a 
nice stopover as our vacation got under-
way. The White Rose Squares are ex-
tremely hospitable. They presented a  
lovely white rose to Cathie, and arranged 
a tag (card) dance for her— guys would 
sign her card to dance various numbered 
tips (nineteenth century style). Dinner 
with Jerry & Lucy Kammerdiener in Man-
chester. Rounds by Don & Roberta 
Spangler. Nice crowd at the ASD dance, 
in spite of a festival conflict that 
weekend. 
Minerva, North Creek, Warrensburg, 
New York— I did a series of dances ar-
ranged by our tireless book 
reviewer/promoter Mary Jenkins in the 
North country as part of Bill & Mary's 
"Week of Dancing," and their program 
of one-night-stand dance Introductory 
encounters in small halls and good 
woods camps. Northway Squares is the 
"battery" that provides the power for 
that busy square dance program. But 
Mary is the "generator" that charges the 
battery! 
Conway, New Hampshire— Across 
the hills and rills of Vermont I charged 
one weekend (5 hours east of Lake 
George) to call for the Mount 
Washington Valley Stompers of Conway 
(actually in North Conway) in the base-
ment of a building called "Reverence for 
Life." That fit my mood, and we had a 
FUN PLUS ONE son-of-a-gun-of-a-
dance! 
Broadaibin, New York— This Is one of 
those little towns one can drive right 
through without noticing, north of 
Amsterdam, but square dancers will in-
creasingly take note of It. Why? Because 
of that nice little ten-set hall built by Ed• 
die & Dottie Nyszczy at their 
campground location where I called a 
subscription dance for the Adirondack 
Angels. Don't miss "Smokey's Den" 
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when you get to east central New York, 
friends. The dancers are super friendly. 
The hall Is wood-floored and has a flow-
thru breeze. (And they had a breezy 
caller that night.— Co-ed.) Thanks 
especially to Evelyn Heath, Dorothy 
Krupicka, and Peggy Mason. 
Salida, Colorado— Before the day 
even got around to dawn, with a yawn, I 
rolled out at five o'clock on Friday, July 
9. Big day on the way. Coffeeless, but 
BRIM-ming with enough perk-iness to 
"Sanka" ship, I grabbed my bag, left the 
regular grind, and set my mug toward 
Salida, a place that fits me to a TEA! 
I saddled up Old Blue Malibu and 
boiled to Toledo, where I caught a seven-
to-eleven flight to Denver, rented a daffy-
dilly little yellow Hertz, and cranked it 
southward on a four-hour flip to Salida. 
That unmatchable mountain scenery 
really takes one's breath away. No 
wonder the clouds come In short puffs. 
Thanks to my hosts. Paul and Edith 
Brinkerhoff, the subscription dance with 
the Shavano Shufflers in that rustic little 
scout hall proved to be twice as big as 
the first one a year ago, producing over 
fifteen sets this time. Bravo Shavano! 
Magnifico! Gary Wood (See S/0, July, 
p.46) is the local caller with personallty-
plus. See y'all next July, eager-beaverly. 
By the way, when driving out west, 
coming to a GAME CROSSING sign, I 
figured it out— that means it's fair 
GAME to try to beat the car approaching 
from your right, to see who can get 
through the intersection first! 
Q. How do we know that all those 
aspen are gaspin' to go dancin'? 
A. Because they are usually paired off 
with the Evergreens— all spruced up 
with firs and all— and their little round 
leaves are doing flutterwheels already. 
(More like that and you'll be lots less 
poplar, Stan— Co-ed.) 
Lyons, Colorado— I had never been 
north of Denver before, and the one-hour 
drive to Lyons, up past Boulder, a quiet 
town nestled comfortably beneath a 
mastodonic range of Rockies, was  
nothing short of spectacular. The moun-
tains sweep upward like a giant tidal 
wave, frozen for eons of time at the 
highest crest point, sparing those tiny 
creatures and fixtures below from ob-
livion by some benevolent decree, in-
cluding rustic ranches, horses, cattle, 
fences, and low-slung sheds. At least 
three well-known square dance resorts 
flourish in the area, but my destination 
was the tiny town of Lyons, which can 
proudly boast of thA higgAst, hpart.igAt, 
friendliest club around— the Red Rock 
Ramblers. Congenial promoters of the 
summer traveling caller series there are 
LaVern and LaVerne Johnson (Yes, 
that's correct.) and 30 sets, the number 
we had, is an average crowd. I was in 
good company— preceding me was 
Beryl Main and following me was Jerry 
Haag. Dave & Betty Quinton did rounds 
of renown. After the party we after-
partied around a blazing bonfire with a 
gung-ho gang of Colorado Mobile 
Squares. You'd have to go far to beat 
Lyons! (Africa, maybe?— Co-ed.) Be 
back next July. 
Missoula (Lolo) Montana— Time for a 
triple-treat program westward in Lolo, 
after a couple more air hours, at the 
Grangers' square dance resort where the 
buffalo roams (one, at least) and 
dancers prance and camp (perchance) 
most every night. Thanks, Ray and 
Afton, for another lovely time—
Mainstreaming, quadrilling, reeling and 
clinic-ing for two days. That 40-square 
hall is a dream. The walls carry a legend. 
The stream is alive with fish. Amber 
embers of those late night campfires (I 
enjoyed two of 'em) surely beckon one 
back, I reckon, so I'll sing a Lolo solo 
again next year. 
That Just about wraps It up, folks. I did 
a few other one-night-stands this sum-
mer, Including several outdoor ones at 
the beautiful resort, Silver Bay on Lake 
George, and elsewhere. Do come to the 
"Queen of American Lakes" sometime, 
and drop In! 
American Seuareclance, October 1981 
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Ud'y Ken Bower Jerry Haag John 8 Wanda Winter 
In 
Randy Dougherty 	Singin.  Sam Mitchell Jerry Story 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS 
1425 Oakhrll Drive 
Plano TX 75075 
214-423-7389 
   
MUSIC PRODUCED BY 
JOHNNY GIMBL E 
Ctsaparral 
RECORDS  - 
NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASE RECENT RELEASES: 
C-207 Somewhere Over the Rainbow— Jerry Haag C-508 Be Danged- Ken Bower 
C-310 For What I Been Thinkin' About You— Gary Shoemake C-208 Great Balls of Fire— Jerry Haag 
C-509 I Loved Them Everyone— Ken Bower C-407 If It Ain't Love- Beryl Main 
C.309 Guitar Man— Gary Shoemake C-408 Pecoe Promenade- Beryl Main 
NEW CHAPARRAL ROUND DANCE: 
C-805 He Loves Me All the Way 
by John 8 Wanda Winter 
NEW CHAPARRAL RELEASES: LP, a Track I Cossets 
CAL-7003 Direct From Lighted Lantern 
by Beryl Main 
CAL-7004 Cooked Up Texas Style 
by Gary Shoemake 
CAL-7005 Chaparral Presents A Solid 10 
by Jerry Haag 
RECENT RELEASES: 
RR-801 
Crazy Arms— Singin' Sam Mitchell 
RR-502 
Delta Queen— Randy Dougherty 
RR-302 
Hello Mary Lou— Jerry Story 
ROADRUNNER 
RECORDS 
NEW ROADRUNNER HOEDOWN 
RR-550 Rhythm Sticks— Randy Dougherty 
COYOTE RELEASES: 
CR.701 I Won't Go Huntin' With You Jake— Roger Hill 
CR.501 A Love That Just Won't Die— Bob Newman 
CR801 Thle Is GettIn' Funny— Tom Roper 
CR-401 Let's Do It Right— Darren GallIna 
Roger Hifi 
	
'Tom Roper 	 Bob Newman 	 Darren Galling  
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"Do-sa-do and face her full," that's 
what the caller said that night. He said 
that he really did not know what "face 
her full" meant. He had read It In a book. 
Do-se-do and face her full, I Just can't 
get that phrase out of my mind.  
It was one time when I was Just twelve 
years old, and pretty dumb, that my old 
friend Fern, and I went down to the feed 
and grain store. We were In the back of 
the store eating bran, right out of the 
sack meant for livestock. Mr. Marvin, 
who owned the store, didn't mind. At 
that time I had no Idea how beneficial 
the bran Is to the human digestive tract. 
We Just happened to Ilke It. Up above the 
feed store was an abandoned lodge hall. 
It had once been a meeting place for the 
Woodmen of the World. It was very dark 
up there, because there were no win-
dows. In times past, vandals had broken 
In and messed things up pretty well. 
(Yes, they had vandals then.) Now all of 
the twelve-year-old boys knew that the 
place was haunted. Yes, twelve-year-
olds just find out about things Ilke that. 
My friend Fern came from a family who 
really knew about ghosts. He didn't Just 
believe In ghosts, he really knew all 
about them. He knew many tricks to 
keep them away, like a dried brown 
frogskln, which he always had in his 
pocket. 
Mr. Marvin called, "Hey, Freck, (He 
called me that because I had ten thou-
sand freckles.), "someone stole your 
bicycle." Fern and I checked and his 
bicycle was missing, too. Like any two 
twelve-year-olds, we started checking. It 
was surprising that we found a man who 
had seen someone take our bicycles up 
Into that haunted lodge hall. Surprising-
ly also, everyone was too busy to help 
us. Fern and I had to go up Into that dark 
haunted place to look for our bicycles all 
by ourselves. 
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My heart was pounding so hard that It 
actually hurt my chest. Fern was 
breathing hard and had that frogskln In 
his hand for protection. We tiptoed up 
those dusty stairs and eased the door 
open. It surely was dark In there. 
However, we were able to get In and look 
around. We could see some old chairs 
and tables in the dim light. We could see 
some old broken axes that had once 
been used by the Woodmen. Yet we 
could not see any bicycles. We went on 
Into the room and started toward a 
larger room In the back. Suddenly, a ter-
rible apparition Just burst through a door 
coming right at us. Needless to say, we 
beat our own screams out of the door 
and down the stairs. 
Oh, it was terrible, but we Ilved 
through It all and actualy found our 
bicycles out In the alley. 
For years I knew that I had seen a real 
live ghost and escaped to tell about It. 
Now looking back, I'm sure that white 
sheet was likely a dirty old cotton sack, 
tied onto the end of an old cane fishing 
pole. Even at the time of my fright, I was 
wondering why the sheet was so dirty. I 
thought any ghost would wear a shining 
white sheet. I'm sure some grown men 
were very tickled about scaring "Old 
Satan himself" out of two little boys. I'm 
glad they did this to me, because It was 
Just part of growing up. Yet I'll never 
forget It. 
However, if I had done a do-sa-do with 
that old ghost, and faced her full, It 
would not have fooled me. I would have 
seen that It was Just a cottonsack tied 
on a fishing pole. So as you go through 
life, and "old mother trouble" Jumps out 
at you, remember— Just do-sa-do her 
and face her full. I assure you that you 
can handle most anything, once you 
really check out the problem. 





by Al Eblen 
Pharr, Texas 
Don Malcom, "The Missouri Maverick" 
RR 2, Sheldon MO 84784 
417-884-2464. Available Year Round 
Feetlyals/Weekends/Callor Clinics 
Vern Weese 
529 NW 22nd Si 
Grand Prairie, TX 75050 
Now traveling full time 
Become • VW Bug 
Chuck Marlow 
3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 
Weekends & Holidays 
814.855 9937 
Walt Cole (801-392-9078) 
944 Chatelam Rd.  
Ogden UT 134403 
Contra Caller Clinics, 
Calling Full Time 
Jim Davis, River View Mob. Est. 
Sp. #257, 3611 "I" St. NE 
Auburn WA 98002 
206-852-5733 
Now Ceiling Full Time! 
RECENt BEST SELLERS 
(CALLER LINE-UP 
Perry Bergh 
Rt. 1 (606-758-2427) 
Florence SD 57235 
Any Time, Anywhere! 
Stan Burdick 
218 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
THE Ielaanderiny Man 
Mike Callahan 
147 North Ave 
Hilton NY 14468 
Calling/Traveling Full Time 
Bob Deye 
3390 Torrington St 
Hilliard, OH 43026 
814-878-8885 
Traveling Weekends & Holidays 
Gordon Fineout 
2512 Delta River Drive 
Lansing MI 48906 
(517-3214820) 
For the Fun of It! 
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597i 
501 Gridley Ave. 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calla of the 
"Sliver Fox" Booking 111811243 
Ed Fraidenburg 
1916 Poseyville Rd. Rt. 10 
Midland MI 48640 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Willie Harlan 
PO Box 338 
Vinita OK 74301 
For the Best In Square Dancing 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Dave 'Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now Booking 1980-81 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 
Middlefield OH 4-4062 
Marsch-Mellow-Smooth 
Dave Stuthard 
1227 Frisbee Drive 
Columbus OH 43224 
814.287-4798 
Weekends & Holidays 
Wes Taylor (614-283-2015) 
4391 Belcher Ct .  
Columbus OH 43224 
Weekends £ Holidays 
Gene Webster 
1803 Heather Lane 
Port Clinton OH 43452 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Francis Zeller 
Box 67 
McCracken KS 67556 
All New Spiral-bound Calendars— 
S3.50 each, 198213-84 
. 1 1 
Darryl 	 Bill 	 Tony 
McMillan Terrell Oxendine 
HEW REL EASES 
RH212 ROSES IN THE SNOW. Darryl McMillen 
RH306 DON'T TOUCH THAT DIAL, Bill Terrell 
RH505 I'VE GOT THE MUSIC IN ME. Tony OnenclIns 
RH603 OH BABY MINE, Darryl 6 Tony 
RH604 IT DON'T GET BETTER THAN THIS, Darryl & Tony 












IIREEZIN' EASY. Potter 
PICKER PATTER. Porter 
CHAIN GANG OF LOVE, Darryl 
SWEET FANTASY, 1111 
PRETTY WOMAN, Tiny 
ANGELINE. Kett% 
MIRACLE EXPRESS, Darryl 
SHADOWS OF LOVE. 8111 
I FEEL SORRY...Derryl & Tony 
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by Donald E. Mead 
Reprinted from Footnotes, Washington 
It's a common cry— "What we need Is 
stronger leadership!" And so we do, 
always. If It Is generally true that 
unlimited personpower applied to any 
task can ultimately accomplish It, then 
leadership Is the ingredient In short sup-
ply in every human group effort that falls 
short of its objective. 
Much has already been said about 
what it takes to be a leader. Whole col-
leges and seminars specialize in leader-
ship, so there is no need for yet another 
diatribe on that subject. However, note 
this well: There is one and only one basic 
requirement for anyone to be a leader—
there must be followers! 
Precious little has been said or written 
concerning followership. This seems to 
me to be a huge hole in the fabric of our 
society. Instructions abound to help 
develop leadership, but none to promote 
the quality of Its primary Ingredient: 
followership. 
It Is true that most of us would abhor 
any personal label of "follower," with 
the implication of mindlessness or 
spinelessness that It sometimes, usual-
ly, implies. But I do not agree that good 
followershlp entails robotism. All 
outstanding leaders at specific times In 
their careers were also outstanding 
followers. It takes an admix of many 
roles to make up any viable organiza-
tion. A famous author of the first century 
draws an anatomical analogy: 
The body has many parts, not Just one 
part. If the foot says, "I am not a part of 
the body because I am not a hand," that 
does not make it any less a part of the 
body. And what would you think if you 
heard an ear say, "I am not a part of the 
body because I am only an ear, not an 
eye?" Would that make It any less a part  
of the body? Suppose the whole body 
were an eye— then how would you hear? 
Or If your whole body were Just one big 
ear, how could you smell anything? (1 
Corinthians 12, paraphrased) 
I believe our natural aversion to 
followership stems from the lack of 
kudos dispensed to followers. In the trek 
down our personal glory road, kudos are 
the "food" that sustains our egos, and 
we don't want to starve, now do we? But 
many times, we who are leaders are glut-
tons for that food and are guilty of 
neglecting to credit our followers for the 
vast support that made our successes 
possible. To starve followers In that 
fashion only tends to eliminate the basic 
ingredient we need to be leaders! 
Of course, we recognize that the 
leader/follower label is not fixed. All of 
us daily assume a dual role. We are not 
cast as "either/or," but rather a mixture 
of both— certainly every leader follows 
another leader In some phase of his ef-
forts. Thus, our purpose here is to pre-
sent for consideration the virtues of 
good followershlp, for our egos may be 
stimulus enough for us to develop our 
leadership qualities. 
What, then, does It take to be a good 
follower? I offer the following principles 
(in no special order of Impoitance): 
1. Timing. A prudent leader instinctive-
ly knows when It is best to follow 
another's lead. But when Instinct falls, 
we all would do well to recognize that 
there is little risk in giving the lead to 
another and lending strong support to 
the one who leads. 
2. Listening. The most often 
neglected human relations guideline for 
followers (and leaders too, for that mat- 
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ter) Is to open the ear gate to others. 
Someone else just may have a better 
Idea. 
3. Respect. Give it freely to others 
unless or until It bounces back, 
undeserved. This Is vividly reflected in 
your attitude in Interpersonal relations 
with your leader. 
4. Sensitivity. Be alert to a leader's ex-
pression of goals. Learn to perceive 
what the goals are and even the prefer-
red path to reach them. Hone your 
discernment 
5. Communication. It is incumbent 
upon each of us, followers more so than 
leaders, to contribute our thoughts, 
ideas, experience, and progress to our 
leaders. (How else can the leaders be 
assured we are followers?) 
6. Organization. Establish a logical 
pattern, complete with checklist, in plan-
ning the accomplishment of a task 
assignment. 
In summary, and to paraphrase Presi-
dent Kennedy: Ask not what you can do 
to get credit for leadership; ask instead, 
what you can do to get the task at hand 
accomplished, even If this means sup-
porting the effort of someone else. The 
credit will be a natural fallout. 
%% 	%%%%% % 
Mine HOIt 	Gary Kincade 
NEW RELEASES 
BC107— LADIES LOVE OUTLAWS Mike Hell 
IC101— QUEEN OF THE HOF, Gary KIncade 
RECENT BEST SELLERS 
BC101— BOBCAT RAMBLE. lab Augustine 
11C105— DOWN ON BOURBON STREET. BOA Augustine 
See your favorite dea4r for an BobCat Records Or order direct from the Do-Sr-Do Snop, Toil Free 800-238-2490 
RECORDS 
1138 Mosby Road 
Memphis TN 38118 
901-398-4953 
Harry Harris 
TO BE RELEASED SOON 
BC101— VICKY LEE, Hoedown MS. Lee Sevin 
BC111— DREAM OF ME, Hurry Harris 
BC112— BABY WE'RE RELIT IN LOVE. Gary Kincaid, 
IC113— NEAR YOU, MIAs Hell 
'S. S. •••• 	•••• 	 •••• 	•••• ••• 	..... 




Single Size Patterns Only 
6-8-10-12-14-16-18 
SIMPLE TO SEW. Three different Skirt Ver-
sions. You can make one long with the 10 self 
ruffles, one long, one short. Be sure to use the 
gathered ruffle on the hem or gathered or 
pleated lace. The bodice has two necklines, 
one square, the other rounded. The dress has a 
front midriff. It can be made of a contrasting 
color or of the same material as the dress. Set-
in sleeves, gathered at the armholes. 
Dealer Inquiries Welcome 
Pattern No. 2 	$3.50 
11. 
Mall to: 1HE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd., Memphis TN 38118 
Pattern No. 5 $4.00 ea. 
Name 	 
Address 	 
City 	State 	 zip 
41 'il 	Add $1.00 per pattern for handling and postage. 
Tenn. Residents, please add 8% state tax. 
Send for free catalog .  
For fast service, call toll free 800-238-2490 
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Titetitta Caitteteit 
by Tommy Willis 
Springfield, Missouri 
On March 15, 1980, Thelmo Cameron 
went to bed, Just as any one of us would 
on the eve of another work day. He was 
unaware that he would wake up the next 
morning paralyzed and fighting for his 
life. 
"I woke up at 5:30 a.m. when the alarm 
went off, to get ready to go to work. I 
couldn't move. The entire right side of 
my body was paralyzed. I woke my wife 
and she called a friend of ours and he 
came over and they took me to the 
emergency room. I had three strokes 
that morning." 
The long, agonizing hours of waiting 
were now beginning for his wife, Mary. 
She waited, thinking the worst, hoping 
for the best. Finally, the worst did come. 
The news the doctors gave Mary were 
horrifying. She was told by the doctors 
that Thelmo had an 80% blockage of an 
artery in his neck. Surgery was a must. 
"We feel we should warn you of the 
dangers of the surgery," the doctor told 
her. "He could have another stroke dur-
ing the operation and not survive." 
The period of insanity In the emer 
gency room was nothing compared to 
what Mary went through. During the 
surgery, Thelmo did in fact have the 
stroke the doctors had warned about. 
The long battle for dear life had begun. 
Following the operation, he was confin-
ed to the Intensive care unit. Doctors 
and nurses monitored his every breath. 
For three days, Thelmo was given very 
little chance of ever regaining con-
sciousness. Mary stayed right at his 
side. Four weeks went by and still little 
hope was given that he would recover. 
After five torturous weeks, a slight glim-
mer of a rainbow came shining through. 
Thelmo began showing signs of re-
sponding to the treatments. 
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But there was no pot of gold at the 
end of this rainbow for Thelmo. At age 
54, Cameron had spent the past eight 
years as the caller for the Wheel and 
Deal Square Dance Club of Springfield, 
Missouri. He loved calling dances and 
devoted much of his time to his friends 
and fellow members of the club. The mo-
ment of truth was at hand. The Cameron 
family had to be told. Even if Thelmo sur-
vived the ordeal, he would never walk or 
talk again. The rainbow began to look 
like the falling arc of the executioner's 
ax. 
Let It not be said that Thelmo Is the 
kind to throw up his hands and quit. In 
spite of what the doctors told his family, 
during the sixth week of his therapy, he 
did start walking. He also began to start 
talking during that week. Just as walking 
had come one step at a time when he 
was an Infant, so It was now. His speech 
also started with one word responses. 
The only time he would really speak was 
when a question was directed at him 
that he could answer in a mere "yes" or 
"no." 
He often had to lean on Mary and she 
never once complained. She had to talk 
for him, write for him; many times she 
had to feed and dress him. For many 
people, the gain would not have been 
worth the frustrations and disappoint-
ment. Thelmo himself agreed, saying, "It 
would have been so easy to have given 
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IKLOGGING 
Dealer Inquiries Invited 
lived a dream. A dream that one day he 
would once again stand before the hand-
clapping, foot-stomping dancers and 
bring them "up to the middle with a 
cowboy yell." 
The chance soon came to start work-
ing on making that dream come true. 
Bob Cormack, owner of the Springfield 
Square Dance Center, and accredited 
member of Callerlab, started working 
with Thelmo. This phase of the recovery 
was no different than any of the previous 
phases. The task was very slow and try-
ing for both Bob and Thelmo. Many 
times they tried and many times they 
failed. But with each session, there 
came improvement. The light at the end 
of the long tunnel was getting brighter 
and brighter. 
After several weeks of repetitious 
working with their noses to the grind-
stone, It was time to go from the drawing 
board to the test track. It is true that 
Thelmo was once a very fine caller. But 
things were a lot different now. There 
was still that concept of confidence to 
be rebuilt. He was Just a little nervous. 
Calling for Bob and a tape recorder was 
one thing. Calling an actual tip complete 
with a square of dancers was a different 
story. Fortunately, Thelmo had a very 
special group of friends from the Wheel 
and Deal Club, he could start working 
with. 
"This group of people showed up 
every Saturday to help me," Thelmo 
said. "In the beginning, there were times 
we would have to completely stop the 
square. I would try to say something and 
all I could do was stand there. They were 
very patient and they would also stand 
there until I did say something. Then  
they would do what I directed them to 
do. "If I could only learn to talk," Thelmo 
went on to say, "I would be alright. The 
patterns are still the hardest for me. Just 
putting them together in my head gives 
me the most trouble. You'll see when I 
start calling here In a few minutes." 
Wayne Bench, one member of the 
group said, "When we first started work-
ing as a square again, the going was 
rough. Now, there is a world of dif-
ference." 
Bob Cormack said. "He's a real fighter 
and he has a lot of determination. I often 
Joke with him saying he should make a 
million dollars and be like the famous 
Mel Tillis. Just as "Stutterin' Mel" has 
trouble with his talking, Thelmo has a lot 
of trouble with his words. But give him 
the microphone and let him start calling 
and at once he becomes a star." 
That was the understatement of the 
year. During the interview, there were 
words he would try to say that would Just 
not come out. Many times he would start 
his statement from the beginning and ar-
range It in such a manner as to use 
words he could speak. There were long 
pauses between words. He would use a 
lot of "uhs" to fill In gaps left by simple 
words that you and I take for granted. At 
the conclusion of the interview, I headed 
for the coffee pot, and Thelmo made his 
way toward the callers' stand. His walk 
favored his right side. His right arm was 
hanging nearly limp at his side. 
The time had come to start. Above the 
small roar created by the dancers milling 
around talking and visiting with each 
other, I heard the Introduction of "Rock 
Island Ride." The next thing I heard, 
nearly brought tears to my eyes! I spun 
c "41q;01.17/iNiS P.O.BOX 1967 MANKATO,MN 56001 
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around In amazement, and I saw Thelmo 
standing there clutching the 
microphone in his left hand, and It went 
something like this: 
"Bow to your partners...corners all, 
Circle to the left...go 'round the hall 
Circle to the left...go 'round the room. 
Walk around the left hand lady, 
See-saw your pretty little taw. 
Corner girl left allemande, 
Partner right...right-a-left grand." 
I really could not believe what I was 
seeing and hearing. The tone of his voice 
had become deeper and It was musical. 
He had full control of his words and 
there was no stuttering. His face 
showed authority and concentration. He 
looked as sure of himself as any caller I 
have seen to this date. There was only 
one square of dancers, but from his en-
thusiasm, you would have thought there 
were forty. On and on he called: 
"Hand an' hand 'round you go, 
Meet that girl and promenade. 
Promenade on a heel and toe, 
Promenade, It's home you go. 
Heads to the middle and back again. 
Curly 0,..walk 'n dodge..circle o' four.. 
Pass thru..wheel and deal..,now 
pass through.. 
First go left, next go right...pass thru... 
Bend the line..up to the middle and 
back again.." 
His voice was strong and steady with 
the rhythm of the music. The swaying 
motion of his body seemed to keep time 
with the dancers. After several minutes 
of listening to him calling, I began to see 
what he meant when he said the pat- 
terns and putting them together were 
giving him trouble. The pauses between 
directive statements began to grow 
longer and longer. He began to Just talk 
the directions rather than let them flow 
In the melodical pattern he had when he 
started. 
He went through several repeats of 
star thru and pass thru when Bob Cor-
mack came to the rescue to offer some 
coaching tips. During the first few 
minutes of coaching, the music con-
tinued to play. Some of the dancers Just 
stood there as Thelmo told me earlier 
they would, while others used the time 
and the rhythm of the music to 
demonstrate their dm:Ina ability. 
Theimo listened very intently to his 
coach. Bob stopped the music to be sure 
that he could be heard. 
Bob then demonstrated what he was 
talking about to Thelmo. The couples 
walked deliberately as Bob talked them 
through each of the calls he was explain-
ing to Thelmo. The student accepted the 
microphone from Bob as if It were a 
trophy. His confidence had returned to 
the level it had been at the beginning of 
the tip. His voice was returning to the 
same boldness and musical tone. He 
was now using more of the mainstream 
calls and variations of them. The music 
stopped, "Bow to your partners-corners, 
too." It was done. All of the dancers 
were in their respective places. Everyone 
in the building applauded Theimo for 
what he had done. 
Bob Cormack praised him to the 
cheering group, saying, "He is calling 
with much more authority today than he 
ever has before. He Is much more sure of 
what he Is doing." 
"Do us a singing call," came a shout 
from the now motivated square of Wheel 
and Dealers. "I...uh...don't know any. I 
am in the...uh...process of learning one," 
Continued on Page 83 
 
            
            
            
            
   
PO BOX 216, 
	 GRENN 	BATH OH 44210 
GR14302 THE ONE YOU LOVE (Ref. 14141 Ever My Sweet) 
Waltz by Fred & Della Sweet 
AIN'T CHA GLAD (Ref. 14031 Ain't Cha Glad) 
Two-Step by John & Ginny Craven 
     
        
   
GR15025 ROUND DANCE TEACHING SERIES (Two-Step Exercises 21,22) 
Vocal Instruction & Cueing by Frank Wine 
    
    
GR16011 SWEET GEORGIA CONTRA 
Flip prompted by Stan Burdick 
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NEWCOMB P.A. SYSTEMS for Every Purpose 
CAN BE PURCHASED ON TIME PAYMENTS WITH APPROVED CREDIT 
















Plus Freight on all above prices. 
NEWCOMB 
RECORD CASES 
Milling coils sr* for 









NOTE Newcomb has discontinued the XT-140 8 XT-250 units 
All speakers can be purchased separately 	 PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 
Yak Stacks also available. write for information 	 ON ALL EQUIPMENT LISTED 
Ashton stands CS 10-599 50. CS 20—S89 95. CS 30— 579.95 	CAR CADDY— A new concept in a hand truck Carries up to 100 
CALIFONE PA Model 1875 with 2 speakers $481 50 los , 40'' folds to 20" Tubular steel, weighs 7 lbs Collapsible 
Model 1847 wio speakers 	 $365 00 	unsigned to be used for sound equipment. luggage. etc 529 95 
Electrovoice Microphones w/o switch 	 $99 95 plus $3. pstg. In USA. Shock cord, $2.00 each 
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
•FIlp Instrumentals 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2147 Christmas Time Acoming, Johnny Wykoff • 
2148 Christmas Medley: Caller: Johnny Wykoff • 
2145 Molly Brown; Caller: Lem Gravelle' 
2144 New World In the Morning; Caller Dave Taylor' 
2143 Heart of My Heart; Caller: Marshall Flippo• 
2142 I Was Country When Country Wasn't Cool, 
Caller: J. Wykoff • 
2141 Get It Right; Caller: Marshall Filppo• 
2140 More Than I Can Say; Caller: Vernon Jones• 
2139 Gone to Gilly'e; Caller: Lem Gravelle• 
DANCE RANCH RELEASES: 
662 	No Teardrops Tonight, Caller, Ron Schneider • 
661 Sunday. Caller: Frank Lane' 
BOQAN RELEASES: 
1338 Jingle Bell Rock, Caller: Tim Ploch• 
1335 Some Love Songs Never Die, Tim Ploch• 
1334 Louisiana Set. Night, Caller; Hubert Kerr• 
1333 Your Memory, Caller: Tim Ploch• 
LORE RELEASES: 
1195 You Need Somebody, Caller: David Davis• 
1194 I Keep Putting 011 Getting Over You, Moe Odom' 
ROCKIN A RELEASES: 
1374 James Hold the Ladder Steady, David Cox' 
1373 Ballad of Cal Bellou, Caller David Cox' 
SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES: 
2377 There'll Never Be Anyone Else But You, Arnold 
(Bob)Strebe 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
115 This Thing Called Love. Toots richardson' 
114 	Mickey Mouse Club March, Caller Bill Knecht' 
CHRISTMAS SINGLES 
Blue Star 1637 Jingle Bells 
Blue Star 2148 Christmas Medley 
Blue Star 2147 Christmas Time Acoming 
Bogen 1338 Jingle Bell Rock 
MOST POPULAR BLUE STAR ALBUMS 
507 E—Z 34 Basics Recommended by Calleriab. 
Called by Lem Smith 
1021-50 Basics: Caller Marshall Flippo (LP, 8'track) 
1025-75 Plus Basics, Caller: M. Flippo (LP. 8-track) 
1034—Mainstream Plus, Caller: M. Flippo (LP Only) 
MERRBACF1 RECORD SERVICE 
P.O. Box 7309, Houston TX 77248-7309 
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Tke Soria ileperie ok Squaw DaKciKg by George Wilcox Doylestown, Pennsylvania 
"Square dancing is fun." How many 
times have we seen or heard that basic 
statement In publications, on bumper 
stickers, across T-shirts, on badges? 
That thought has been amplified and ex-
panded In expressions such as "square 
dancing is fun set to music." Recently, 
however, we have heard disturbing 
stories to the effect that the fun has 
Done out of square dancing for 
whatever reason. 
"Fun," according to the dictionary, "Is 
what provides amusement or 
enjoyment," and the examples given all 
refer to the interaction of people with 
people. Similarly, the dictionary defines 
"social" as "marked by pleasant compa-
nionship with one's friends or 
associates." So it would seem that a 
fundamental feature of square dancing 
is the enjoyment found in the interac-
tions of the people. 
If, in fact, some of the fun and some of 
the pleasant companionship have been 
lost from our favorite pastime, It is time 
to look more closely at how we can Im-
prove this situation. There is a wide 
variety of social activity available to the 
square dancer beyond the simple pro-
cedure of Joining in groups of eight to 
move to music. Too many people merely 
attend a dance and then go home, 
without really being a part of the scene, 
without touching or being touched by 
others. 
While "getting Involved" in such 
leadership roles as officers of clubs and 
associations, chairmen of special 
events, panelists and the like is Indeed a 
rewarding experience with social im-
plications, nevertheless, the majority of 
dancers neither aspire to nor are par-
ticularly fitted for such Involvement. 
But every dancer can share the 
pleasure derived from the social aspects 
of square dancing: club visitations, 
festival weekends, group travel. There's 
nothing more intriguing than a mystery 
bus trip, clambering onto a bus headed 
for who-knows-where, the singing, the 
wisecracks, the mystery of It all, or the 
exhilaration of a banner-stealing expedi-
tion, meeting new people at another 
club, carrying off their banner, knowing 
full well they'll be back soon to reclaim It 
and capture yours, all the while swelling  
attendance at both dances. 
Then there's the ego trip of putting on 
an exhibition at some civic affair or on 
TV, the square dance week demo at a 
shopping mall, the satisfaction of cap-
turing the fancy of the non-dancers as 
they Join you for their first sample of a 
new-found pleasure. 
The dance weekends, festivals, and 
conventions all offer opportunities to 
fraternize, to learn together, to exchange 
Ideas and impressions. Such camper 
Jamborees and dance weeks as 
Asilomar, Chula Vista, Kirkwood Lodge, 
Andy's Trout Farm, Fontana, and a host 
of others, offer extended opportunities 
for person to person contact. Perhaps 
the most intimate and varied experience 
of all is the square dance tour or cruise, 
where lasting associations can develop. 
In all these group activities, dancing is 
the common bond, but It is the interac-
tion of people with people that pays off. 
My wife and I first experienced this 
feeling of "belonging" at the 16th Na-
tional in Philadelphia when we helped 
out at the tour booth and then Joined In 
the spectacular Parade of States. Then 
followed a whole string of nationals, 
with more and more participation in the 
extra-curricular activities associated 
with the convention. We really became 
aware of the broad spectrum of social 
possibilities when, as social and special 
events chairmen for the 28th National in 
Atlantic City, we were Involved in pro-
viding hospitality for panels and clinics, 
callers, cuers, dance floors, VIP's, ex-
hibition groups, solos, and many others. 
We were responsible for the information 
booth, fashion show, clambake, tours, 
sew and save, and a host of other 
people-to-people activities. This year we 
were the escorts for the Philadelphia 
group tour to Seattle and Alaska. 
From the simplest club visitation to 
the most extended holiday venture, 
there is one thing in common— people 
interaction. At a dance, that interaction 
is limited to eight people in a square, 
usually changing with each tip. Refresh-
ment time or stunt time may pull most of 
the dancers together for a few brief 
moments, but there's nothing like being 
part of a larger group going somewhere 
together with a common Interest— prac- 
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MAJESTIC 
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined. 5 thru 12 narrow, 4 thru 12 
















coltonpoly broadcloth / 








Square Dancers of America have your club logo or emblem cast 
on a solid bronze belt buckle by the Bronze Bear. Send us your 
design or copy of your club badge and a 25'). deposit and the buckle 
will be delivered to you in 6 to 8 weeks via United Parcel Svrvi,',. 
Balance collected on delivery. $8.50 EACH Minimum Order - 24 Buckles — 
	 Address 	  
State   Zip 
111111 THE BRONZE BEAR 
I' () F6 22.51 • Hun,. Iv A:abarn, 352104 • 1205, 883 9.133 alter 6 (x) p  rn  CS  I 
tically living together, sharing the 
laughs, the thrills, the little mishaps over 
a period of time. Then there are the great 
reunions to relive those times, to corn-
pare notes and impressions— the 
lasting friendships that tie folks 
together across miles and time. 
These, then, are some of the social 
aspects, the real dividends, of being a 
square dancer. True, they have minimal 
value If one merely observes or Just goes 
along with the crowd. Some of the  
loneliest experiences imaginable are not 
Joining in the singing on a mystery bus 
trip, going directly to the hotel room 
after dancing at a festival, not drawing a 
partner from the audience for a one-
night stand. 
But for those who put something of 
themselves into the affair, who "get in-
volved" in the social aspects of square 
dancing, there are worlds of rewards 
both for oneself and for the whole 
glorious activity. 
med., 5-10 wide, half sizes 
Black/White 	. 123.00 SCOOP 
Red/Navy/Brown 523.00 ia• 	heel. 	st shank glove leather, 
Gold/Silver $24.50 lined. sizes 4 thru 10 med . 5 thru 
Wide width— Special Order 10 narrow. half sizes 
Black/While $24.75 
R•d/Nevy/ Brown $24.75 
Gold/Silver $24.15 
N-20 SISSY Nylon 
















Ideal for Round Dancers: 11/2 " 
Heel, All Leather, Cushioned Insole 
for Comfort. 5-10 Narrow; 4-10 Me-








Add $1.50 handling. Md. residents fog 5% tax. 
DIXIE DAISY 1351 Odenton Rd., Odenton. Md. 21113 
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) Also Horne* 
C.14.- 	Famous Landmarks 
FREE brochure of 
more designs 
X0..ndpalltted 
Allow 3-6 week* delivery 
check or money order 
to 16.97 plus $1.26 shipping 
for each bell.  
geputra 
• IC;h.nslmas 
• For Olfts 
fir'en4 - For your own Tree 
UNITED SQUARE DANCERS OF AMERICA 
The organizing committee for the for-
mation of a national square dancers 
association, created In June of 1980 at 
Memphis, Tennessee, is pleased to an• 
nounce the formation of the United 
Square Dancers of America. This new 
national organization was officially 
established on Friday, June 26, 1981 dur-
ing the 30th National Convention in 
Seattle, Washington. 
Nineteen states sent voting cialAgataq 
to the organizing meeting In Settle. Ten 
other states were represented by official 
"observers." In all 135 dancer organiza-
tion leaders were In attendance, In-
dicating the strong Interest in the need 
for a national organization. 
During the meeting the delegates 
adopted a constitution, by-laws and 
standing rules, and three resolutions to 
provide direction for the organization 
and Its newly elected officers: Jim and 
Jan Maczko, California, presidents; Jim 
and Peggy Seagraves, Alabama, VP, 
Central Region; Ed and Mary Barbee, 
Texas, VP, Plains Region; Claude and 
Polly Potter, Colorado, VP, Western 
Region; Nate and Margaret Reynolds, 
Maryland, secretaries, and Joe Vaccari, 
Florida, treasurer. A VP for the eastern 
region will be appointed at a later date. 
Membership in the USDA is open to 
"any organized non-profit square dance 
group or other organized group repre-
senting the square dancers within a 
state that will subscribe to the purpose, 
rules, by-laws and policies of the 
USDA." In states which do not have a 
statewide square dancers organization, 
or when the state organization elects 
not to Join the USDA, area or regional 
organizations may Join to represent the 
dancers of their state, but "no state 
shall have over two votes at any time." 
Charter membership will be granted to 
those organizations that qualify and Join 
the USDA before June 25, 1982. Applica-
tions for affiliation may be obtained 
from any member of the Executive 
Board or from writing the Maczkos at 
632 Camino de Clara, Solana Beach CA 
92075. 
Three resolutions were adopted. The 
first created the new organization; the 
second lent support to the efforts to 
achieve recognition for square dancing 
as the national folk dance; the third 
American Squaredence, October 1981 
recognized the importance of the annual 
Tournament of Roses Parade float. 
In accordance with the newly adopted 
governing documents, the elected of-
ficers met In Seattle to begin develop-
ment of programs for the future of 
USDA: 
1. Strive for the unification of dancers; 
2. Provide a national square dancers 
Insurance program for dancers, clubs, 
affiliate groups desiring coverage; 
3. Establish lines of communication 
and cooperation with existing national 
organizations on behalf of the dancer; 
4. Be available to provide assistance 
to those desiring to organize for the bet-
terment of the square dance activity 
when requested; 
5. Develop a national program for the 
recognition of the square dance leader 
for service to the movement, 
6. Serve to promote square dancing in 
all possible areas. 
Generally speaking, the USDA is 
organized to provide the square dancer 
the opportunity to be recognized and 
heard. 
Also square dance 
jewelry & 
needlepoint designs for 
plastic canvas. 
Jeanne Lornane 61-yawns 
2501 a. Campbell St. 
Sandusky OW 414870 
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by Chet Vetter 
Gainesville, 
Florida 
CAN BE FUN 
The LEGACY poll of last year and a 
quick look at some of the early returns 
this year leave us somewhat surprised 
and a little disappointed to find club 
leadership near the bottom in things 
liked or disliked about square dancing. 
No doubt there are many valid 
reasons for this, but we often wonder 
how much the desire not to get involved 
and committed enter Into It. We have too 
many negatives from "shanghaied" and 
untrained officers for this not to be a 
factor. 
It Is time to stress the positive side of 
leadership and ways to improve it. Most 
of this positive action deals with the 
feelings of the person involved and 
strokes the ego a bit. It is the nature of 
the human beast to want recognition 
and a sense of self-satisfaction, both of  
which can be achieved through leader-
ship. The greater the involvement, the 
greater the achievement. We obtain 
satisfaction by setting goals and work-
ing to accomplish them. Recognition 
comes for this achievement. Intertwined 
with this is the increase in friendships 
by number and area. By getting involved 
we expand our horizons, we meet our 
peers not only in the local clubs but in 
distant cities and states. The exchange 
of ideas increases our knowledge and 
enjoyment of our activity. 
Involvement begins with club ac-
tivities. Get to know the officers, their 
duties and responsibilities, as well as 
that of committees. Learn how the club 
Is run, attend meetings and become a 
constructive participant. 
The area association can give a big 
boost to your involvement by sponsoring 
seminars a couple of times a year on 
club management and leadership. A 
forum is needed in all areas where club 
officers and interested dancers can 
meet with experienced moderators and 
panelists for some input to questions 
and for the exchange ideas. A two-to-
four-hour session in a comfortable cen-
tralized room would give aid and comfort 
to some and an enjoyable afternoon or 
evening to most. There are many well 
qualified panelists around: past state or 
area association presidents, traveling 
callers who do this as part of their work, 
and several hundred LEGACY trustees 
throughout this land of ours. Put them to 
work. 
Many leaders feel square dancing has 
done so much for them, they are happy 
to be able to do something in return. 
By getting involved, setting goals, 
thinking positively and using all the 
leadership tools available, you will find 
that leadership can be fun. 
1 
"Whispering Pines Records" 
NEW RELEASES:  
WP-01 WHO'S CHEATIN' WHO 
by Gary O'Connor 
WP-03 I CAN LOVE YOU BETTER 
by Gary O'Connor 
WP-04 LOUISIANA SATURDAY NIGHT 
by Gary O'Connor WP-02 BLACK MOUNTAIN RAG 
(Flip Plus II Hoedown) by Gary O'Connor 
Produced by Whispering Pines Rec. Box 434, Este: Park CO 80517 
Dist. by Corsair-Continental Corp., Box 644, Pomona CA 91769 
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Voir* Sow Tkatigkio 
by Rev Padic 
Are you hurting your voice? As a 
former trainer of voice students (now 
retired), I have listened to square dance 
callers, and believe that many of you are 
straining, perhaps ruining, your voices. 
Let the mike do the work. 
After calling a dance, are you ex-
hausted? Does your throat feel raw, 
rougn, scratchy'? Perhaps you are using 
the wrong method. Do you holler, shout, 
yell? Are there easier ways of using the 
vocal chords? 
First of all, remember that you are 
using your voice In a difficult environ-
ment. The average dance floor has been 
used before, perhaps hundreds of times. 
Dust has gathered in the cracks of the 
floor, no matter how many times it has 
been swept, vacuum-cleaned or Lux-ited. 
If a shaft of light shone across the floor, 
you might see thousands of dust par-
ticles dancing In that beam. A habit of 
breathing through the nose would save 
getting the full dust particles caught in 
the throat with bad effects on the vocal  
chords. 
A second suggestion has to do with 
ease of speaking and whether the tone 
comes from the throat or from down In 
the"bowels." Music teachers call this 
"using the diaphragm." The strongest 
muscle of the whole body Is the one that 
controls this breathing from below, with 
ille stomach rathei Ulan fruin file uhest. 
Try this exercise. Fill the lower part of 
the lungs with air. Let this air out with 
the force from below, not from the upper 
chest. Now speak or sing on that column 
of air. You will find no strain, no tighten-
ing whatsoever of the throat muscles. 
Try this over and over until It becomes a 
useful habit. I will guarantee that throat 
tension or tightening In that region will 
disappear. Singers use this method of 
breathing until it becomes habitual, 
easy, tuneful. So can you. Don't be 
afraid to protrude the lower abdomen. 
Some of you are overweight, anyway, 
and will find this weight a real help In 
carrying the tone of your voice. 
* 
.s. 	 CAL GOLDEN'S  
it 
4t * *CALLERS COLLEGES* 4t 
* All Caller Colleges Open to All Callers 	 * 
11( 	 Callerlab Curriculum will be followed. 	 ig 
* November 9-13, 1961- Cal Golden 	 $ 
* Grand Central Motor Lodge, Hot Springs, Arkansas 	 * 
November 16.20, 1981— Cal, Stan Burdick A Tex Brownlee 
* * Fontana Village, Fontana Dam, North Carolina 
44 	 4i 
Cal Golden lea Colleriab Accredited Caller-Coach. 
* * 10 Full Weeks of Callers Colleges are scheduled for 1982. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 	 * 
* 
SEMINARS: 
October 30-31, 1981— North Dakota State Callers Association, Bismarck, North Dakota 
it 	 January 16-17, 1982— Texas State Callers Association, Houston, Texas 	 * 
* January 23-24, 1982— Siouxiand Callen Association, Aurelia, Iowa 	 * 
t March 7, 1982-- Callers Seminar, Silsbee, Texas it 
March 26, 1982— Southern California Callers Association, La Mirada, Cmilfomla 
* September 3,4,5, 1982— Michigan State Square Dance Leaden, Midland, Michigan 	 11 
• October 30-31, 1082— Rainier Teacher & Caller Association, Tacoma, Washington 4( 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * a * 
* 
Cal will call for thesis Special Events: 
kr 
October 17, 1061— Palmetto Promenade F.stival, Greenville, South Carolina 
* October 24, 1981— Autumn Trails Festival, Winnsboro, Texas 	 • 
• January 8-9, 1962— Square Dance Weekend, Panama City, Florlds, Cal and Darryl McMillan 	* 
* February 5-8, 1982— Winter Square Dance Jubilee, Phoenix, Arizona. * February 13, 1982— Festival, Jackson. Tennessee 
1 	 February 28-27, 1982— Square Dance Weekend, Carrington, North Dakota 	 • 
41 March 6, 1982— Festival, Lufkin, Texas 	 * 
it 	
April 24. 1982— So. Central Square Dancers & Callers Festival, Wichita, Kansas 	 41 
s For Information Sharon Golden. PO Box 2280 Hot Springs AR 71913 Phone: 501-624-7274 	it 
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FOR CALLERS, DANCERS, EVERYONE-- 
eusfom 
cra ring fp 
AT ITS BEST 	 
SUITS, SPORT COATS, AND PANTS, 
CUSTOM CUT AND MADE FOR YOU 
AT DIRECT-BY-MAIL PRICES. A 
UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN HAVING 
FINE QUALITY FABRICS 
TAILORED TO YOUR INDIVIDUAL 
TASTE. 
SAVE!! WEAR TAILORED CLOTHES BY 
"TEX" BROWNLEE 
Tex Brownlee Custom Tailors 
P.O. Box 1189 
Knoxville TN 37901 
Please rush prices and free 
samples of fabrics and sty/es. 
Name 
Street Address  
City 





66 RHYME TIME 99 
  
BEGINNER SQUARE DANCE CLASS 
A new class has begun 
By introducing everyone. 
The caller knows the score; 
Taught many dancers before. 
A few will drop in a week or two, 
"Too hard to learn something new;" 
Others eager to give it a try, 
These are the apple of the caller's eye. 
Callers are a special breed; 
Know how to meet their need 
With patience, loves to teach; 
Thru their mistakes, he does not preach. 
Over and over he will repeat 
"Don't rush— dance to the beat. 
Each lesson they Improve.... 
Now they're getting In the groove! 
The caller looks with pride 
As they dance side by side; 
Another Job well done....  
They all are having fun.  
Helen Barra 
Jennings MO 63136 
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SQUARE DANCE 
DRESS PATTERN 
Create an original square dance dross tor yourself or your club at a 
fraction of the ready to•wear prices. Easy to make, extra full, eight 
gore skirt with three neckline choices and matching scarf. Panerns 
in multi-sizes (5 7 9, 6.8.10, 12 14 16. 18 20-401. 	Ask for this 
pattern at your favorite fabric shop or if unavailable, order direct .  
Complete line of western style patterns for all the family featuring 
shirts, pants and suits for men and women, childrens wear, square 
dance dresses and English riding clothes. 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Mail to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS, INC. 
P. 0. Box 4560 Stockyards Station 
Ft. Worth, Texas 76106 
Pattern rt 275D6-2— $4.00 ea. Size's] 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED S 
Name _ 
Address 
City 	  State 	Zip 	 
Add 50 cents per pattern for handling and postage. 
El Complete Western Brochure for only 50s 
25 
"PRANCERS" 1 st Quality 
$15.90 
N-M W WIDTHS 
STYLE fl 
NrilTE BLACK SMOOTH. BLACK PATENT 
GOLD. SILVER NAVY. RED BROWN 
GENUINE 
® DEERSKINS 






FOR SQUARE DANCING OR CASUAL WEAR 
Rochester Shoe Store 
for your Square and Round Dancing 
footwear needs . 
MANDY Round Dancer $27.90 
"THEATRICAL" 




Hr ACK WHITE 
REC $22.90 
SlI VFR $23.90 
STYLE A 
FOR MEN ONLY 
MEN'S 
Regular „, $36.90 
Brown. Black. Bone. Luggage Tan 
• SIZES 7 TO 13 ALL WIDTHS 
411111bilitimmeimmr- 	 ....• 
STYLE A OR B-MEN'S 
:WOMEN'S  
Regular $40 $31.90 
Oyster (Bone). Luggage Tan 
STYLE C: WOMEN'S 	 SIZES 5 TO 10 WIDTHS N and M 
	  STYLE C FOR WOMEN ONLY 
STYLE B:  MEN'S 
STYLE PRICE 	NAME  
ADDRESS  
	 CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 
COLOR SIZE WIDTH 
—r- 
Add $1.75 per pair Postage & Handling 
Check. VISA or Mosterchorge accepted. 
MAIL ORDER TO: 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydale, NY 13211 
(Syracuse) Phone (315) 454-9334 
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HEM-LINE 
HOW TO BUILD A WARDROBE 
ON ONE BASIC DRESS 
by Rita Midlam 
One idea that I have toyed with several 
years Is the basic dress that can be 
changed in many ways. This is good for 
a beginner who can afford only one 
dress and doesn't like skirts and blouses 
and also for the vacationer who doesn't 
have room to pack complete outfits in 
several colors. 
First you start with a plain color in a 
cotton and polyester that washes easily 
and doesn't wrinkle. Next determine 
what style looks best on you. I chose 
white material, cut a gored skirt, plain 
bodice, rounded neckline and puffed 
sleeves. With this I will wear a white slip 
and white shoes. Now the fun begins. 
For the special seasons of the year 
add appliques or sew a button or snap to 
the skirt seam lines and attach hearts, 
shamrocks, Christmas ornaments, fall 
leaves, flowers or strawberries. 
A popular add-on to any costume Is 
the vest— button it, lace it, or let hang 
open. Try Jean Hardy Pattern #270. I 
made my vest In a Scottish plaid for the 
foreign influence. Try a drape around the 
skirt snapped on at the seams. 
In place of a vest use a front and back 
bib that ties on the sides at the waist 
line. See pattern #276 In Authentic Pat-
terns. Decorate with a pocket or appli-
que. 
Authentic Pattern #314 shows an 
apron worn front and back. I used the 
apron only and cut two out of cotton in 
navy with white polka dots and trimmed 
them In white with navy polka dots. I 
added a waist band to each and snap-
ped them together at the waist. To finish 
the dress I added a polka dot flat bow at 
the neckline. 
Another obvious add-on is the over-
skirt. This can be done in many different 
materials for different appearances. I 
chose a four-color stripe in pastels, cut a 
gored skirt shorter than the basic dress, 
added a double-edged self ruffle around 
the bottom and gathered Into a higher 
waist band lined with pellon. I decorated  
with white lace and the four colors of 
pastel ribbon. With this I can wear my 
multi-colored pastel slip. 
Instead of putting an added skirt over 
the dress, let's put It underneath. I used 
a flocked blue nylon and made a com-
plete skirt In gores with three self ruffles 
around the bottom. Onto the white dress 
I put little tabs that snap to the outside 
and Inside that gather the skirt In a 
scallop fashion to show off the ruffles of 
the underskirt. To the top of the dress, I 
added a yoke of the blue nylon by enlarg-
ing the yoke In Authentic Pattern #309. 
This yoke is separate from the dress, 
lined with pelion, slips over the head and 
snaps at the waist line front and back. 




Next I used an old Simplicity pattern 
(#6218) and cut a pinafore in one of the 
printed eyelets with orange flowers and 
green leaves. Of course, I cut It shorter 
than the dress so white shows above 
and below, Think of what an orange slip 
would do for this. 
Not to be outdone is the pinafore's 
sister design, the Jumper. Either make a 
true Jumper In gingham or try this varia-
tion. I chose a brown and white quilt or 
calico print and made the bottom tier of 
a three-tiered skirt. Then with a brown, I 
made a waist band to which I added the 
bottom tier by way of long brown tabs. 
On the top of the waist band Is sewed a 
calico bib which Is held up by brown 
straps crossing In the back. Here the 
white of the dress shows through the 
middle Instead of at the bottom. See 
figure #2. 
From here I went sophisticated or 
dramatic— a half-and-half dress. I used 
black chiffon and Simplicity #9931. I cut 
half a bodice on a diagonal angle front 
and back. I added darts under the arm 
and the bust line to eliminate gathers. 
To this I added a five gored scalloped 
skirt open on the side. Around all of it I 
added a self double edged ruffle, and a 
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WEAL GIFT FOR 
OFFICER, CALLER 
RECOGNITION LEGAL 
Snap Open 	 SIZE AND 
Feature ROOMY 
Personal 
Name in Gold 
	
100% 




MADE ESPECIALLY BY A SQUARE DANCE FIRM FOR SQUARE 
DANCE LEADERS. ALL PROFITS GO TO LEGACY INTERNA-
TIONAL TO PROMOTE, PERPETUATE SQUARE DANCING 
$45.00 EACH RD. 	 ORDER NOW 
LEGACY, 1$12 Neon, MOWN* NE 61.005 
ruffle around the arm hole. To wear, slip 
your arm In the one arm hole, wrap 
around and snap on the other side at the 
waist. For variety add an artificial flower 
at the waist and a slip to match. See 
figure #3. 
Figure #3 
For my last example, I made a com-
plete unlined dress with gored skirt, ruf-
fle around the neckline, bell sleeves to 
go over the puffed sleeves of white 
dress. The nylon Is a print with three col-
ors In It. So I can make basic dresses of 
the three colors to wear under It. Many 
of these add-ons will go with the new 
colored basic dresses too. 
This Is how you build a wardrobe. 
Start with one dress and, as you add, co-
ordinate so you can mix and match for 
many outfits. 
From Oregon Federation News 
BODGE HOLDERS 
Protect your clothing 
from pin holes and tears 
(A) DOUBLE SIDED SNAP-ON . . . 
Snaps between. and to both, pocket and pocket 
flap of western shirt. 
(B) CLIP `n SNAP . . . 
A clip-on for any garment. Snap off the clip—it's 
a snap-on for western shirt pocket. 
(C) SWIVEL 360° CLIP-ON . . . 
The clip swivels a full 360' —permitting badge to 
be clipped to any style garment. 
At Your Square Dance Shop and Badge Maker! 
DEALERS: Write for brochure for full information. 
Don Hadlock-A 24813 Broadmore Ave., Hayward, CA 94544 
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by Mef Merrell 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
2R yFARS A00— OCTORFFI 19SR 
Rickey Holden asks how much better 
Is BIG? He describes taking part In a 
convention with approximately fifty 
callers who called to some fifteen thou-
sand dancers— a type of event he 
agrees Is an important facet of the 
square dance picture today. The week 
before he had spent a Saturday night In 
a basement with nine or ten other coup-
les, and had another look at the real 
grass-roots of our present square dance 
activity. He says, "There seems to be a 
tendency on the part of some to evaluate 
all of square dancing by the standards 
of the big dances, and this seems to me 
deplorable Indeed. The foundation, the 
continuance, the very ilfe-blood of 
square dancing today lies in the cons-
tant and regular meetings of small 
groups who get together to enjoy dan-
cing with each other." "I'm all for the big 
dances," Rickey assures us. "I think 
they're wonderful. But I never for a mo-
ment forget that they couldn't exist 
without the basement dancers. 
• • • 
A picture shows dancers, after long 
reharsals, arriving on the set of "Giant," 
George Stevens' production of the Edna 
Ferber novel for Warner Bros., to square 
dance for the party scene at Reata 
Ranch, home of stars Elizabeth Taylor 
and Rock Hudson. Remember? 
• •• 
Tracing social dancing in America, 
Rod LaFarge discusses the acceptance 
of the waltz with its "close embrace." 
"The final triumph of the waltz (and 
possibly the key that opened the last 
doors to its ingress) was Its Incorpora-
tion into the country dances; waltz coun-
try dances by the dozens appeared on 
the scene; the 'indecent' waltz thus bor-
rowed a cloak of respectablity by 
becoming a part of the 'old-fashioned' 
and accepted country dance."  
10 YEARS AGO— OCTOBER 1971 
In a letter from Gene Bloemsma of 
Chicago: "Virginia and I attended our 
first national square dance convention 
in New Orleans, and from our breakfast 
re-hash of the night's dancing, we were 
constantly referring to the smooth 
dancers who were always responsible 
dancers. They are responsible to the ex-
tent of always leaving the ladles at the 
right places, facing correctly, and in 
balance. It was a real pleasure to dance 
in front or to the rear of a smooth 
dancer, and to dance flanked by two 
responsible dancers was the greatest." 
•• • 
Ted Wegener in Southern California 
Callers Notes examines communica-
tions in square dancing over the last fif-
ty years to explain the progressive ac-
celeration of new basics. Fifty years ago 
it was required that a caller move from 
one part of the country to another taking 
his new basic with him in order for 
changes to be passed on. It took years 
for a new move to travel across the coun-
try, if It ever did. In the late thirties, a 
quicker form of communication came 
about— the publishing of square dance 
books with their wide distribution. After 
WWII, monthly magazines and traveling 
callers accelerated the process. In the 
early fifties, callers' note services could 
spread many new basics over the world 
in less than a month. Traveling callers 
today Jet to their dates and can take a 
new call from Florida to Maine to Oregon 
to California in a week. In addition it is 
common practice for a caller to tele-
phone from one end of the country to 
another, letting his friends know of a 
new move! So we have come to the 
ultimate In communication: a good new 
basic can be spread across the nation in 
one day! 
Continued on Page 79 
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:MILE JAIME sruns. 
JUST FOR KICKS. 
New Jingle Jongle,m Spurs are one sure-footed way to have fun—
walkin' and dancin'. Made in the USA of chrome-plated spring steel, 
each pair comes with two copper-finished cowbells, two silver-toned 
sheepbells, plus handy attachment rings for charms, keys, and 
assorted doodads. Available in two sizes—men's and women's—
Jingle Jangle Spurs easily snap on to any standard cowboy boot 
Step out ahead of the crowd. Order yours today 
Please rush 




TOTAL AMOUNT $ 
pair(s) of men's spurs, 	 pair(s) of 
STATE ZIP 
($22.95 per pair, includes tax and postage) 
.. Check or money order enclosed 
MasterCard 	VISA 
account number 	 exp date 
cardholder's signature 
Return this coupon to. Kelomun West. Inc , Box 20643, San Diego. CA 92120 
Money back guarantee 
Allow 4 weeks for delivery 
30 
Vag!. TALK 
Those of us who have been in the ac-
tivity for ten to twenty years or more, still 
remember when we really danced to 
music. 
Many of the problem areas that were 
shown up in the LEGACY questionnalra 
are really facts of life that many leaders 
in the activity have realized for a long 
time. The apparent negative vote for con-
tras, round dancing and mixers is 
caused by the fact that few callers teach 
dancing in their square dance classes. 
Instead they teach puzzle solving. Puzzle 
solving does not require the ability (or in 
many cases, permit) dancing to the beat 
of the music. As a result most new 
dancers are being trained in the "thrill" 
of successfully solving a problem, not in 
the pleasure of moving to the music in a 
continuous dancing action. In most 
cases the caller/teacher has himself 
never experienced the pleasure of danc-
ing, so that he has no knowledge of the 
meaning of the word "dance." 
We are Just fooling ourselves If we 
think the dancers are not primarily 
motivated by the puzzle solving aspects 
of square dancing Instead of smooth 
dancing. Just look at which halls the 
dancers flock to at most major conven-
tions and festivals, and at which callers 
are the most popular. The dancing that 
attracts the majority of people is in the 
hall with the most complex square 
dance figures, usually called in a stop-
and-go fashion so that most dancers 
can succeed. 
Dancers trained In puzzle solving will 
not enjoy round dancing or contras 
since they require moving to music and, 
In most cases, have had all the puzzle 
solving requirements eliminated. Those 
dancers who really want to dance and 
those who are driven out or tire of the 
puzzles and still wish to remain with the 
activity, eventually move Into round 
dancing. A few, but only a few, even 
move Into the more traditional part of 
the activity and try and enjoy contras 
and folk dancing. 
In the real world of today, quality 
dancing as we "old timers" remember it 
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has become obsolete and antiquated. 
We are now faced with the modern 
dancer. This modern dancer has no pa-
tience for anyone who is not as prof fl-
cient as he Is In solving problems. In 
many raaaa ha may ha rturla anriinr 
discourteous to his "corner" if she is not 
where he thinks she should be. 
The happy, kindly, friendly people who 
come Into this activity in answer to our 
promotional material about the Joys and 
friendship of square dancing find that 
they feel unwanted. Only the "thick-
skinned" survive to enter the square 
dance movement. It is time we recog-
nized the fact that we are not losing peo-
ple from square dancing after class, but 
we are only keeping those who have 
learned to survive. These survivors are 
not dancers but puzzle solvers who have 
little to no Interest in the dance portion 
of the activity such as rounds, contras 
and mixers. These people have 
developed only one Interest. Efforts 
spent on other parts of the activity such 
as leadership, and club activities other 
than dancing, Just "waste time" that 
could be used to learn more new figures 
in preparation to being able to solve 
more complex puzzles. 
If we are to keep more new dancers in 
the activity we must find a place for the 
non-puzzle-oriented, friendly, fun-loving 
dancer somewhere within the activity. 
by Tom Potts 
Rowley, Massachusetts 
• • • 
Just to point out that the "new 
material" problem is widespread, we 
reprint a letter from one of the exchange 
publications from the folk dance field.• 
Folk dancers are being drowned In a 
rising flood of new material. A while 
back I Introduced a friend to Folk danc-
ing. He was a friendly and enthusiastic 
person who was a great asset to the 
group. After a year or so he dropped out 
saying, "Why don't you perfect and en-
joy what you already know instead of 
constantly adding new dances?" In 
twenty-seven years of dancing I have 
Continued on Page 79 
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$1,000. FOR YOUR CLUB!! 
Fund Raising quick and easy with our complete kit of materials and our 
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19 HAPPINESS IS 82 
SOIJARE DANCINt. 
If you missed us in Seattle, it's still not too late to take advantage of 
our unique Fund Raising Program designed specifically for Square 
Dance clubs— based on a proven concept used for 10 years with other 
non-profit groups. If your club needs money for any project: building, 
caller fees, hall rental, trips, etc., then our program is the answer!! Ab-
solutely no risk to the club— no way you can lose! The only question 
Is: How much do you want to make? 
Free sample calendar In addition to kit If you respond within 15 days. 
CALL COLLECT FOR INFORMATION 516 549-1750 
	  DETACH COUPON 	  
Dear Will: 
Our Club is definitely interested in your Fund Raising Program. 
Please send information. 
HUNTINGTON FUND RAISERS, INC., P.O. BOX 204 
HALESITE, N.Y. 11743 
NAME 	  
CLUB NAME 	  
ADDRESS 




Jim Kassel called his first square 
dance In 1938 and continued for forty-
two years. His turning to western style 
square dancing and calling in 1964 
didn't take him away from his first love 
of traditional style dancing and calling. 
He had his own orchestra for eighteen 
years playing about six times each 
month. 
Jim was club caller for the Glass Slip-
pers, the Fiddle-A-Rounds and the Salem 
Whirlaways. He called for a number of 
the Allegany Valley Square Dance 
Federation Clubs. At one time he was a 
member of the Pittsburgh Callers 
Association and called for both clubs 
and advanced groups In that area. He 
has also called at the National 
Challenge and Advanced Square Dance 
Convention several times. He has taught 
many beginning and advanced square 
dance lessons and been Involved In 
challenge workshops. He has a unique 
talent for calling successful one 
nlghters and Is always In demand. 
In Clarion, one of the nicest things 
that resulted from Jim's Interest In 
square dancing was the program for 
senior citizens. When they all attended, 
there were about thirty, and they danced 
once a week. They loved It, and it was an 
excellent source of exercise both 
physical and mental. 
Reviewing square dance news Items 
from all over the country and overseas, 
Jim edited and wrote the monthly ASD 
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column, "Challenge Chatter," for eight 
years. 
A man of many facets, he has many In-
terests and hobbles, talents and skills. 
Square dance calling and dar,lng have 
been favorites. 
As a skilled craftsman, he specialized 
in jewelry of silver and turquoise. 
Sports-minded, he has played high 
school and college football, basketball, 
baseball; has been a basketball official, 
coached basketball; gave sixteen years 
coaching Little League baseball and 
seven years coaching and managing 
Senior Little League team. 
A native of Clarion, Jim was educated 
In the schools there, received his 
Bachelor of Science Degree in Educa-
tion at Clarion State College and earned 
his Masters In Letters, with a major In 
science, at the University of Pittsburgh. 
Jim Is a former school teacher. He 
taught science for twenty-six years In 
Clarion County Schools. He and his wife, 
Mary, operated a wholesale pet supply 
business which they began In 1954. He 
had regular delivery service In pet sup-
plies to the Greensburg-Pittsburgh area 
and Erie. He retired In 1979. 
He has served as an elder and church 
school teacher In the First United 
Presbyterian Church. 
At present he Is recuperating at home 
from amputation of right leg above the 
knee on May 7, 1980. He will soon be 






Feb. 1.15, 1982 	HAWAII 15 DAY TOUR 
' I  9, AWAY FROM IT ALL- 
THE AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE 
HAWAII 4 ICI ANn TOUR I A 
15-Day Tour 
Personally Escorted by 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
Mail to 'TAN: 	( 
AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P. O. BOX 4Ra 
HURON. OHIO 44B39 
FEATURING: 
• Volcano tour — Hawaii National Park Volcano House 
• Visit orchid gardens in Hawaii 
• Scenic cross-island our of Hawaii 
• Captain Cook cruise and glass•bottom boat tour in Kona 
• Native shows al nearby hotels in Kona 
• lao Valley tour in Maui 
• Sightsee old lahaina — Maui 
• Wailua River boat cruise and Fern Grotto — Kauai — — — — — 
• Waimea Canyon tour in Kauai 
• Visit the friendly isle of Molokai ID tour only) 
• Visit International Market Place 
• 110-mile circle island tour on Oahu (Honolulul 
• Pearl Harbor Monument 
• Mormon Temple visit in tale — Oahu 
• Scheduled pet airlines round-trip to Hawaii 
• In-flight movies ($3 00 surcharge on board) 
• Flower lei greeting 
• Native tour escort (full time) 	 2. Hers (first) 
• All transfers to and from airport/hotels in the Islands 
• All baggage handling on all islands 	 (last) 	  
• Excellent hotels—private bath and shower and swimming pools 
• Motorcoach buses on all ground transportation 
air conditioned where required Address 	  • Air conditioned hotels 
• Hula lessons by your escort 
• Inter-island let nights via Aloha Funbirds 
• City of Hilo tour 	 City, State, Zip 	  
• Black Sand Beach — Hilo 
Enclosed please find check S 	 ( $200. 
deposit per person) to secure my reservation for 
	  persons. (Make check payable to 
STAN I3URI)ICK.) We understand the balance is dur 
60 days prior to departure Once we receive the deposit, 
COMPLETE COST PER PERSON 
the cost Is protected.  
Based on double occupancy in twin-bedded room) $1579. 
Single occupancy add . . 	$180. 
Or 1 Week-1 Island 
1 Wet* Special Price: 8899. 
Use first name as you want it on badges: 




CAROL'S WORLD TRAVEL 
Phone 	  
34 
RECORDS 4 
Joe Salle,  Gordon Sutton 
4,99C0 
Order Direct or from your Nearest Record Dealer 
Produced by Clendenin Enterprises, 7915 N. Clarendon, Portland OR 97203 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS 
H-103 YOU ASKED ME TO, Bob Stutevous 
H-104 GIMME A LITTLE KISS, Gordon Sutton 
H-105 MUSIC OF HAWAII, Ery Parrish 
ft 	H-106 LOVING HER WAS EASIER, 
John Reltmajer 
John Reltmajer Bob Stuleyous 
issin 
Fi  0. BOX 1467 
1711,13US. HWY 83 hAST 
X1ISSION, TX 7857 
512-585-4833 
ENJOY THE BEST IN SQUARE AND ROUND DANCING IN THE VALLEY ON A HARDWOOD FLOAT-
ING FLOOR THAT WILL ACCOMODATE MORE THAN 100 SQUARES. ALL LEVELS OF DANCING, 
BEGINNING LESSONS THROUGH CHALLENGE DANCING AND ADVANCED ROUNDS. 
Nate Biiss 
	 Loren & Dorothy 
Wheeler 
IP% 
A FULL-TIME RECREATIONAL DIRECTOR AND 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR. OTHER AC-
TIVITIES SUCH AS SHUFFLEBOARD, 
HORSESHOES, ARTS AND CRAFTS, 
• SNOOKER AND POOL, BINGO, HEATED 
SWIMMING 10130L, THERAPEUTIC SPA, AND A NUMBER OF OTHER ACTIVITIES. CLOSE TO 
MEXICO, PADRE ISLAND, GOLF & FISHING. 
Jim Davis Jim Hattrick 	 Marlin Hull 
C-049 DIXIE ON MY MIND by Daryl 
C-047 I'VE GOT YOU TO COME HOME TO by Jim Davis 
C-048 WHEN YOU'RE UGLY LIKE ME by Daryl 
C-045 YOUR MEMORY by Marlin 
C-044 I WANT YOU by Jo* 
C-043 YOU AND ME by Jim Hattrlck 
ROUNDS: 
C-1004 I WANT YOU by Lloyd & Elise Ward 
C-1005 WHAT'LL I DO by Bud & Irene Hornstein 
C-1008 CREAM AND SUGAR by Ernie & Mary Hovey 
HOEDOWN 





All Patterns Hand Cut 
On Tissue Paper 
Send for 36-page Catalog 
At LEGACY V the tn!!"W-
Ing resolution was adopted: "Whereas 
LEGACY actively supports and wishes 
to enhance the cultural status of square 
dancing, be it resolved, LEGACY V reaf-
firms active support of HJR-151, the 
resolution before Congress, that the 
dance known as 'The Square Dance' be 
designated as the National Folk Dance 
of the U.S.A." 
218 co-sponsors are needed to move a 
commemorative resolution out of com-
mittee, and there is no way to move 
HJR-151 through Congress without the 
combined efforts of all square dancers. 
In the 96th Congress, there were nine 
initial co-sponsors. The number grew to 
151. Now, in the 97th Congress. there  
were almost three times as many co-
sponsors initially, and with the help of 
all dancers, this resolution may pass 
through the House of Representatives 
successfully. 
Have you and your square dance 
friends contacted all your Congress-
ment to support and co-sponsor 
HJR-151 as submitted by Congressman 
Mineta of California. If not, it is sug-
gested that you arrange a meeting with 
your Congressman at his home office. 
Bring alnng other rlAnrArg frnm his 
district to show support. Bring a copy of 
HJR-151, as the home office may not 
have this information handy. Follow up 
this visit with many letters from the 
square dancers of his district. 
We are asking you to take the lead to 
actively support and enhance the 
cultural status of square dancing In your 
state. Let's make the American Square 
Dance, the National Folk Dance of the 
U.S.A. 
A companion bill, SJ-59, has been in-
troduced In the Senate by Senator 
Robert C. Byrd of West Virginia. 
Frank & Helen Cavanaugh 
LEGACY Chairmen, Nat. Folk Dance 
Edison, New Jersey 
Patterns and Catalog 
$1.50 Each Plus 50c Postage 
Pattern Co. 
40440 27th Street W. 
Palmdale, CA 93550 
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GAY TIMERS TWENTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
The Gay Time Square Dance Club of 
Leicester, England, came Into existence 
al ills Si. jUIIII MEP Diviriti ChuiCh Hall on 
September 29, 1956, as the result of Len 
Janka having advertised In the local 
papers, badgered their editors for free 
publicity and distributed 2500 handbills. 
The exact number attending is not recor-
ded, but at the first graduation party ten 
weeks later, 60 dancers received their 
Bachelor of Square Dancing diplomas. 
During Its early years, the club, named 
after a show that ran In London in the 
early 19508, is reported to have been 
happy and successful with members 
ranging in age from 16 to 60. Happy It 
must have been for during the first four 
years, by which time It had moved to the 
Adult School, over fifteen couples had 
met there and subsequently married. 
Successful it must also have been as 
legend has It that on at least one occa-
sion two double decker busses were 
hired to take members to a Saturday 
dance elsewhere. 
In 1959 advanced dancing sessions 
were Introduced, and In June of that year 
the club's exhibition team won the All 
England Competition with a superb dis-
play choreographed by Len. The com-
petition was sponsored by Derby City 
Council who retained the cup they 
presented. Since the competition was 
not held again, the Gay Timers are still 
technically the All England Champions, 
and Derby Council still, presumably, has 
the cup. 
Len Janka, the driving force behind 
the club, was an outstanding man In all 
respects. One of the country's most 
respected callers at that time, he was 
the club's caller, teacher, mentor, 
organizer, badge designer, money taker 
and even tea maker on occasion. It was 
therefore a dramatic and irretrievable 
loss when late in 1960 his work took him 
away from Leicester at short notice. 
Six of the more senior members of the 
club formed a caretaker committee and, 
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using their own funds pooled for the pur- 
chased from I 	a  lama  quan- 
tity of records and a P.A. system. This 
committee drew up a set of by-laws and 
oversaw formal elections, thus forming 
the Gay Timers Into a true club. 
The services of Ralph Meakin of Not-
tingham were obtained. Ralph's calling 
was very good and everybody was well 
pleased. Unfortunately his fee (dictated 
by the cost of his rail fare) was more 
than the club could afford, so when Jim 
Lees offered to conduct a callers course 
for club members, this was accepted 
and Ralph's services reluctantly dis-
pensed with. The callers course did not 
produce a regular caller, although some 
of Its students contributed to evening 
programs and undertook virtually all the 
teaching for the next eleven years. Danc-
ing to records became an established 
feature. 
During the early seventies Dave Clay 
and Harry Preston called on an alternate 
basis, but it was not until June, 1972, 
that Dave Smith agreed to be the regular 
fortnightly caller. Bill Pead took over 
from Dave in June 1974, with Dave re-
suming in January 1975. In September 
1977, Geoff Powell was elected his suc-
cessor, after Dave resigned because of 
business commitments. III health 
caused Geoff's resignation in 1978, and 
the present caller, Dal Chapman, was 
elected. 
Notable events in which the Gay 
Timers have participated are the Royal 
Show In 1970, two local radio interviews, 
and the Leicester Leisure Exhibitions of 
1966, 1968, 1970, 1972, 1975, 1977 and 
1979. These offer an excellent opportuni-
ty to advertise square dancing and have 
been a major source of new members. 
Dancing five to six sets, the club is 
now stronger than at any time since Len 
left, and optimism is high at the com-
mencement of Its second twenty-five 
years. 	 Dave Woolerton 
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NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION - 
HOUSING FOR EVERYONE 
Detroit has room in Its heart with 
hotels, motels and an RV parking facility 
for you, the dancer," advise Housing 
Chairmen Melvin and Irene Stringer. 
Detroit and the surrounding area have 
over 8000 rooms; you might stay in a 
foreign country, since friendly Windsor, 
Ontario, is Just across the Detroit River 
from the Cobo Hall Convention Center, 
accessible by car or bus. 
Arrangements have been made for the 
Detroit Metro. Convention and Visitors 
Bureau to process your housing re-
quests. Assignments of hotels and 
motels will be made by the 31st National 
Housing Committee who will keep a 
complete record of available space. Ac-
tual confirmation of your room will come 
from each specific hotel or motel and 
room deposits should be sent directly to 
them. If you must cancel, please do so 
through the Housing Committee. 
If you wish to stay with a group, you 
are requested to mall your registrations 
together. 
RV FACILITIES 
Sites close to Cobo Hall are available 
strictly for convenience with very limited 
facilities. 2000 spaces will be at the 
Michigan State Fairgrounds. $50 will 
cover 4 nights and include parking, 
toilets and showers, garbage service 
and security. Shuttle bus service is In-
cluded, during the days of the conven-
tion only. No sewer or water hook-ups 
are available. Water Is available and you 
will be asked to fill up before parking. 
Camping directors Don and Virginia 
Preston urge you to remember that this 
is a rally site. Electricity is not promised. 
A separate area will be provided for 
those wishing to run generators. 
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Campers should register in advance and 
all units must arrive together in order to 
park together. 
Early parking will be available for 
$7.50 per day. An additional fee will be 
charged for over two adults in a unit. For 
Information and assistance, CB-4 will be 
monitored. 
A Trail-in Party will be held In the 
Michigan Mart Bldg. on Wednesday. 
Any questions should be addressed to 
the Prestons at 14885 Euclid, Allen Park 
MI 48101. 
THINGS TO SEE FROM A TO Z 
Detroit has a variety of places to visit 
and things to see. A partial list follows: 
Auto Assembly at the Ford Rouge Plant, 
Dearborn; Belle Isle's Scott Fountain 
(1000 acre park In the Detroit River with 
spectacular fountain built In 1925); 
Boblo Boat, a steamer ride to an amuse-
ment park; Detroit institute of Arts; 
Detroit Science Center; Dodge Fountain; 
Eastern Market; Ethnic Festival, 
celebrating a different nationality each 
weekend on the Philip A. Hart Plaza; 
Philip A. Hart Plaza, center of downtown 
convention and festival activities; 
Greektown, a restaurant in "one of the 
best three restaurant towns in the U.S." 
according to James Beard; Greenfield 
Village; Henry Ford Museum; 
Renaissance Center; Pontiac Sliver-
dome; Tiger Stadium; Trolleys; 
Zoological Park. 
REGISTER NOW, 
Make plans early and register for the 
1981 convention now! Early registrants 
receive the good housing arrangements. 
For Information, write P.O. Box 35285, 
Detroit MI 48235. 
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CALLERLAB CONFAB 
As the time for fall classes ap-
proaches, Calleriab encourages clubs 
and caller-teachers to take a critical look 
at their class programs and goals. 
Review the current Basic and 
Mainstream Programs carefully In light 
of the time available for instruction and 
the clear need to graduate well-
grounded dancers. Dancers should be 
taught not only the choreography of the 
various basics but also an Introduction 
to the topics of history and heritage, 
dress, dance customs and manners, as 
well as simple rounds, mixers, and con-
tras. Teach each basic from more than 
just a single set-up and Insure that both 
heads and sides can dance each part 
comfortably. Note that the new Basic 
Program (which combines the previous 
Basic and Extended Basic lists) makes 
an excellent 30-week package and is 
well suited for those areas where condi-
tions limit class time to about 30 weeks 
a year. 
The recommended Callerlab program 
has 41 sessions of 2 to 21/2 hours each to 
teach the complete Mainstream Pro-
gram, and many areas are phasing Into a 
two-year program of instruction to en-
sure that graduating dancers meet with 
success when they enter the square 
dance world. It seems clear that much of 
the dropout problem Is rooted in the fact 
that some dancers are rushed through 
class too quickly and find that they can-
not cope after graduation. Rushing 
dancers through class to Increase club 
membership or the club treasury is 
short-sighted at best. 
How much better it would be to pro-
duce dancers who will be around for a 
long time because they are comfortable 
with and enjoy their square dance ex-
perience. The freezing of the 
Mainstream list for a period of three 
years enables us to look ahead and plan 
our teaching program without fear of 
disruptive changes. Let's make the most 
of this opportunity and rededicate 
ourselves to graduating really capable, 
smooth-dancing, happy dancers who are 
well-prepared to take their places In the 
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square dance world and have the 
background and motivation to prepare 
for positions of leadership. 
For the quarter beginning October 1, 
Caiieriab has selected two movements 
for use in workshops at Mainstream 
dances: chain down the line, written by 
Don Beck, and star the route, authored 
by Don Williamson. 
STAR THE ROUTE: From a static square, 
those designated (heads or sides) will 
complete the call. Example: heads right 
hand star 3/4 to meet couple on the right 
with a left-hand star one full turn; heads 
meet back in center of set to star right 
half way to meet other sides with a left-
hand star one full turn; heads meet In 
the center for a right-hand 3/4 star back 
to home position. (Takes 32 beats.) 
CHAIN DOWN THE LINE: From a right-
hand two-faced line or left-hand ocean 
wave, centers trade while ends adjust as 
necessary. Then the ends courtesy turn 
the centers. Ending formation is facing 
couples. 
EXAMPLES: 
Heads square thru four hands 
Right and left thru, veer left 
Chain down the line, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Heads slide thru, square thru 3/4 
Left swing thru, balance 
Chain down the line, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Continued on Page BO 
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Don .A 	: 
Ken Anderson 
Elmer Sheffield, Jr. 
( Dancing Tips 
by LIII Bausch 
I am writing this erticie from my view-
point as a caller's wife, with a focus on 
my thoughts and ideas. 
"Look at all the cars! This Is going to 
be a good dance!" That Is my feeling as 
we drive up to a hall where Harold is 
scheduled to call a dance. I want to 
hurry in and see and greet all the people. 
These dancers also anticipated a great 
fun night by getting there early and dan-
cing the first tip. As the saying goes, 
"The first tip sets the pace for the entire 
evening." It does— for the dancer and 
the caller. 
We do not like to attend a dance 
where everyone apologizes for their club 
members being late. Guests are there 
and the club members come straggling 
In one by one as the evening progresses. 
Dancers should take pride In their club 
and be there to greet and socialize with 
their guests and with each otherr. Their 
enthusiasm and friendliness will give 
the club a "10" and guests are sure to 
come back. Members should Introduce 
themselves to guests they do not know 
and introduce the guests around to 
others, then during the nght exchange 
partners with them or ask them to loin 
their squares. 
Here is where we can use the old 
cliche, "Square dancing is friendship set 
to music!" Why not pretend you are the 
host or hostess and this Is your social 
event, for which you are responsible? 
You must get there early and keep things 
going and make the whole evening fun, 
from first tip to the last. You'll have a 
ball; so will everyone around you. The 
caller and his wife will, too! 




HONKY TONK SAT. NIGHT 
RBS1260 
HOOKED ON MUSIC 
RBS1259 





MY HOME'S IN ALABAMA 
by Bill 
JBarK6019 









SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET 
by Cal 
GS715 
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL 
GS714 
YOUR CHEATIN' HEART 
GS712 
GOD BLESS AMERICA 
by Don 
RB269 







RAINDROPS KEEP FALLING 
ON MY HEAD 
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WES TAYLOR 
Mainstream 
Plus 1 and 2 
4391 Belcher Ct. 
Columbus OH 43224 
614-283-2015 
Club Dates & Classes 
Festivals & Workshops 
Hilton & Mity Mite Sound 
[ Calling Tips 
By G•n• Trimmer 
Now— es the fail season of Biasses 
begins— is the proper time to plan for 
those classes. Would you like to have 
your name Inserted Into the following 
sentence? " 	 Is the best and most 
thorough square dance teacher in this 
area." Your name can be there if you 
properly teach all of the basics. Notice 
the word all was itallzed in the previous 
sentence. 
In our rush to get Into the "meat" of a 
teaching program we often build a 
superficial "bone structure" and do not 
lay a good, firm foundation for the begin-
ners. The basic calls forward & back, 
swing, wrong way promenade, wrong 
way grand and others are never taught 
by the caller/instructor. The new dancers 
are more or less expected to pick these 
up from the "experienced" dancer. One 
of the main problems Iles in the fact that 
very few "experienced" dancers were 
taught how to properly and smoothly ex-
ecute many of the basics. 
Let's look at the Caileriab definition of 
basic #4 swing. "Starting formation: fac-
ing dancers (man and lady). Dancers 
step forward, ending right side to right 
side, and move around each other turn-
ing In a clockwise direction four or more 
counts. Dancers break out of the swing. 
The lady continues turning to her right, 
until facing the same direction as the 
man; they form a couple. 
Notice— there is nothing in that 
definition about the proper facing direc-
tion at the completion of the swing and 
there Is nothing in the definition about 
the twirl being a part of the swing. When 
we teach the swing we should make cer-
tain the dancers understand the follow-
ing points... (1) When a man swings a 
lady, she becomes his partner. (2) It is 
the responsibility of the man to end the 
swing by facing the proper direction for 
the next call (face in, promenade, circle 
left, etc.) so the lady can finish the swing  
by continuing a right turn to end facing 
the same direction as the man. (3) Hand 
contact appropriate to the follow-up call 
should be immediately established after 
the swing. (4) The twirl is to a promenade 
only and at the lady's option. The lady 
should progress down the line of dance 
three steps while the gent moves for-
ward down the line of dance with her to 
smoothly blend Into a promenade posi-
tion. (Watch round dancers do a twirl 
two, walk two to a semi-closed position 
If you haw; trouhlo yifitii4117inci A prnpAr 
twirl.) 
The following statement will continue 
to be made for it is so true: 
You only get one chance to teach It so 
try your best to teach It properly the first 
time. From a dancer's point of view it Is 
much more enjoyable to dance grace-
fully and smoothly than to have a series 
of body adjustments that are not com-
fortable. It Is the responsibility of the 
caller to properly teach them how. 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
Why in the world are we focusing on 
such a 11'1 01' autumnal, rural mural 
"front-side" this month? We're glad you 
asked. First of all, It's autumn. Secondly, 
square dancing has Its very roots (and 
we daresay, It gets Its flounce and 
flavor) from things simple and rustic. 
Thirdly, the colorful photos were shot by 
a versatile caller named Al (Tex) Brown-
lee (See cover and story, January 
'81 ASD) who holds a recora or sons. 
He's a five-timer on ASD covers— Oct. 
'85; Jan. '71; April '71; Jan. '81 and now 
Oct. '81. Thanks, Tex. The middle photo 
may raise an eyebrow, but we make no 
apology. The "necessary room" was Just 
as necessary In rural America as the 
bathroom is today. 
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by Bob Howell 
easy lever 
John Hucko of Oviedo, Florida, contributes a mixer to a record many of us have used as a solo dance He 
says that he learned the routine from Gordon Blaum at Andy's Trout Farm this past summer. 
RUBY BABY MIXER 
RECORD: Columbia 13-33063 
POSITION: Open position, both facing 100 
FOOTWORK: Opposite. Steps described are for the men, who start on lett feet 
COUNTS: 
1-4 	Walk - 2 - 3 - Brush 
5-8 Walk - 2 - 3 - Brush 
9-12 	(to left) Slide together - side touch 
13-16 (to right) Slide together - side touch 
17-18 (to lett) Step - swing 
19-20 (to right) Step - swing 
21-24 Wiggle - 2 - 3 - 4 
25-28 Back away - 2 - 3 - 4 
29-32 Walk diag. R to new partner - 2 - 3 - 4 
Repeat from beginning 
Al Scheer of Littleton, Colorado, presented this little break at the Rocky Mountain Lloyd Shaw Roundup. 
We liked the fun that it fosters and asked that he share it with the square dance world. 
SHOOT THE ROOSTER 
Step back, shoot the rooster, boom, boom' 
Swing her again, just like you uster 
Step back, shoot the hen, boom, boom' 
Swing her again. 
'With both hands joined with the partner after the swing, step back, assume a semi-squatting position 
and bounce up and down on the "boom, boom." Then go into a normal swing before repeating for the 
"hen." Have fun! Al suggests this only be called for a young, wild, uninhibited crowd. 
Here is one we hope is original. We work with many large groups where there are more men than women 
or vice versa, and use this dance without indicating sex. If works well with youngsters, singles, oldsters 
or anyone. Our daughter Jan had a quadricycle (four wheels) when she was little and thinking back on 
how it operated, we created the following dance: 
OUADRICYCLE 
FORMATION: Four persons standing side by side, facing LOD with joined hands held at waist height. 
MUSIC: "I'll Get Along Somehow," Big Mac 027 (WIII work with any 64-count singing call.) 
COUNTS: 
1-8 	All four people promenade 8 steps In line of dance with hands joined (4 abreast). 
9-16 Without letting go of hands, bend the line. The RH couple ducks under the center arch made by 
the two center people (Dixie twirl). This resembles a California twirl done with two couples 
rather than two people. Take 8 full counts for the turn. End facing RLOD. 
17.24 All tour walk 8 steps in RLOD still holding hands. 
25-32 Repeat the actions of 9-16 with the LH pair ducking under the center arch to face LOD. 
33-40 All four persons star right 8 steps. 
41-48 All four star left 8 steps. 
49-60 (12 counts) All four circle left once and a half. (Center pair in each line is now facing LOD, while 
ends on each original line are facing RLOD.) 
61-64 Center pair ducks under arch made by other two and progresses to next two waiting for them. 
The two waiting people turn individually to face LOD, as new center pair moves up between 
them to begin the action again. 
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• Square Dance Caller $3.50* 
FIGURES • Cowboy Only 
	
$3.50* 
• Girl Only 
	
$3.50* 
•Add $1.00 postage I handling 'California 6% tax 
Identify Basic Color Preference 
P.O. Box 6423 
Van Nuys CA 91409 
Telephone: (213) 380-4647 
Evenings Weekends 
Here is a new release that Dick Jones of New Jersey 
nice closer for an evening's dance. 
GOODNIGHT SWEETHEART 
RECORD. Top 25358 
INTRODUCTION. BREAK & CLOSER: 
Join hands, circle left, round the ring, don't sorrow 
We will meet, and — dance again tomorrow 
Face partner, do-sa-do. right shoulder round you go 
Same lady swing— then all four men 
Star left you travel, go home and find your lady 
Swing that lady, promenade and maybe 
Whisper softly, as you cuddle near her 
Goodnight, sweetheart, goodnight. 
simplified for an easy-level dance. This mades a 
FIGURE: 
Head couples promenade, half way round and maybe 
Same ladies chain now, turn this pretty lady 
Side two, right and left thru, turn your girl and then 
Same ladies chain, then once again 
All join hands, circle left, halfway round you travel 
Face corner, swing now, swing and promenade her 
We'll walk together. through all joy and sorrow 
Goodnight. sweetheart, goodnight. 
NOTE: 1 ne ''Below Zero Contra" that Mae Fraley submitted for last month's issue also is known as 
"April's Hornpipe " The dance is one and the same, as we realized after reading the latest issue of Nor-
thern Junket, published by Ralph Page. 
Fashions-ftii Texas 
by Nita Smith 
WHOLESALE ACCOUNTS WELCOME 	- 	Writs for Complete Catalogue 
2011 So CO.', Awe 
Bryan. Toy.. 77801 
TH•phono 1713+ 822 2337 
NEW 'DC-9's ABOVE THE LOUDS' 
DOUBLE LAYER PETTICOATS- Tvvo laye of 1bn organza 
proportioned to please the most discriminatiHg 	nce !1 
40yd 	50yd 	60yd 	70yd 	 100yd 
$36.95 39.95 44.95 49.95 5 5 71.95 
White, Apple Green, Aqua, Beige, Black, Blue. Brown, Caiidy ink, Cerise, Flu-
orescent Cerise, Fluorescent Lime, Fluorescent Orange, Fuchsia, Gold, Hot Pink, 
Ivory, Keily.11.W, Lime. Maize, Mint Green, Navy. Orange, Peach, Peacock, Pink, 
Purple, Red, Royal, Yellow 
UD NINE NYLON ORGANZA 
▪ 4Dyct 	ErGiy(1 
	
.50 37 'AS 	 To cover postage and 
BOv I 	100yd 	
handling costs, add $2.00 
per petticoat. 
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Be Comfortable with 
Clinton Sound Equipment 
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Russ & Nancy Nichols 
As PACE approaches its fifth anniversary, a 
brief look at its beginnings might be in order. Prior 
to the National Square Dance Convention in 
Anaheim in 1976, there were a few scattered 
squares of dancers in California who danced 
primarily to tapes— there was no regular live 
Challenge Square Dancing. To provide com-
munication, to attract dancers, to import nation-
ally recognized challenge callers to the west coast 
and obtain insurance coverage all demonstrated a 
need for a viable organization. Dancers wanted 
live action and no one couple should be in jeop-
ardy financially. 
Between Thanksgiving of 1976 and January of 
1977 the concept of PACE was formulated. PACE 
solicited an annual membership from people 
regularly dancing in an Advanced or Challenge 
Level Workshop to underwrite the financial obliga-
tions of holding dances, and to provide insurance 
for the dancers. (It's almost impossible to hire a 
hall these days without liability insurance.) The 
seven founding couples, the Bairds. Busses. 
Coles, Johnsons, Puckers, Sanfords, and 
Simons, firmly believed that challenge square 
dancing had come of age. Accordingly they 
established an organization called PACE, in which 
the dancers would decide for themselves what 
level they had achieved rather than let others 
decide for them. PACE would advertise the level of 
an upcoming dance, so that all who wished to 
danced that level might attend. They would dance 
for fun, not by the "numbers." An attempt would 
be made to share the strength. PACE's philosophy 
is that all tape dancing is a preparation for live 
dancing, not a substitute for it. Tape leaders 
would not hold tape sessions on evenings of 
PACE-sponsored events so that tape workshop 
members could make their own decisions as to 
whether or not they wished to attend the live 
dance. Of course. all did attend in those days. 
From the original membership of approximately 
four squares in January of 1977, PACE has grown 
tenfold The original comments on the badges—
now well-known by local callers and dancers alike 
and all the way across the country— were, "What 
does that mean?" Pacific Association of Club 
Evaders? Push and Criticize Everyone? or Pace, 
(Italian for Peace). Others said, "You're a 
Challenge Dancer? You're having too much fun!" 
My, how the attitude has changed. It's the Pacific 
Association of Challenge Enthusiasts and en-
thusiastic about it! 
The first year Norm Poisson was hosted by 
Elliott 8. Iris Pucker, PACE incorporated and joined  
the Western Square Dance Ass' n. , had a summer 
workshop for Advanced Level, hired Jimmy Davis 
for the first C-2 weekend, and Dave Smith for our 
First Anniversary— what a party! It was held 
Thanksgiving Weekend of 1977 with over 10 sets 
in attendance and a super PACE cake decorated 
by Jeannie Swearingen. 
The second year included Norm, Jimmy, Ross 
Howell, Ron Libby. and Dave. not Smith this time 
but Hodson, for a C-2 weekend with over 14 sets, 
plus Ed Foote, Deuce Williams. Lee Kopman, 
Johnny Preston. Bud Bennett, and Dave Stevens, 
and more. Northern California hart its first 
weekends. There were now enough dancers at 
C-1 and above to establish weekends in both Los 
Angeles and the Bay Area. The First West Coast 
Challenge Extravaganza was already in the plan-
ning— and it came to fruition in April 1979 with 
over 30 squares of challenge dancers. PACE is 
still growing, and growing! Since 1979 each caller 
has been guaranteed a minimum fee for his ser-
vices, it's a far cry from covering expenses only. 
In 1980 PACE hosted weekends with a majority 
of the nationally-recognized challenge callers plus 
double sessions on 5th Saturdays. The member-
ship had now grown to the point that PACE-North 
was established for the Bay Area. which handles 
its own dances, bookings, and finances. The 
parent organization operates solely in Southern 
California hiring the top challenge callers from 
throughout the nation to provide smooth, exciting, 
and challenging choreography for the pleasure of 
the more than 300 Southern California challenge 
dancers. This was attested to by the fact that a 
single session C-1 dance with Lee Kopman drew 
26 squares in July. 
Thanksgiving 1980 brought the second three-
day extravaganza with all levels of challenge 
called by Jimmy Davis, Dave Hodson, and Norm 
Poisson. with 53 squares in attendance for the 
dancing and after-partying. 
PACE has 10 weekends scheduled for 1981, 
(C-1 thru C-3) in addition to single- and double-
session challenge dances. Join PACE for the 3rd 
Annual West Coast Challenge Extravaganza in 
November with Dave Hodson, Lee Kopman, and 
Norm Poisson. In addition to the 13+ hours of 
dancing with friendly people, an after-party on 
Saturday night with original "talent" and skits is 
provided. Perhaps this year some of our out-of-
state participants will get involved and display 
their talents. Spend the Thanksgiving holiday in 
beautiful Oxnard, California. Get reservations in 
early for a super program for "Extravaganza 
'81!' 
Visitors to the Los Angeles area are always 
welcome to PACE tape groups and dances Reser-
vations for weekends should be made in advance 
if at all possible. You may contact one of the 
Continued on Page 83 
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On Reel Or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
For Advanced, c.i C.2 and C.1 
Levels of Dancing 
Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our Brand New (3) 
TWO COUPLE TAPES 
Geared to Approved Callerlab Level Lists 
Advanced Level — C-1 Level — C-2 Level 
Plus (6) TWO COUPLE TAPES 
Using a Variety of Popular Experimentals 
Also Available 
GLOSSARY OF SID CALLS 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2985 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
Saturday, October 24 
Dick Bayer 
Sunday, October 25 (Advanced) 
Dick Bayer 
Tuesday, October 27 
Keith Rippe° 
Saturday, November 7 
Johnny Jones 
Tuesday, November 10 
Ed Clark 
WAGON WHEELERS HALL 
Floating Maple Floor 
Capacity: 30 Squares 
Summit Street Hill 
Jackson. Ohio 
THE SIGHT CALLER'S TEXTBOOK 	$12.50 
120-page book, fully Illustrated, with exercises and examples for self-
teaching. Learn from scratch or improve your present ability. Chapters on: 
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Snapshot Get-Outs, Programming...plus 
10 other topics. 
THE TOP TEN (1980 Edition) 	 $6.00 
5 separate Dictionaries of all the Callerlab levels (MS-C2); Choreo Analysis & 
Diagrams of Top Ten New Calls; Callerlab Formations & APD Arrangements; 
g More. 
SCV CALLER'S NOTE SERVICE... 
With liability insurance, $20/yr; NotesOnly$12/yr 
Definitions of ALL new calls & concepts; Choreo analysis and Figures MS 
thru A2; $1 Million Liability Insurance. Equipment insurance also available . 
BI-monthly, calendar year. 
DANCERS NOTE SERVICE (81-Monthly) 	$6/Calendar year 
Definitions of ALL the new calls & Concepts, Supplements the TOP TEN. 
Order from: BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087 
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Many articles stressing the Impor-
tance of pre-programming have been 
written over the years. Recently Don 
Malcom sent some samples of his pro-
gramming notes. One tip is included 
here. Try several methods (cue cards, 
graphic signs, etc.) until you find the 
system that works best for you. NOTE: 
Do not read from your notes word for 
word; rather, use them as memory Jog-
gers. 
If you have an Interesting method, 
send It to be shared with our readers. 
Tip Opener (get them smiling): 
Bow to your partner, give her a swing 
Round and round with the pretty little 
thing 
Now bow to your corner, same thing — 
Swing your partner 	 
Set-up (get them listening): 
(Static square) Heads (sides) pass thru 
Both turn right, around two 
Make a line, up and back (1P2P) 
Just for fun: 
Prettiest girl, richest man, biggest feet... 
Rip and snort....try it, It's fun 	 
Conversions add variety: 
(From Box 1-4 to 1P2P line) 
Spin chain thru, girls double circulate 
Boys run, bend the line.... 
Get-out (pleasant surprise): 
Heads (sides) curlique, walk and dodge 
Touch to a wave, swing thru, boys run 
Couples circulate, boys circulate 
Left allemande 	 
Tip closer (stir the bucket): 
(Static•. square) One and two right 
and left thru 
Three and four right and let thru 
New heads right and left thru 
Bow to the partner corners all 
That's it, that's all 	 
Using the QS: 
Heads (sides) curlique, boys run 
Touch a quarter, scoot back, boys fold 
Dixie style to ocean wave, ends hinge 1/4 
Couple up, reverse the flutterwheel 
Girls lead Dixie derby, girls circulate 
Girls trade, couples trade, partner trade 
Promenade 	 
Plus figures: 
Heads (sides) curilque, couples up 
Pass thru, touch a quarter 
Touch to a wave, swing thru 
Centers run, centers hinge 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
All eight circulate, boys run, ends fold 
Touch a quarter, walk and dodge 
Centers fold, right and left grand 	 
Heads (sides) pass thru, separate 
Around one, make a line, pass thru 
Ends cross fold, touch to a wave 
Explode the wave, partner trade 
Load the boat, left allemande 	 
TAGS (FULL, 1/4, 3/i) 
Side ladles chain, heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line 
Peel off, ends ladies chain (diag.) 
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We have two Pulse Poll figures tied for 
fifth place: go first class and deuces 
wild. 
All pass thru, girls fold, star thru 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, tag the line, cloverleaf 
Centers turn thru, slide thru 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Veer left, couples hinge, tag the Ilne 
Peel off, pass thru, girls fold 
Star thru, couples circulate 
Wheel and deal, sweep a quarter 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladles chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass thru 
Tag the line, peel off, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, bend the line 
Two ladles chain, pass thru 
Tag the line, peel off, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers square thru 
Slide thru, left half square thru 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, three-quarter tag 
Girls face right, flip the diamond 
All circulate, recycle, sweep a quarter 
Crosstrall thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, three-quarter tag 
Boys swing thru, girls turn back 
Extend, boys run, star thru, pass thru 
Trade by, pass to the center, star thru 
Sides lead right, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Veer left, couples hinge, three-quarter tag 
Boys turn thru, centers in, cast off 3/4 
Pass thru, girls cross fold, star thru 
Circulate, bend the line 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Pass thru, bend the Ilne, flutter wheel 
Pass thru, three-quarter tag, recycle 
Others turn back, centers square thru % 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladles chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass thru 
Three-quarter tag, centers recycle 
Others turn back, centers pass thru 
Spilt two, around one to a line 
Star thru, trade by, pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Now chain across, heads lead right 
Circle to a line, pass thru 
Three-quarter tag, clover and recycle 
Pass thru, clover and swing thru 
Recycle, sweep a quarter 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain, heads square thru four 
Swing thru, boys run, quarter tag 
Girls swing thru, extend, boys run 
Partner trade, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, quarter tag, girls trade 
Extend, boys run, partner trade 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Veer left, couples hinge, quarter tag 
Girls swing thru, extend, split circulate 
Boys run, square thru four, trade by 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladles chain, heads lead right 
Circle to a Ilne, pass thru, quarter tag 
Centers swing thru, extend 
3/4 	Glrls circulate, girls trade 
Recycle, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, bend the line, flutter wheel 
Pass thru, quarter tag, swing thru 
Recycle, sweep a quarter 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladies chain, chain back % 
Sides lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Pass thru, quarter tag 
Center boys run, wheel and deal 
Others star thru, lead right 
Left allemande 	 
Four ladles chain three-quarters 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Pass thru, quarter tag, centers trade 
Extend, scoot back, boys trade 
Boys run, half tag, trade and roll 
Left allemande 	 
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GO FIRST CLASS 
Definition: From parallel waves, out-
facers switch the wave (end facing out 
cross runs and center facing out runs), 
ends facing in circulate as centers fac-
ing in diagonal circulate to the center of 
the other line. Results in parallel two-
faced lines. 







Ends facing in circulate as centers fac-
ing in diagonal circulate 
Result 
Li 0 ci 
Din 0 CI 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Go first class, half tag, swing thru 
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Spin the top, go first class 
Ferris wheel, zoom and turn thru 
Circle four to a Ilne, left allemande 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Do a Dixie style to a wave, go first class 
Centers circulate, bend the line 
Star thru, pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Go first class, ferris wheel, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, go first class 
Centers hinge, 6x2 acey deucey 
Flip the diamond, girls trade, recycle 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
Heads pass thru, go around one to a line 
Pass the ocean, go first class, half tag 
Trade and roll, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two 
Go first class, wheel and deal  
Swing thru, boys run, partner trade 
Pass thru, partner trade and roll 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Go first class, ferris wheel 
Centers double swing thru, turn thru 
Left allemande 	 
DEUCES WILD 
Definition: From parallel waves or two-
faced lines, centers trade as ends zoom. 
Parallel waves: centers trade as ends 
nnm 
Parallel two-faced lines: centers trade as 
ends zoom 






EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Deuces wild, recycle, star thru 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, deuces wild, swing thru 
Girls circulate, boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
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e-sk 	Hinge a quarter 
and finish as above. 
LI CP 
10 40 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two 
Deuces wild, recycle, pass thru 
Trade by, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads pass the ocean, extend 
Deuces wild, swing thru, boys run 
Wheel and deal, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Deuces wild, boys run, ferris wheel 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Spin the top, deuces wild 
Boys circulate, boys run, half tag 
Trade and roll, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, circle 
To a two-faced line, deuces wild 
Ferris wheel, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch a quarter, coordinate 
Deuces wild, half tag, scoot back 
Boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Zoom and square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
TOUCH AND FLUTTER 
by Al Appleton 
HINGE AND FLUTTER 
by Ron Schneider 
TOUCH AND FLUTTER: From facing 
pairs, touch a quarter (momentary box 
foursome) and without stopping, out-
facers do a right face U-turn back as in-
facers touch left and all finish as in a 
reverse flutter wheel. Movement ends In 
facing couples. If command is left touch 
and flutter, all action Is done In the op-
posite direction (left touch a quarter, 
outfacers left face U-turn back as In-
facers touch and all finish as In flutter 
wheel). 
HINGE AND FLUTTER: From right- or 
left-hand waves, all single hinge and 
then continue as above. 
COMMENT: Although named differently, 
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both are essentially the same move-
ment. Perhaps hinge and flutter should 
be used when waves are already esta-
blished, and touch and flutter when no 
wave has yet been established. 
TOUCH AND FLUTTER 
touch a quarter, 
Outfacers turn back 
All reverse flutter wheel 
To end as facing couples 
CI 
HINGE AND FLUTTER 
Ocean wave 
EXAMPLES by Ed: 
Heads touch and flutter, pass thru 
Circle to a line, two ladles chain 
Touch and flutter, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch and flutter, sweep a quarter 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Hinge and flutter, touch and flutter 
Swing thru, right and left thru 
Dive thru, square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Flutter wheel, touch and flutter 
Pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Two ladles chain, rollaway 
Touch and flutter, right and left grand 
Heads pass thru, round one to a Ilne 
Touch and flutter, pass thru, trade by 
Touch and flutter, slide thru 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, track two 
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Facing couples 
Hinge and flutter, crosstrall thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Swing thru, hinge and flutter 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, spin the top 
Hinge and flutter, spin the top 
Girls turn back, ferris wheel 
Centers sweep a quarter, bow to partner. 
Heads touch and flutter, pass thru 
Touch and flutter, crosstrall thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, touch and flutter 
Touch and flutter, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch and flutter, swing thru 
Hinge and flutter, star thru, trade by 
Circle to a line, crosstrall thru 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, touch and flutter 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers touch and flutter 
Bow to partner 	 
From Choreo Breakdown; 
Heads sauare thru four. touch and flutter 
Pass the ocean, recycle, left allemande.. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass the ocean 
Girls trade, hinge and flutter 
Left alleenande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Touch and flutter, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Touch and flutter, pass thru 
Bend the line, pass the ocean 
Hinge and flutter, square thru four 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four 
Touch and flutter, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers touch 
And flutter, crosstrall thru 
Separate around one to a line 
Pass the ocean, hinge and flutter 
Crosstrail thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Right and left thru, ladies lead 
Dixie style to a wave, hinge and flutter 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers touch 
And flutter, bow to partner 	 
(1!;11  FIGURE] 
ALAMO BALANCE: 
'Allemande left In the alamo style 
Right to partner and balance' 
Heads scoot back, sides trade 
Left swing thru, left swing thru 
Turn thru, left allemande 	 
(Same as above, * to •) 
All eight scootback, boys run 
Left allemande 	 
(Same as above, • to •) 
All eight walk and dodge 
Partner trade, reverse flutter wheel 
Promenade home 	 
(Same as above, • to *) 
Heads scoot back, sides walk and dodge 
Clover and hinge a quarter 
Fan the top, step thru 
Left allemande 	 
(Same as above, • to *) 
Heads scootback, all boys trade 
All girls trade, swing thru 
Sides scootback, left allemande 	 
(Same as above, * to *) 
All walk and dodge, boys run 
Swing thru, right and left grand.... 
(Same as above, • to •) 
Swing thru, walk and dodge, boys run 
Left allemande 	 
(Same as above, • to •) 
All walk and dodge, boys fold 
Star thru, promenade, girls turn back 
Wrong way thar, all eight spin the top 
All hinge a quarter, walk and dodge 
Boys fold, star thru, promenade home.... 
Side ladies chain right 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, tag the Ilne, peel off 
Square thru four, clover and 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladles chain right, sides lead right 
Circle to a Ilne, square thru % 
Quarter tag the line, centers swing thru 
Extend, girls trade, recycle 
Square thru three-quarters 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
Contlnuod on Pao* 78 
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Joel Spires 
Lakeview. S. (' 
°Thursday Night 
Only 
Grand Strand Weekend 
Landmark Resort Hotel 
	,„ Myrtle Beach, S. C. 
January 8 & 9, 1982 
HZ \TURING: 
r,ris /Ord Simla/ 
Thursday Night. l ust Separate 
Halls for Plus I & Il with 
Two Rounds Between Tips 





by Howie Shirley, guest contributor 
One and three lead to the right and circle 
To a line, right and left thru 
Flutterwheel and sweep a quarter 
Veer to the left and couples circulate 
Men circulate and girls trade 
Bend the line, pass the ocean 
Everybody scoot back and all eight 
Circulate half, go right and left grand.... 
One and three square thru, swing thru 
Girls circulate, men trade, men run 
Do a wheel and deal, circle four 
Side gents lead to lines of four 
Go right and left thru, pass thru 
Now wheel and deal, centers zoom 
Others pass the ocean, now single hinge 
Do a walk and dodge, all slide thru 
Pass thru, tag the line 
Just the leaders quarter left twice 
Left allemande 	 
One and three touch a quarter 
The boys run, spin the top, men run 
Couples hinge, tag the Ilne all the way 
Face to the right, couple hinge 
Do a half tag the line, men run 
Right and left thru, rollaway 
Touch a quarter, scoot back, girls run 
Square thru and don't Just stand 
Walk Into a right and left grand 	 
Two and four right and left thru 
Then square thru, swing thru, men run 
Bend the line, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, center four wheel around 
Do-si-do, swing thru, balance 
Swing by the right three-quarters 
Girls fold, do a double pass thru 
All quarter right, then wheel and deal 
Touch, girls cross run, men trade 
Left allemande 	 
Two and four flutter wheel 
Sweep a quarter, right and left thru 
Turn a full turn, do-sa-do, circle half 
To a two-faced line, couples circulate 
Girls cross run, boys fold, single hinge 
Men run and all pass the ocean 
All eight circulate, do-sa-do (no hands) 
Pass the ocean, balance, spin the top 
Centers trade, all eight fold 
Left allemande 	 
Two and four ladies chain 
One and three rollaway 
Same four pass thru, both turn left 
Single file, two and four pass thru 
Left allemande 	 
OPINCIE - LAI • Lit'Fir 
ONE 114 FF 
Price of Package -- 3 days & 2 nights 580.00 per couple (includes LODGING & DANCING ALL SESSIONSI. 
Additional persons in room over 12, $8.00 each and under 12, Free - LODGING ONLY. Call if you need 
information on Thursday Night Lodging. (Tom Heyward 803/249-32351. 
$25 Deposit required with reservation: Make check payable to Grand Strand Weekend. 
Mail to: Tom Heyward, P. 0. Box 198, North Myrtle Beach. S. C. 29b13.2 
All reservations must be made by DECEMBER 1, 1981. 
If you must cancel, your money will be refundable thru that date. NO REFUNDS after December 1, 1981. 
For additional information: Phone Tom Heyward at 803/2493235. Please call after 5 p.m. or on weekends 
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Old Square Dancers 	 on, 
Never Due—They Just Square Dancing 
Round Out And Roll Away 	 An American Heritage 
Stock .01022 Men, Blue T Stock •D1010 Men. Blue T 
Stock eD1023 Ladies Yellow T 	Stock .01011 Ladies Yellow 	T 
Hollywood Squares 
Stock eD1015 Men. Blue T 












12116 Brenlyn Lane 




IP ION 	In 	 IMP MI NM 	 MO 1=1 I= =I MI IMO NMI MB q 
FITS A SQUARE DANCER TO A "T"! 
Let the word go out BIG 8 BOLD that 
you're a Square Dancer and there's lust no better place to be 
The T's are all top quality 50/50 cotton 8 polyester short sleeves.  
Ladies' TS in soft yellow with a mild scoop neck Men's T's in pastel sky blue 
Choose the design that says it best for you 
	
MENS: S (34-36), M (38-40), 	 LADIES: S (7-8). PA (9-10), 
L (42-44), XL (46-48) L (11-12). XL (13-14) 
Squared ibway Guarantee 
If you're not completely 
happy with your Ts, 
send ern back for a full and 
prompt refund 
24-Hour Insta-Bhip 
From the second your order arrwee, 
were on the run to get it out the 
door that same day That's 24-Hour 
Insta Ship at Squared Away 
Delivery Charge Chart 
( Includes Shipping. Handling 
& Insured Delivery — 
1-2 Starts 	 81.99 
3-4 Shirts  	6250 






Bridgeton MO 63044 
314-739-8744 
Distributed by Corsair, 
Twelgren, Old.Tirner 
"TALLER" CALLERS NEEDED 
It's not Just how much a caller knows 
How new his calls, how fancy his clothes. 
It's the way he acts and the concern he shows 
For the square dance club and the way It grows. 
There is much talk about caller accreditation 
these days. Callerlab is suggesting a system 
based on points for time in the activity, pro-
ven ability to call, etc. We wonder, when the 
chips are down, if the real accreditation 
hasn't always been (and perhaps always will 
be) based on a caller's ability to please the 
dancers, both with calling proficiency and 
because of the fact that he or she is a fine 
person? 
From Southern California Callers Notes 
Louisville 
Joe Porrltt 
1616 Gardiner Ln. Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
502-459-2455 
St. Louis 
JP1OS THE MATADOR by Bob 
JP2041 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES by Job 
JP207 LOVE HAS MADE A WOMAN OUT OF YOU by Joe 
JP107 SHE BELIEVES IN ME by Bob 
JP502 COUNTRY CATICITY SLICKER (Hoedown) 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER by Jo* 
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN by Bob 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY, Bob 
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER, Joe 
JP401 TENNESSEE SUNSHINE, Bob & Joe 
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING, Bob & Joe 
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LXITRINIt \ I \L BASIC 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION. Nor recom- 
mended for dancers 
below PLUS level 
activity .  
ASD— Not a Callerlsb level 
1. Zing 
2. Chain down the line 
3. Touch/hinge and flutter 
4. The hard way 





See flat of Cellerlab 
programs, July 1981 
Issue (centerfold). 
PLUS ONE 
anything And roll 




Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain the gears 
Teacup chain 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
Turn and left thru 
PLUS TWO 
All eight spin the top 
Crossfire 
Dixie grand 
Explode the wave 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the thar 
% tag the line 
CALLERLAS APPROVED EXPERIMENTALS 
Dixie derby 
Linear cycle 




Palest:tee the column 
Slant touch & anything 
CHALLENGE: 
Hocue pocus 
Magic column circulate 
Make magic 
Beau/belle hop 





FOUR BAR B RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES 
46-8048 WHAT A LITTLE MOONLIGHT CAN DO— SIII V. 
464044 HUMMIN' BIRD/TATERS— Hoedown 
46-eo43 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS—BIII 
48-8042 GUITAR MAN— Bill Owaley 
40-8041 I AIN'T GOT NOBODY— Bob 
48-6040 SMOKEY MOUNTAIN RAIN— Mite 
46-8039 SOUTHERN RAINS— Bill V. 
413-6018 SOMBODYII KNOCKIN'— John 
48-6036 LOOKIN' FOR LOVE—Bob 
45-6035 GONNA SIT RIGHT DOWN AND WRITE MYSELF 
A LETTER— 0111 V. 
413-6034 LADED LOVE— Bill 
49-6033 THAT'S WHAT I GET FOR LOVING YOU— John 
4514032 CORNBREAD/HUSH PUPPY (Hoedowns) 
4E14029 ALONE WITH YOU— Bob 
46-60211 KAW-LIGA— Bill 
48-6017 THINGS I TREASURE— Mike 
RECENT RELEASES 
4136011 40 MILES FROM POPLAR BLUFF— Bob 
4B-6012 I WILL SURVIVE— Bill 
4134013 GHOST RIDERS IN THE SKY— Mika 
4B-6014 WILL YOU BE LOVING ANOTHER MAN 
48-8015 KENTUCKY IN THE MORNING— Bill 
484016 RAMBLIN' MUSIC MAN— Bob 
486019 ALL THE GOLD IN CALIFORNIA— Bob 
48-6021 IT'S CRYING TIME AGAIN— Bill 
48-6022 HOLDING THE BAG— Bob & BIII 
413-5024 CHAIN GANG OF LOVE— Mike 
413.8025 EVERYBODY'S SOMEBODY'S FOOL—Bob 
48.60213 A GOOD OLD COUNTRY SONG— Bill V. 
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Round Dance 
SQUARE DANCERS' ROUNDS CLASSICS 
1. Could I Have This Dance 1. Answer Me 
2 ElvIra 2. Spaghetti Rag 
3. Plano Roll Waltz 3. Hold Mu 
4. Calahan 4.  Feelin' 
5.  Maple Leaf Rag 5. Rhumba Maria 
8. Debutante 8. Birth of the Blues 
7. Shadow of Your Smile 7. Dancing Shadows 
8. You're the Cream In my Coffee 8.  Roses For Elizabeth 
9.  Suzette 9 Folsom Prison Blues 
10.  Two-Steppin' Twosome 10. Dream Awhile 
ROUND DANCERS' ROUNDS 
1. Whispering 
2. Write Myself A Letter 
3. Til Tomorrow 
4. Corredo 
5. Begin the BeguIns 
8. Hallelujah 
7. Mr. Wonderful 
8. Lazy Sugarfoot 
9. Somebody's Knocking 
10 I'll Be Seeing You 
TOP ROUNDS 
(Courtesy Carousel Cubs) 
ADVANCED 
1. PepIto (Rother) 
2. Fortuoslty (Rother) 
3. Smoke Gets In Your Eyes (Landoll) 
4. Aphrodesia (Ward) 
5. String Of Pearls (Newby) 
6. Amapola (Tulius) 
7. Roadhouse Blues (Eastardilly) 
8. Dream Lover (Palmquist) 
HIGH INTERMEDIATE 
1 	Begin the BeguIna (Wolcott) 
2. Jealous (Barton) 
3. Lary Sugarfoot (Procter) 
4. Whispering (Roberts) 
5. Memories (Barton) 
6. Sealed With A Kiss (Easterday) 
7. Corrado (Newby) 
8. 'Write Myself A Letter (Kannapel) 
EVERY MONTH IN THIS MAGAZINE! 
SUBSCRIBE NOW 
STILL THE BEST S/D NEWS BARGAIN AROUND! 
AMERICAN SQURRE EIRNCEHun7H48484839 
Please start my subscription NOW. My check (or money order) is encloses. 
One Year at $9 
	
Two Years at $16.00 





               
               
               
      
ZIP CODE 
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People 
IN THE NEWS 
In July, caller Vern 
W•••• of Grand 
Prairie, Texas, had an 
unusual opportunity. 
He called for 132 
outstanding high 
school sophomores 
from "everywhere" In 
the USA and 17 for-
eign countries at a convention In Dallas 
where these young people were Intro-
duced to top business and Industrial 
leaders. 
It all started when movie star Hugh 
O'Brien (also "Wyatt Earp" of TV) of 
Hollywood called state president Mervin 
Matus and asked for a demo set of 
dancers to present square dancing at 
the Hugh O'Brien Youth Foundation 
Leadership Seminar at the Dallas Mar-
rlott. The idea for the week-long conven-
tion Is to Introduce "leaders of tomorrow 
to leaders of today." Square dancing 
was made a part of the social scene 
also, thanks to Vern and Marvin and all 
others who assisted; and some influen-
tial young folks had fun dancing some 
basic steps of our favorite hobby. 
A fine feature appeared in the Colorado 
Springs Weekend In July, showing Dean 
Edwards calling for the Fun Finders with 
the Hoedown Aires live band at a weekly 
Bancroft Park traditional dance. 
Lanni* McQuaide, popular caller/promp-
ter of the Columbus, Ohio area sent a 
feature story from the Columbus 
Dispatch. Other callers mentioned In the 
article are: Ralph Hoge!, Bud Swisher 
and Harry Fisher. Dance leaders are 
Robert Kral and Gall Bleak's. 
Len Rauch, owner of Quality Western 
Shop In Clearwater, Florida, sent a very 
complete color-photo feature on square 
dancing from the Clearwater Sun's "Out 





_11 15 	ft/ EXPERIENCED CALLERS • .. 
ALL CALLERS 	
*vier
There is available to you a wealth of 
material in our most usable "Square 
Dance Callers Reference Notes." Easy 
material, new material, old material, 
all written by and for our members. 
$1 Million Liability Insurance ! 
For a free mailing, send a postcard to: 
SID CALLERS ASSN. SO. CAUFOR NIA 
14433 Dunnet Aye., LaPAIracil CA 90638 
QUANTITY PRICES 
ALL POSTAGE PAID 
Prices: 1-2 shirts S6 ea.. 
3-5 S5 ea.. 6&up S4 ea. 
Sizes: 	S(34-36). 	M(38- 
401, L(42-44, XL (46-48) 	iv BATHER BE 
will shrink 
Colors: yellow, lite blue. 	 UARE white w/navy. Color 
selection cannot be 	 CiNg guaranteed but please 600„,.---*---...44. 
state preferences. 	 A r ayment: check/money 
order. IL add 5%  
Catalog . 	free. 	 .. 
SQUARE THINGS, 
Dept. 	R8, 	Box 	325,  Wilmette, IL 60091 
te 
Country & Western Tles 
231 N. Porter St. 
Cleves, Ohio 45002 
SPARKLING TIES 
Jewel Stone Western Bow Tie of 
Peasant or Metallic Trim Braids. 
Non-Sparkling Ties Also. 
THE ROOFERS  
RECORDS 	'-----,,-:„N. 
At 	 .,..  
/ 
TIIIR-103 	GOOD GOSH OH BABY by Ovoid McWhlyter 
TAR-104 HONKS TONK SATURDAY NIGHT 
TRR-105 	CALL ME UP 
TRR-106 GOLD AND SILVER 
TAR-201 	ROOFER'S SPECIAL/WANDERING. Howlownt 
Produced by: THE ROOFERS RECORDS, 4071 NW 51sr .  
OKLAHOMA CO OK 73117 	105-017-1135 
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Anyone 
Gan 	 Second Edition 
S9t11  
Can 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED 
Use it the first night... 




$8.50 	 918 3rd Ave. SE 




Mike 	, 41 
(:a I la ha li 
147 NORTH AVENUE 
HILTON, NEW YORK 14468 
(716) 392-3807 
1 
Nti 	• .. 	7.• kt. ffi  - - 4.4  ... 44, .., 




C-002 	OKLAHOMA HILLS by MR Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL by KW Crowson 
R1.7 Box 	620, Pensacola 	FL 32506 	904444-1472 




. 	. . PLUS 1 and 2 
27080 Cook Road 
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 
Phone: 218-235-1519 
Available for Club Dates 
Traveling Weekends 
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Schmakel and Fred Koning are mention-
ed as well as dancer Ann Bartruff in the 
article entitled "There's Nothing Square 
About Square Dancing!" One excerpt; 
"Square dancing takes the concentra-
tion of bridge, the grace of the waltz, and 
the energy of Jazzercise." We like that. 
We heard from several sources about 
the Pilmptons (Charlie and Phyllis) of 
Sarasota, Florida, who hope to visit all 
50 states In their Model A Ford auto, 
partly for the fun of it and partly to adver-
tise the upcoming National Convention 
In Detroit, we understand. Watch for 
more news on this odd odyssey. 
Callers who went to Europe with 
dancers on Swiss and UK trips with ASD 
tours recently are: Marty end Byrd!' Mar-
tin (FL); Bill and Gerry Benhoff (OH); 
Clem and Doris Nadon (Alta., Can.); Mar-
tin and Terry Mallard (Sask., Can.); Stan 
Burdick )OH); Duane and Donna Rodgers 
(IL); Chuck & Gayle Jaworski (IL); Bob 
and Phyllis Howell (OH); Bob and 
Pauline Holup (WI); Francis & Julia Zeller 
(KS); Ernie & Naomi Gross (NE); Ron and 
Pam Shaw (MI); Maurice and Dorothy 
Warner (NY); Alien end Irene Roth (ND). 
The latest bulletin from Alaska tells of 
recent events in the square dance world. 
Ten-year badges were presented to 
George and Cora Mathews of Fairbanks 
for ten consecutive years of attendance 
at the state festival, always held the first 
weekend in July. Red and Helen Lawyer, 
also of Fairbanks, were selected Square 
Dance Couple of the Year. They began 
dancing in 1965, were instrumental in 
the formation of the Alaska Federation 
and served as presidents twice, as well 
as being Federation representatives. 
Dub Bartels resigned after many years 
of editing the Federation News. Suc-
ceeding him are Jim and Ruby Sears of 
Ketchikan. 
Jerry Schatzer and Wayne and Norma 
Wylie will be the featured staff for the 
1982 Alaska Festival in Anchorage, July 
2-4. 
59 
FIRST BIRTHDAY PARTY 
In July 1981, over ten squares of 
dancers held The Twin City Twirlers of 
Aibury-Wodonga celebrate their first 
birthday. Albury and Wodonga are cities 
on the border of New South Wales and 
Victoria in Australia. 
The club was started by Chuck and 
Flo Jordan while on an exchange 
teaching program In 1980. The Jordans 
returned to help the club celebrate the 
occasion. Other caller couples who 
helped make this a gala event were 
Barry and Sue Wonson, David and Jenny 
Hooper, Bill and Joy Pendlebury, Peter 
and Leanne Humprhies and Walter and 
Dorothy Mackley. The event was emceed 
by Max and Robyn Hodder who have 
been calling and teaching for the 
Twirlers since Chuck and Flo returned to 
Canada. 	 Ann Larrad 
3RD CANADIAN NAT. CONVENTION 
The committee apologizes to the 
many American dancers who wrote 
about convention kits for the 3rd Cana-
dian National In July of 1982 in Halifax, 
Nova Scotia, or who waited for receipts 
for payments of fees. The Canadian 
postai service was shut down from June 
to August by a strike, which lasted until 
August 11. Mall to the U.S. and abroad 
resumed on August 17. The committee 
immediately tried to catch up on all the 
correspondence held up by the strike. If 
you have not yet received your conven-
tion kit or receipt, please write again. 
(See ad on page 61 for address.) 
At the time the strike started, registra-
tion had reached the 2200 mark. 
Response from the U.S. has been ter-
rific. A final registration of about 6000 
dancers from every Canadian province 
and territory, the U.S., Great Britain, 
Australia and New Zealand, Is an- 
ticipated. 	 Bob Fowler 
B. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP A FWREREITCEAFTCNRALOG 
Billy and Sue Miller MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 
li6.00 	$7.50 	57.50 or 2 pr. for 614.00 
POSTAGE: S1. as; 2 or more, .75 as. SLIPS — Made by B & S 
We have one of the finest 50 yd. nylon marquisette slips. Cotton top, wide elastic band, 
4 tiers on 18" and up. Our slips are stiff enough to insure long life. Order 1" shorter 
than skirt. 18-23" and other lengths by special order. All multi slips-52.00 more 
Colors: white, black, blue, pink, yellow, red, hot pink, pale green, mint, lime green & 
multi-color, turquoise, orange, ,bright yellow, lilac, royal, brown, navy, dark purple, 
kelly, red, white and blue combo or any other color combo of listed colors. 
Indiana Add 4% 
Sales Tax 
DANCER 
Ideal for Round Dancers. 
11/2 " heel, all leather up-
pers, cushioned insole for 
comfort. 5-10 narrow; 4-10 





Classics available in black/ 
white, all sizes, $13.95. No 
guarantee. 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: 6115 ea plus .60 as. additional pr. 
SISSY 	SHOITIE 	MID-THIGH 	KNEE LENGTH 
,11111, 
MAJES1 IC 
Glove tanned leather. Size 
6 thru 12N 4 thru 12M, 1/2 
sizes. Steel shank for sup- 022 
port 	 Round 
Black & White 	 Toe 
Navy, Red, Brown 623.00 
Silver & Gold 	S24.00 
Phone: 812-843-5491 
RINGO 
The shoe most square dan-
cers wear. 1/2 " heel with 
elastic binding around shoe. 
Strap across instep. 
Black and White 	S19.95 
Yellow, Pink, Red. 
Hot Pink, Orange 
Silver and Gold 
Sizes 4-11— Med. 
and Narrow. 
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
With 11/4 " nylon lace The mid-thigh has 8 rows of 
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
size. Colors are: white, lime, black, yellow, blue. 
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, roy-
al, red, white and blue combination, brown, navy, 
lilac and kelly. Order mid-thigh or knee length in 
S-M-L-XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. Size? 
S-M-L-XL. 
Shorties — 3" legs, 
8 rows of lace. 
$21.95 plus $1 .50 post-
age: 35 yd slips $19.95 
plus S2. petg. Send .75 
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- FRIENDSHIP - 
, 
OVERSEAS DANCERS REUNION 
The 19th Overseas Dancers Reunion, 
held this year in Zion Park, Illinois, and 
chaired by Bob and Liz Wilson, was most 
successful and drew 104 adult dancers 
and 16 youngsters. Special thanks 
should be given to all the callers and 
cuers who participated. Two callers from 
overseas attended, one from England 
and one from Holland, and a cuer couple 
from Libya. 
Corky and Paulette Pell received the 
Julius and Miriam Nestor Award for their 
efforts in behalf of the Overseas Dan-
cers, especially the round dance move- 
ment, and for their Individual warmth 
and personalities, their friendliness and 
good natures, the example they set in 
dancing excellence and courtesy, and 
their concern and love for their fellow 
dancers. This Is the most prestigious 
award OSDA presents. 
The Foot In the Mouth Award was 
earned by Gladys Voltz, who said, "I'm 
worried about getting dressed because 
my bottom is wrinkled." She referred to 
her petticoat. This award is given an-
nually to the Individual who says some-
thing that when taken out of context has 
a different meaning. She had stiff corn- 
Canada's 
3rd National 
Square & Round Dance 
Convention 




Convention 82,  
P.O. Box 643, 
Halifax, N. S., 
Canada B3J 2T3 
   
 
NOVA SCOTIA-Where you are never more 
than 35 miles from the sea 
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petition this year. 
OSDA will celebrate its twentieth an-
niversary next year with a reunion in 
Austin Texas at the Villa Capri Motel, 
August 4-7. Chairmen will be Corky and 
Paulette Pell, 1311 Temple Square, San 
Antonio TX 78245. Registration informa-
tion is available from Richard and Susan 
Perry, 13011 Larklair, San Antonio TX 
78233. 
Steve & Fran Stephens 
IN NIFMoRIAM 
Duke Miller of Gloversville, New York, 
passed away In mid-June at the age of 
80. He was a long time square and con-
tra promoter/caller, a legendary figure In 
the Adirondacks and throughout the 
northeastern USA. Condolences are ex-
tended to his wife, Jean, other family 
members and his many friends. 
HOOSIER HOSPITALITY 
The Hoosier Hospitality After-Party 
was held at Ingraham High School on 
Friday, June 28, 1981. The decorations 
were carried from Indiana with the 
dance theme of the "500 Race." Race 
cars on chains were provided for the 
badges of those attending the party. 
Dave Fivecoat (& Emily) was host caller 
MC and Linda Short (& Jim) was the 
round dance cuer. The attendance was 
outstanding with 40 squares on the floor 
and 40 squares and more waiting. At 
1:45 a.m., 10/12 squares were still danc-
ing. The Indiana Dancers Association 
wishes to thank the 15 guest callers who 
participated In our After-Party and 
helped make It a success. A couple of 
skits were included, to everyone's 
delight. 
Two Jackets were left at the After-
Party— a blue jacket with "Walt" On the 
front (it came in handy at the Columbia 
Ice Fields on our way home) and a gold 
and white plaid lady's Jacket. Owners 
please contact Jim & Bev Massey. 
Jim & Bev Massey 
1401 Lawton Avenue 
Columbus, IN 47201 
PIONEER DAYS CELEBRATION 
29 Palms, California is a small town 
with a big Pioneer Days celebration, in-
cluding square dancing, parade, carnival 
and much more. The Sand Shufflers will 
sponsor a 7th Annual All States Dance 
on October 16 and 17 at Hayes Gym on 
Utah Trail, with callers Mike Duffy and 
Continued on Page 80 
yeanetteZ) Southwest 
:Kee Xi lee 
...44t‘  ALEL;QUERQUE 	Pv!. 
CIRCULAR SKIRT 




3509 Central N.E., Albuquerque NM 87106 
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Florida— 6th 
Lakeland 	Oct 
tins and Rands. 
Ln 	Lakeland 
South Careens— 
tie Beach 	Oct 








































Peleseyeniele— Plus 2 6 Intro to Ads Weekend Americus Hotel. 
Allentown, Oct 	23-25. Glenn Cooke. Kerry Stutzman. Joe Landl, 
Ellsseys Wale Dave Ptah 	PO Box 146. Somers Pt NY 08244 
Okla— Plus II Weekend. Atwood Lake Lodge. Dellroy, Oct 	2325. 
Dick Bayer. Phil Kozlowski. George & Mady D'Aloiso Write to Mg 
Kozlowski, 1531 Ebenezer Rd . Aurora IN 47001 
New Zeelend— S&R/0 Festival. Bagley H S 	Gym, Christchurch, 
Oct 	2325. Bob Van Antwerp Write PO Box 15045. Christchurch 
6. NZ about this and other events 
PommyMaio— 6th Ann 	Oktoterlest. Franklin Squares. Hilltop 
Heights, Oct 	31. Norm Shaltor. Torn Miller, the Kosmais 	Write 
Jim & Eleanor Swogger. 45 Deerfield Dr 	Greensburg PA 15601 
leconeda— 	Cruise. 	Nov 	1-7, 	Skip Smith. Dick 	Leger 	Write 
Liners. 16 Santlrs Dr . Bristol RI 02809 
Michigan— 21st Ann S&R/D Cons 	Cabo Hall. Detroit. Nov 6-7, 
Dick Jones. George & Eileen Eberhart. and Michigan callers Write 
Ken & Dee Doxiater, 66 Thurston St 	SW, Wyoming MI 49508 
Smith Denote— Sioux Empire Hoedown. O'Gorman H S . Sioux 
Falls' Nov 	6-7. Jerry Murray. Jerry Junck. Bud & Wilda Schmidt 
Write Wayne Wiseman, 1505 5 	Garfield. Sioux Fails SD 57105 
Thus— R/0 Clinic, Beaumont. Nov 	6-8. Eddie & Audrey Palm- 
quist. Write Kenneth & Barbara Currie. 2300 Charlotte Dr . Silsbee 
TX 77656 
DATE-LINE 
Ann. West Coast Assoc. Fall Fun Fest. Civic 
16-17. Mac Letson. Sam Mitchell. Bob 
Write Don and LiIllam Albert. 4704 
FL 33803 
7th Ann Sunnyiand Retreat. Cons 	Center, 
16-17. Johnny Jones. Don Williamson, Ray 
Dowdy Write PO Box 3176. Kingsport TN 
Sand Shettiers 7th Ann. Ail Stales Dance. Hayes 
Oct 	16-17, 	Mike 	Duffy. 	Johnny 	Scott 
or 7025 
	
Druid Promenaders 2nd Ann 	Fall Festival. 
College, 	Tuscaloosa, 	Oct 16-17. 	Paul 
Nicholson Write Beverly Ashcratt, Rt 
AL 35405 
Central S&R/D Festival. Century II Convention 
16-17. Ken Bower 	Ray 6 Lillie Doyal Write 
507 S, Byron Rd , Wichita KS 67209 
Ann 	OCtObertest 	Ashland College, Ashland. 
Mike Jacobs Gary Brown. 	Hugh 
BlaskIses 	Write Robert Layer. 	151 W 
44813 
Ann 	Clogging Jamboree. Civic Audit . Jacksonville, 
Write Betty Daly. 5414 Waterside Dr., Jacksonville 
21st Ann 	Tobaccoland Roundup. Civic 
23-24, Ken Bower. Ray & Bea Dowdy 
Iverson Dr , Raleigh NC 27604 
CHALLENGE CHATTER. Continued 
following people for more Information: Iris & Elliott 
Pucker (213) 888-8181, Hal & Carole Buss (213) 
249-9223, 	Stan & 	Marilyn Ausman (213)346- 
8215, 	Ery & Pat Reinsche (213) 579-6126, or 
contact by mail: 	PACE, 	P.O. 	Box 39586, 	Los 
Angeles CA 90039. 
NOTE: 	The above is a 	portion 	of 'A Bit of 
History" by Carole Buss. 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 














MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE-BOBBIE-ROBBIE 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 	 1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217 	214 398-7508 





At this writing, the Dance-A-Rama in 
Oklahoma City, Sept. 4-7, is Just around 
the corner. Report should be included In 
the November column. 
NEW YELLOWROCK ON SALE 
The 1981-1982 Yellowrock directory 
listing square dance clubs for singles is 
now on sale. Information is provided 
about more than 300 clubs encompass-
ing 47 states, D.C. and 4 Canadian pro-
vinces. All Information was verified in 
the two months before publication. Send 
$3.00 plus 50¢ postage to L. Richard 
Woodyatt, PO Box 341, Bethlehem PA 
18016. 
31ST NATIONAL CONVENTION 
A clever Invitation to singles was seen 
at the last convention In Seattle: 
Specially for Solos, we hope you 
find this Invitation clever! 
Our program for the 31st Is the 
biggest and bestest ever! 
Lots of dancing we've arranged 
for you— from 9 AM to 11 PM. 
On the second floor of Cobo Hall— 
we'll save a space for you. 
So— circulate in the Great Lake State, 
June 24, 25 and 26, 1982. 
THEME IDEAS 
From the solo panel of the 30th Na-
tional Convention, Jay Metcalf's report 
includes a list of theme dance ideas: 
Luau (Hawaiian) 	New Decade Dance 
Hobo Dance 	Pajama Dance 
Spring Fling icicles & 
Winter Carnival 	Snowflakes 
Gay 90's 	 Winter Wonderland 
Valentine Dance 	Sweetheart Dance 
Sadie Hawkins Cupids Caper 
Betsy Ross 	Cherry Blossom 
Wearing of Green Moon Dance 
Blarney Bash 	Old Timers Dance 
Friday the 13th Easter Bonnet 
April Showers 	Easter Parade 
CInco de Mayo After Taxes 
T-shirt & shorts 	Mother's Day 
Box Social 	Strawberry Fest 
June in January 	Ice Cream Fling 
RAMON illE MARSCH 
MAINSTREAM 
Ilk 	PLUS 1 and 2 
ADVANCED 
10222 BUNDYSBURG RD., N W. 
MIDDLEFIELD, OHIO 44062 
PHONE 1216] 632-1074 
mAR.cri-i_mci 1 ntiv_RmnnTH 
Calling-Traveling Full Time 
1 
MICRO PLASTICS 1 line 	Slim _.1 1111 	$1.00 
Name only 
regular size $1.10 
Name and town 
or design $1.25 
Name and town 
ana design. $1.50 
State shape $2.00 
Name, town, design 
and club name $1.75 
Club Badges 
Color— Black. White 
Red, Yellow, Walnut. 
add 15! per badge postage 
PLASTICS 






Order Any Badge M Any 
Blue, Green. Brown. 
check with order, 
MICRO 
Box 847 Rifle, CO 
YOU GET A HALL - 
I'LL DO THE CALL! 
1 - 	 ED 
FRAIDENBURG 
API 
1916 Poseyville Rd., Route I0 
Midland, Michigan 48640 
Phone (5 I 7) 835-9524 





8000 square dance, round 
clubs In the U S . Canada 
the world. 
level of dancing, when and 
person to contact concerning 
for traveling 
(plus $t postage) 




Third 	edition 	lists 	over 
dance, clogging and contra 
and around 
type of club, 
where to dance, and a 
the club. Great 
$6.00 per copy 
PO Box 54055, 
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Amer,cen Squaredence October 1981 
Lazy 
RECORDS 
NEW I.Ei r 
L8-2 STUART'S DOLLY/CLOG— Clog Inst.  
L8-6 TIL THE END OF THE WORLD 
Flip/Inst by Marvin Boatwright 
L8-9 	ON THE ROAD AGAIN, Johnnie Beaird• 
L8-10 DANCIN' DOLLY/H.O.T. HIGHROAD,Inst. 
RECENT RELEASES 
LE-1 I'M A LITTLE MAN. Al (Text Brownlee 
L8-5 BLANKET ON THE GROUND, J. Beaird* 
NEW•••NEW•••NEW 
TEACH AND DANCE CASSETTE TAPES 
WALK IT—TALK IT—DANCE IT 
Each Cassette contains all the Instructions 
Necessary to Dance a Selected Singing Call.  
Write for Prices 8 Selections 
COMING SOON 
L8-3 LOVE AIN'T GONNA WAIT. Singing call* 
L8-4 GRANDFATHER'S CLOCK, Round* 
L8-7 WHAT I'VE GOT IN MIND. Singing call* 
LB-6 TIME WILL PROVE 	RlGHT. Singing' 
L8-11 INSTRUMENTAL, Clog/Hoedown 
Distributed by LAZY EIGHT ENTERPRISES, PO Box 401695, Garland TX 75040. Ph.214-272-2339 
It you are looking for good BASS response 
and articulate VOICE reproduction, as well as intricate MUSICAL rendition— 
and would like it in a SMALL package— 
move up to 
SPEAKER**•MOONBEAM (JNB-1)***SPEAKER 
COMPATIBLE WITH ALL AMPLIFIERS. App. 18 pounds, measures 28x8x13,, rated 100 WATTS RMS. 48,5 
ounces of MAGNET and equipped with a MATCHING SWITCH for efficient use with amps rated from 25 
WATTS to 800 WTTS. Use as many as 5 speakers from a single 8 ohm outlet. See for yourself what 23 
years In SOUND REPRODUCTION ENGINEERING will do for you and your amp. 
Direct Inquiries to J.N.BEAIRD ENTERPRISES, PO BOX 401695, GARLAND TX 75040 
************************** 
Ultra Modern Mobile Home & Camper Village 
4401 Boot Bay Road 	Plant City. Florida 33566 
Phone 18131 752 0491 
FOR SALE 
MOBILE HOME LOTS 
Single Wide (40'x85') 
Double Wide (60'x90') 
FOR RENT 
8 TRAVEL TRAILER LOTS 
FULL HOOKUP. BY THE SEASON ONLY. 
(6 Mo.), $750.00, with storage privilege. 
(BATH HOUSE & LAUNDRY ROOM) 
A Full Program of Square and Round Dancing in our Recreation Hall is planned for this season. 
Some of the callers scheduled are as follows (in alphabetical order)... 
KEN ANDERSON, BOB BENNETT, AL BRUNDAGE, STAN BURDICK, ROGER CHAPMAN, 
DALE EDDY, FRANK LANE, SINGIN' SAM MITCHELL, JOE PRYSTUPA, JOHN SAUNDERS, 
AL SAVARY, RON SCHNEIDER, ART SPRINGER, EARL STEELE, BRUCE WILLIAMSON, GLENN ZENO 
Rounds are conducted by MARTY AND BYRDIE MARTIN 
Come Dance with us on our Beautiful and Spacious Wood Floor (50 Squares)... 
with Air Conditioning Designed for Square Dancing! 
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Badges 
ARMETA— Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 22221 
Milwaukee OR 97222 
Free List On Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
klecil Dodge of Mitinct:on, Jo!:: todzy 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: $1.50 plus 30. postage 
JIM A BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303-477-1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES 
6713 Kennedy Lene (703.241-0870) 
Falls Church VA 22042 
Free Fun Badge Catalogue 
PAULY'S (715-845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau WI 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Bodges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614-471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
1827 Sentinel Point Rd. 
Sebring FL 33870 
Chuck Leemon, Caller & Owner 
Send for free flyer. 
KA•MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 34-47 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Calalogue 
Send for Catalog 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAGUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16365 




THE DO-SI-DO SHOP INC 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38118 
Distributors 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES 
PO Box 216 





PO Box 790 
Sierra Vista AZ 85835 
Dancer accessories, caller equipment 
MAIL ORDER—MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO BOA 7178 
Phoenix AZ 85014 (602.279.5521) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing in mail & phone orders 
FLORIDA 
ROCKIN' RHYTHMS 
R1.1 Box 528 
Palm Harbor FL 33563 
Phone 813.784-3294 
INDIANA 
B BARB RECORD SERVICE (317-241-0008) 
6313.15 Rockville Rd. (1.465. Exit 138) 
Indianapolis IN 48224 
Mail Orders Invited & Guaranteed 
Records shipped same day 
ILLINOIS 
DANCE SOUNDS 
PO Box 41042 
Chicago IL 80841 
Square, Round, Folk & Contra Records 
MICHIGAN 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Hulett Rd. 
Haslet MI 48840 
The Place Designed with People In Mind 
MINNESOTA 
J•J RECORDS 
1724 Hawthorne Axe., E. 
St. Paul MN 55106 
812.774.5732 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORD SHOP 
Division of Palomino SID Service 
7738 Morgan Ave. South (612-869-95011 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
NORTH CAROLINA 
RAYBUCK'S Record Service Callers Supply 
Route 1, Box 212 
Advance NC 27006 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo OH 43609 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO•SI-DO SHOP INC. 
1138 Mosby Rd. 1901.398.4953) 
Memphis TN 38116 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S & BOBb'E'S RECORDS 
Boa 17888 • 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217 (214.398.75081 
VIRGINIA 
BIG "0" RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 786 
Springfield VA 22150 1703.339.57711  
WASHINGTON 
DECKER RECORDS (509)924.9181 
504 N. Sargent, Spokane WA 99208 
Square, Round, Ballroom, Folk Pop Labels 
Caller Supplies/Newcomb Equipment 




Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
12 Issues yearly, $11.00— Free sample 
NEWS 'N NOTES 
Al Deuce Earl Ed 
PO Box 2223 
Vernon CT ormAK 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS: 
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood 
Paragould AR 72450 
For the Club Caller a I eacner 
Sand 15' stamp for sample copy. 
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rd, 92 N. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
TORONTO & DIST. SID ASSOCIATION 
Dept. SDM 1 
30 KIngswell Crescent 
Scarborough Ont. Can. MIL 3E1 
Records 
FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING 
Instructional Albums, Calling by Bob Ruff 
Levels 1,2,3; 38.95 ea., Add $1. per record for mailing.  
Free Catalog. Write to Bob Ruff, 
8459 Edmaru Ave., Whittier CA 90805 
THE NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU. Square dance 
callers, we have recorded backgrounds of best loved 
country hits like Wabash Cannonball, Release Me, 
The Gambler you entertain with during dance breaks. 
Exactly what you're looking for, TEN RECORDS 
Available, Details: Write NSY PRODUCTIONS, PO Box 
40384SO, Nashville TN 37204. 
Specials 
TUCSON'S SOUTHERN ARIZONA SQUARE & ROUND 
DANCE FESTIVAL, Jan. 14-17, 1982. Featured Callers 
John Hendron, Jerry Haag; Featured R/Dancers: Ed & 
Sharon Campbell. Contact Gordon d Wyona Shipp, 
7041 E. Rosewood, Tucson AZ B5710. 602296-0748. 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling, 
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with 
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details write 
Tex Brownlee, Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam 
NC 28733. 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance weekends—
Spring and Fall; National Callers; ■ t Interlaken Resort 
Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write: Bill & Jacque 
Blevins, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove IL 60090. 
5/D Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS !Since 1965) Five color, eye-
catching Seals on your correspondence are an "Invite. 
ion to square dancing." Order from Bill Crawford, Box 
18/442, Memphis TN 38118 Samples on request. One 
sheet (50 Seals), 50c + 25s pstg. & hndlg.; 3 shekels, 
$1. + 25s p&h.; 10 sheets, 63. + 50c p&h; 20 sheets, 
65. + 604 p&h. Write for prompt details and samplee. 
YAK STACK 
Sound Columns for Callers 
Write: PO Box 184, Wor•,ham MA 01984 
Call. 817468-7338 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 100. Includes shipping, $7.50 
CLOGGERS DO IT WITH ENTHUSIASMI Bumper 
slicker. $1 00 ppd. from RockIn' Rhythms, Rt. 1, Box 
528, Casa Vista Dr., Palm Harbor FL 33583. 
NEWCOMB a CALIFONE Turntable Amplifiers, 
Speakers, Microphones, Records 6 Record Preview 
Tape Service. Bob Mason, Box 205A, Almond NY 
14804, Phone 607278-2442.  
EMBLEMS CUSTOM EMBROIDERED, Minimum 10, 
Thread-Letter Embroidery Corp. CB, 1929 E. 52nd St.. 
Indianapolis IN 48295. (317) 257-1424. 
THE SQUARE DANCE POSITION GAME 
8.95 (plus $1. postage 8. handling) 
For Callers, Teachers, All Level Dancers 
Mass Residents add 40• Sales Tax 
Order from: Russell I. Hoeitstra 
67 Forest Olen, Rm. 321, Longmeadow MA 01106 
NEW CATALOGUE AVAILABLE— 81.00. Here's where 
you'll find what you're looking for! Complete square 
dance service. PALOMINO S10 SERVICE, MS Morgan 
Ave., S., Minneapolis MN 55423. 
GREETING CARDS FOR DANCERS 
GET WELL — BIRTHDAY — MIXED 
$2 50/Box of 12, plus 4% Tax In Indiana 
Order from CadoBrand, 3002 Schaper Dr. 
Ft. Wayne IN 46806 
SNAP FASTENERS— Create unique western wear 
with our wide selection of pearl and metal snap 
fasteners. Quality sewing supplies. Send for Free 
Catalog. The Campau Company, Box 20632 AD, 
Dallas, Texas 75220. 
MOCCASINS AND LEISURE SHOES CATALOGS— 2 
Full color catalogs of Quoddy and Minnetonka brand 
moccasins and leisure shoes for the entire family, 
also contains sandals and winter boots. Send $1 
refunded on first order.  
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP, Rt. 9.0, Hughson-
vllle NY 12537. • Dealers inquiries welcomed. 
t
Evie &Dick Thomas 
13 Lucian Street 
Manchester, Conn. 
06040 
Square Dance Address Labels— 500 tor13.00; Square 
Dance Napkins— Beverage or luncheon $1.20; Coas-
ters, 654; Place mats, $1.; Stationery, $1.135; SID 
Greeting or Xmas Card Ass't., 10 for $1 95; Dancing 
Couple Key Tag, 854; Name Tags, 50/$2.50; Decals-
Dancing Couple, 554; Crossed Squares, 454. Please 
send 754 with order for Postage & Handling., Send for 
FREE Brochure— SQUARE SPECIALTIES, PO Box 





YELLOW ROCKS- from the Yellow Rock Farm of 
Helen Fulgham, complete with chains. Available for 
$1 25 ppd. Dealer inquiries welcome. Write Helen 
Fulgham, Helen's Fashions, Rt. 3 Box 178, Ackerman 
MS 39735 or phone 801.285-3373. 
    
CONTRA CALLING MADE EASY which includes a 
workbook and audio tape. Order from STEW 
SHACKLETTE, 480 Long Needle, Brandenburg KY 
40108. $10.00 plus 81.50 postage. 
   
       
    
THE POCKET DICTIONARY OF SQUARE DANCE 
CALLS- Complete descriptions of all calls on the 
mainstream Plus 1-Plus-2-Advanced 1-Advanced 2 
Lists. Most calls have a practice dance routine. $3.00 
per copy includes handling. Quantity rates available 
on request. Pocket Dictionary, P.O. Box 2223, Vernon 
CT 06066. 
   
NEW- DESIGN A DRESS or select one of the styles 
offered and have It made to your measurements. Send 
for catalog $1.50, refunded with first order. Betty's, PO 
Box 29723, Richmond VA 23229. 
      
Enei. vir Us in v 
           
        
MAINSTREAM PLUS S/D CALLS: The Plus I, Plus 2 
and Quarterly Selection lists and 38 other popular 
calls. Each call fully Illustrated using our unique 
system. Dancers everywhere are using this book to 
good advantage. Edited by Ed Foote. 15.95 pp. 
SQUARE DANCING FOR LEARNERS: The first 89 calls 
on the Calleriab lists fully Illustrated. Text explana-
tions of the workings of square dancing outside of the 
call definitions. A must for new dancers being ex-
posed to modern-day class pressures. Bulk prices 
available. Edited by Ed Foote & Bill Kramer. $5.95 pp. 
BASIC CALLS FOR ADVANCED AND CHALLENGE 
S/D: The CALLERLAB Advanced and C.1 Challenge 
lists fully illustrated plus all of the essential varia-
tions. This book is being used all over the world by ad-
vanced workshops and challenge tape groups. Edited 
by Ed Foote. $5.95 pp. Send check to: Tech. Documen-
tation Services, 58 S. Patterson 0108, Santa Barbara 
CA 93111. 
  
DIRECTORY OF SINGLES SQUARE DANCE CLUBS: 
Compiled especially for single dancers by Single 
Square Dancers USA, Inc The Directory lists singles 
clubs throughout the USA, their places of dance, the 
day of the week and a telephone contact number.  
Price: $3.50. Quantity discount to clubs and associa-
tions. Send order to Yellowrock Book, L. Richard 
Woodyatt, P.O. Box 341, Bethlehem PA 18016 
      
AFTER PARTY FUN: $3.50 plus 504 mailing. Contains 
two books combined Into one, with new material that 
will put life Into your club or festival. Edited by the 
man who originated after party fun at dances and 
festivals. Order from Ray Smith, Star Harbor, Malakoff 
TX 75148. 
     
                      
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA'. $8.00; 3500 
movements listed. Terms, etc. plus supplements. 
MINI-BOOK, $4.50. Basics thru C-3, 5"x8". 
ADVANCED DIAGRAMS, $8.50 Plus 1 thru C-2. 
EXTENDED DIAGRAMS, $5.50, C-3. 
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE, $4.50. Basics thru Plus 2 and 
top movements of 77-78.79-80 Order from Jean 
Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44667. 
  
THE SIGHT CALLERS' TEXTBOOK- 120-page book 
with chapters on Resolution, Formation Awareness, 
Programming, Snapshot Sight, 2 Couple Calling, plus 
10 other topics. Fully illustrated...$12.50. Add $3 for 
overseas A/M. 
THE TOP TEN (1060)- Separately alphabetized Dic-
tionaries of all (5) CALLERLAB levels (MS thru C2): il-
lustrated Formations and all 8 APD Arrangements; 
Choreo Analysis of 19 new and popular current 
calls...$8. Add $1 for A/M. 
BIMONTHLY SUPPLEMENTS- All new calls and 
Concepts. $8./yr.  
BILL DAVIS, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale CA 94087. 
  
 
STEP-CLOSE•STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS (78 exer-
cises) $5.00 ppd. 10-week dancer-proven course, 
dance positions, RID terminology, mixers, basic sty-
ling hints and helps on teaching. Order from Frank 
Labeled, 2844 S. 100th St, Toledo, Ohio 43611. 
YOU CAN SIGHT CALL- A Collection of Hints on 
Sight Calling gathered through the years by Harold 
Bausch. An easy approach to learning sight calling. 
$5.50 ppd.; Overseas. add $1 more. Harold Bausch, 
2120 Jaynes, Fremont NE 68025. 
   
   
Special 
     
                      
SINGING THRU PLUS: The book designed to help you 
teach CALLERLAB 0.5., PLUS 1 & PLUS 2 figures. 
Contains definitions, teaching hints & 110 singing 
calls. Cost: 87.00 ppd. from Gene Trimmer, 103 
Rosewood, Paragould AR 72450. 
     
LEARN TO CLOG, basic single and double steps. LP 
Album and Illustrated manual: $8.96 plus $1.50 
postage. CELEBRATION SERVICES, Dept. A, PO Box 
13464, Arlington TX 78013. 
 
QUICK-TEACH FUN DANCES FOR RECREATIONAL 
GROUPS by Jack & Helen Todd. Retail $5.00. This 
book is for callers and teachers, to help them attract 
new people to square dancing via one-night stands .  
Book is keyed to available records. Order from your 
local dealer, or from Tweigrenn, Box 218, Bath OH 
44210. 
           
     
Dance to "ELVIRA," the current hit. Easy but fun cou-
ple dance. Record and Instructions: $2.75 plus $1.50 
postage. CELEBRATION SERVICES, Dept. A, POBox 
13484, Arlington TX 76013. 
     
FOR SALE- CHOICE MOBILE HOME LOT, 
Strawberry square, Plant City, Florida. Desirable 
Single-Wide, Outer Perimeter. Contact: Douglas Peter-
son, 3373 Saxton, Saginaw MI 48803. Tel. 517.793-4882 
 
DANCEA•ROUND AND HAVE FUN- $3.80 by mail 
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written In 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 48184. 
    
            
 
SEW WITH DISTINCTION: "Promenade" Guide to Bet-
ter Sewing; published by Toledo Area S/D Callers 
Association. Cost: $2.00 .25. handling. Order from 
Clarence & Ruth Reneger, 136 N. McCord Rd., Toledo 
OH 43815. 
    
EARN EXTRA CASH for yourself or your dance group. 
900% profit! Rings, Jewelry "sell on sight " Giant Col-
or Catalog Free. Cameo, 171 P Madison Ave., New 
York NY 10016. 
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LET AQUARIUS TRAVEL LTD. 
TAKE YOU TO THE 
Stele 
ROUND REVIEWS 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART— Hoctor 545 
Choreography by Art & Gladys Peavey 
Easy waltz to an old familiar tune. 
RAINING IN MY HEART— MCA 21038 
Choreography by Arthurlyn & Neale Brown 
Pretty Buddy Holly vocal and a smooth, easy-
intermediate three-part two step 
FRIENDLY CIRCLE WALTZ— Carter 102575 
Choreography by Charlie & Marge Carter 
A very easy canter waltz with catchy music; flip 
side is the original "Latin Wiggle." Record 
available through the Carters. 
WEST OF THE MOON— Grenn 14299 
Choreography by Eddie & Audrey Palmquist 
Good "East of the Sun" music; a challenging fox-
trot and jive routine 
ENCHANTING LADY— Grenn 14299 
Choreography by Jack & Carol McLaughlin 
Pretty music and a nice, interestingly different. 
easy-intermediate waltz. 
WHAT'LL I DO— Chinook 1005 
Choreography by Bud & Irene Hornstein 
Music with a little vocal; a slightly different, easy-
intermediate waltz cued by Gene Noble. 
WHISTLING IN THE DARK— Decca 34962 
Choreography by Vernon Porter 
Good Guy Lombardo music for a flowing, easy-
intermediate two-step 
LIGHTS— Decca 34962 
Choreography by Vernon & Sandy Porter 
Good Guy Lombardo music for the "Bright Lights 
of Brussels" and a peppy. easy two-step. 
KING OF THE ROAD— Mercury 35016 
Choreography by Ken Croft & Elena De Zordo 
Good Roger Miller vocal for an easy-intermediate 
two-step with a little variation. 
FOOLED AGAIN— Hoctor 643 
Choreography by Bill & Amelia Bosley 
Good ballroom music and a flowing intermediate 
routine of foxtrot and swing. 
GETTING OVER YOU— MCA 51065 
Choreography by Jack & Muriel Raye 
Good music with a Don Williams vocal; a smooth, 
easy two-step made a little difficult by some 
reverse progression. 
COAST TO COAST WALTZ— Old Timer 1701 
Choreography by Chick & Mary Gray 
Light and pretty music for a flowing, easy-
intermediate waltz with a long sequence but basic 
steps. Chick cues. 
WEDDING BELLS— Grenn 14300 
Choreography by Doc & Peg Tirrell 
Good music and a good, easy. two-part two-step. 
LINGER AWHILE— Grenn 14300 
Choreography by Joe & Es Turner 
Same good music for a slightly different three-part 
high-intermediate foxtrot. 
I'M A BELIVER— Belco 301 
Choreography by Howie & Gloria Shirley 
Good music and an easy-intermediate two-step 
cued by Ozzie Ostlund. 
BOOGIE WOOGIE TWO STEP— Beico 301 
Peppy "Don't Be Cruel" music and a very easy 
two-step cued by C.O. Guest. 
OUANDO OUANDO— Sid. Thompson 606 
Choreography by Charles & Dorothy DeMaine 
Good music and an easy-intermediate-to-
intermediate samba routine. 
HE LOVES ME ALL THE WAY— Chaparral 
Choreography by John & Wanda Winter 
Easy two-step with good music cued by John. 
MOUNTAIN OF LOVE— Hi-Hat 997 
Choreography by Rose Troutman 
Good jazzy "King of the Mountain" music and a 
nice easy two-step. 
COLORADO— HI-Hat 997 
Choreography by Opal & Joe Cohen 
Good peppy music from "Coal Miner's 
Daughter:" a moving intermediate two-step fox-
trot 
3rd ANNUAL 
BERMUDA SQUARE & 
ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL 
JANUARY 7-14. 1982 
,Acivanus UONN Consultants. LSO me II•nnucl0 experts nave 
l
oaf fOgi•Mer a lour Dockage ssaec,ally fo• vou airfare (from 
N Y Boston Manta Montreal or anywhere) • OCCOmMoclo,  
Bons 0, choice cottages Morrnora Beach, Eloow [Noon • 
round-m0 transfers • all taxes and wantons,. • ono mach 
much more fo• as low as 5315 (per person double Jon 7-14) 
IreContact Aquarius. 401 E 7715 St.. N Y.. NY 10021/(212) 54-3400/19141769-5560 Longer/shorter stays Alga 
1 le4ciset A IOW CONDUCTOR AND EARN APISH IINR—CALL FOONif0 
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( SQUARE REVIEWS 
by John Swindle 
1 
	I 
October was a slack month for records: only eight 
flip singing calls, two patter records and one label 
which mark? itc &hilt nn a .1.1V, ArtAnrlArl play 
album. Out of these few releases most callers will 
find at least one, maybe more, that would fit well 
into their record cases. With so few records, there 
were a surprising number of really good flips. 
Have a Happy Halloween! 
ELVIRA— Red Boot Star 1262 
Caller: Elmer Sheffield Jr. 
One of the dancers' favorites this month was this 
song that is already a big hit among round 
dancers. Instrumentally this song sounds draggy 
and doesn't dance all that well, but there was just 
something about the song that seemed to turn the 
dancers on. You'll be hearing a lot from this song, 
we believe. There is a key change in the in-
strumental and the flip side is very well done by 
Elmer and crew. FIGURE. Heads square thru, 
right hand star, left hand star, do-sa-do, swing 
thru, boys trade, turn thru, left allemande, pro-
menade. 
I LOVED THEM EVERYONE— Chaparral 509 
Caller: Ken Bower 
As always, in the Chaparral tradition, one can find 
very little fault in this well-done instrumental. 
Ken's figure was well-timed and well done on the 
flip side. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, square 
thru, right and lett thru, do-sa-do, make a wave, 
all eight circulate, swing, left allemande, pro-
menade. 
IN AMERICA— Mountain Recordings 8 
Caller: Mark A. Clouting 
Instrumentally Mountain Recordings has done a 
super job on Charlie Daniel's "God Bless America 
Again." Mark does a fantastic job with both 
figures. The dancers enjoyed both sides. The only 
problems with the dance is that after the call pro- 
menade, twenty beats of music leave the dancers 
standing once they reach home. Mark compen-
sated for this at the end of his opener and middle 
break with a swing, but that still leaves the four 
figures. FIGURE: Heads promenade half, right 
and left thru, flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, pass 
thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys trade, turn thru, 
left allemande, promenade. ALTERNATE: Heads 
star thru, do-sa-do, make a wave, extend the tag, 
swing thru, boys run, half tag, trade, roll, square 
thru three-quarters, trade by, pass thru, left 
allemande, promenade 
LADY OF SPAIN— Mountain Recordings 7 
Caller: Don Atkins 
Let's go back in time and listen to an old classic. 
Mountain Recordings has done a tine job on this 
instrumental. It's one that we guess will just keep 
coming back time after time, and this one is worth 
hearing. Don added a little personal touch to his 
called flip side which the dancers thoroughly en-
joyed. FIGURE: Heads promenade half. sides right 
and left thru. square thru. do-sa-do, eight chain 
four, swing, promenade. 
GUITAR MAN— 4-Bar-B 6042 
Caller: Bill Owsley 
Again that swinging little guitar man is leading 
that five piece band. This is one song from a few 
years back that has really become popular among 
our record producers. Instrumentally, this, the 
third release of this song, is as well done as the 
next, but still slightly different. Bill does a swell 
job on the flip with a guitar solo during the grand 
square in the middle break and closer. FIGURE: 
Heads promenade half, square thru, right and left 
thru, veer left, ferris wheel, touch a quarter, box 
circulate twice, face left. swing, promenade. 
DON'T YOU EVER GET TIRED— Red Boot 269 
Caller: Don Williamson 
Instrumentally, this sounds like nothing we have 
ever heard on a square dance record before. Don't 
get me wrong— the song has a slow beat but 
dances very well and Don does a super job. It's 
just a good but different sound. FIGURE: Heads 
square thru, do-sa-do, spin chain thru, girls cir-
culate twice, turn thru, lett allemande. walk by 
one, swing, promenade 
OLD TIME FAMILY BLUE GRASS BAND— HI-Hat 
5034; Caller: Ernie Kinney 
Hi-Hat has given us a little country flavor in this, 
their only flip this month. There is, however, no 
blue grass sound as the title might imply. Ernie 
does a fine job on the flip with a well-timed figure. 
FIGURE: Heads touch a quarter, walk and dodge, 
circle up tour, break to a line, pass thru, bend the 
line, right and left thru, slide thru. square thru, 
U-turn back. slide thru, swing, promenade. 
I AIN'T GOT NOBODY— 4-Bar-B 6041 
Caller: Bob Carmack 
Last but not least we have another fine instrumen-
tal from 4-Bar-B. This song has a good danceable 
beat but will not be for every caller. Some long 
notes throughout the record, if not done properly, 
will ruin the overall effect of the song. FIGURE: 
Heads square thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, boys 
run, bend the line, right and lett thru, flutter 
wheel, slide thru. swing. promenade. 
Continued on Page 81 
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JOE & CAROL 
PRYSTUPA 
World 6-navel 1111 GROUP 
ifirr. 	 TOUR 
434 RIDGE ROAD 
PORT RICHEY, FLA. 33568 
813/847.2307 — 847.2324 
'Mr 
PLAN TO TAKE A 
SQUARE DANCE VACATION 
IN '81 & '82 WITH 
1. HAWAII TOUR— October 8 
Larry & Bernice Prior 
Joe & Carol Prvstupa 
15 Days, 5 Islands 
2. VERACRUZ— October 31 
Bob & Dee Barnes 
7-Day Cruise 
Cozumel, Cancun, Key West 
Tampa Departure 
3. AMERIKANIS— November 13 
Steve & Chris Brissette 
3-Night Round Dance Cruise 
to Nassau 
4. DOLPHIN— Nov. 20 
Marty & Byrdle Martin 
3-Night Nassau Cruise 
Round Dance 
6. EMERALD SEAS— Jan. 8 
Jim & Bobbie Roop 
3-Night Cruise to 
Nassau 
7. 4th ANN. NASSAU CRUISE 
Bob & Dee Barnes— Jan. 15 
Emerald Seas— 3 Nights 
8. CLEVELAND-HAWAII TOURS— Feb. 1 
Stan & Cathie Burdick 
2 Weeks-4 Islands 
Or 1 Week-1 Island 
1 Week Special Price: $899. 
9. CINCINNATI— HAWAII TOUR 
Phil & Nancy Kozlowski— Feb 1 
2 Weeks — 4 Islands 
5. WORLD RENAISSANCE— Nov. 28 	10. EUROPE— MAY 2.18 
Joe & Carol Prystupa 	 Joe & Carol Prystupa 
7-Day Cruise to the Larry & Bernice Prior 
Lower Caribbean 	 Skip & Pauline Smith 
Super Cruise Sale!!! 	 8 Countries— Fantastic Tour 
Don't Miss this One! 
FOR BROCHURE, CIRCLE THE NUMBER YOU WISH TO RECEIVE: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Name 
Address _ _ 
City 
	 State 	 Z p 
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ALABAMA 
WAITE'S SQUAREDANCE & 
WESTERN WEAR 
7925 Highway 90 West 
Theodore AL (Mobile) 38582 
205-853-7928 
MARIETTA'S SQUARE & 
WESTERN WEAR (205-U2-4318) 
3488 Springhill Ave. 
Woolco Shopping Center 
Mobile AL 36606 
ARIZONA 
SQUARE 0 
Apparel & Accessories 
6810 So. Central 
Phoenix AZ 85040 
602-288-8213 
GREAT AMERICAN SID APPAREL 
'Great American Petticoats' 
4830 East Main St. 
Mesa AZ 85205 
602-830-0330 
FLORIDA 
QUALITY WESTERN SHOP 
1894 Drew St., Clearwater FL 33515 
813-4443-8791 
"Florida's Oldest 6 Beat" 
Just 1 Mlles West of U.S.19 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION OF SID 
ATTIRE. 2030 North 12 Ave. 
Pensacola FL 32503 
904-433-4052 
New Catalog Si, Refundable on order 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
7408 Atlantic Blvd. 904-725-2511 
Jacksonville FL 32211 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
GEORGIA 
C & M WESTERN WEAR/404-455-1265) 
3820 Stewart Rd Doraville GA 30340 
Doraville, Commerce & Col. Stores 
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Open 7 days • week 
ILLINOIS 
KATHLEEN'S SID SHOP 
506 W Chestnut St .  
Chatham IL 82629 
3 Ways — Stop In, Write or Call 
217-483-2627 
SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE 
7215 W. Irving Park Road 
Chicago IL 60634 
Full Line S/D Attire & Accessories 
INDIANA 
B-BAR-B S/D APPAREL 
8313-15 Rockville Rd. 1485 Exit 13B 
Indianapolis IN 46224 
See our own dress designs 
Sizes 3 - 247, 
LAZY J RANCH 
Wheeler Ind — 219-759-3118 
Mailing Address RR2 
Hobart IN 48342 
We Make Our Own Petticoats 
IOWA 
VIK-ARDIE S SID & WEST. SHOP 
2008 Bennett (515-277-8787) 
Dee Moines IA 50310 
S/D & Western Wear for Men, 
Women & Children 
KANSAS 
THE SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
2527 West Pawnee (318-943-8594) 
Wichita KS 67213 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DOROTHY'S S/0 SHOP, INC. 
3502'4 Strong 
Kansas City KS 88106 
1-913-262-4240 
Master Charge/Vise — Catalog 35• 
BUTTONS & BOWS S/D WEAR 
3167 S. Seneca (318-524-8235) 
Wichita KS 67217 
Master Chargs/VISA/Cetalogue 
Full Line S/D Attire, Accessories 
KENTUCKY 
WESTWARD, HO! 
"The Square Dancer's Place" 
Renfro Valley Ky 40473 
Country Music & Country Fashions 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Free Catalog Available 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1355 Odenton Rd. 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, porkier petticoats & 
pantalettes 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
1574 Maslen Rd. 
Haslet! MI 48840 
The Place Designed 
With People In Mind 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO S/D SERVICE 
7738 Morgan Ave So.  
Minneapolis MN 55423 
Send for catalogue — S1.00 
Member of NASRDS 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL, John Pedersen. Jr. 
41 Cooper Ave. Ph. 201-229-2383 
West Long Branch NJ 0776-4 
S/D Apparel, Accessories, Patterns 
Member NASRDS: Visa & M/C 
NEW MEXICO 
SQUARES AND FLARES 
5517 Central NE 
Albuquerque NM 87108 
MC/VISA 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
170.4 Moon N.E. (505-294-2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Calico Country Originals 
Send for free brochure 
NEW YORK 
WHEEL 'N DEAL S/D SHOP 
RFD 4, Post Rd. 
Canton NY 13617 
Phone Orders: 315-388-2457 
IRONDA SID SHOPPE 
759 Washington Ave (288-5720) 
Irondequolt, Rochester NY 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
DO-PASO 
203 Vermont St. 
Buffalo NY 14213 
Phone Orders: 1-716-885-9473 
Catalog Available 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109.111 S. Main St. (315-888-2844) 
Central Square NY 13038 
Western Store & Gift Center 
S/D Headquarters 
C&M'S SQUARE DANCE SHOP 
Hadfield-Centralia Rd. 
Mayville NY 14757 
Square Dance Clothing 
SHIRLEY'S SID & Mall Order Shop 
Rt. 9-0, Hughsonville NY 12537 
Catalog of SID Patterns, sewing 
notions, trims, S/D apparel & ac- 
cessories. Send 50' plus 25• postage 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (218-871-5185) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
Records Available Too! 
OKLAHOMA 
COUNTRY SQUARE 
1705 N. Sheridan 
Lawton OK 73501 
Apparel & Accessories for 
the Square and Round Dancer 
Mail Orders 
Available from s/D ras  
these Shops lions 
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PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717.3232543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pe 
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
FORD'S FLUTTERWHEEL 
FASHIONS- 1630 Lilac Dr.  
W Middlesex PA 16159 
412.528.2058 
Located at I-80 & Pa Rt. 18 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S S/D FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803-288-0240 
GreenvIlle SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men 6 Women 
TENNESSEE 
THE DO-SI-DO SHOP 
1138 Mosby Rd. 
Memphis TN 38118 
Send for Free Catalog 
NICK'S WESTERN SHOP 
245 E Market & Cherokee 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Phone Orders. 1-615-245-622' 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S SID SHOP 
412 W Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512.787-11M 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Largest S/D Shop in South Texas 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 78301 
Square & Round Dance Regalia 
Catchall Cust Originals by Chris 
C BAR S SID Apparel & Records 
5832 East Mockingbird Lane 
Dallas TX 75208 
Send for Free Catalog ,  
MARJAC OF DALLAS 
522 S. Montreal, Dallas TX 75208 
Nylon Organdy Petticoats- Best 
Quality; Discount on Group Order 
Wholesale Accts. Also Welcome 
ONELL'S APPARAL (806.799-1642) 
4818 LoulsvIlle Ave. 
Lubbock TX 79413 
Square a Round Dance Supplies 
Squared Round Dance Records 
VIRGINIA 
BETTY'S S/0 & WESTERN WEAR 
804-740-3457 	8819 Forest HIll Ave , 
Richmond VA 23229 
New Catalog. $1.00 Refundable on 
order 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt 3, Box SE 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone. 703-298-8878 
KERNS KORRAL 
1963-D Rt 17 
Grafton VA 23892 
804-898.4848 
S/D One-Stop Shopping, 
Master Charge 6 VISA 
WISCONSIN 
DIXIE STYLE SID SHOP 
Rt. 2, GRanton WI 54438 
Ph. 715.238-7473 
Brochure- 50- 
Our elm Is to please you' 
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Puzzle Page) ( by Erma Reynolds 
Longmeadow, Mass.  
This quiz is about well-known expressions. There are 20 
of them below, each containing a square dance term. 
It's up to you to fill each blank with the absent term. Ex-
ample: LEAD by the nose. 
1. 	 peg in a square hole 
2.  of fortune 
3. 	 the market 
4.  and glorious feeling 
5. In full 	 
6. out the red carpet 
7. 	 lead one a merry chase 
8. Ships that 	 In the night 
9. a leak 
10. to it 
11. a long yarn 
12. the music 
13. march 
14. or tells 
15 	to your oars 
16. Hit and 	 driver 
17. the wrong horse 
18. off your coat 
19. down my alley 
20. Dishpan 	 
Square dance club names show imagination and 
originality. Stan, in his "Meanderings" has learned 
some of these names. Use the clues to help you guess 
these names. 
1. Look for a crock of gold at its end: 	 
Squares 
2. Cowboy footwear 'n what came in glass for 
	
Cinderella: 	 'N 	 
3. Former British Territory, now part of Ghana: 
	Swingers. 
4. Precious lumps forty-niners looked for: 	 
5. To kick someone & a cad:   	Pro- 
menaders 
6. Playground equipment and a pirouette: 	 
7. Soft white downy substance used to make fabric & 
a division of a state:   Cutups 
8. Tides that cause violent sea disturbances: 	 
9. Folks are told to keep these on when angry & slang 
expression for young girls: 	 
10. Feel gay, cheerful and merry-  Squares 
73 
Steal a eerie Peek 
to et salter 4 Recond,,t., 
eau\  
BOB BARNES 
Bob began calling on a regular basis in 1962 in 
Traverse City, Michigan, where he maintained an 
electronics repair business. He and Dee moved to 
Bridgman, Michigan In 1965 and called in their 
own hall, the Alamo. In 1972 the Bob and Dee 
started visiting in Florida and filled dates there. In 
1975 he closed his business and moved to Florida 
to call full time, teaching both rounds and 
squares. Bob is a member of the Florida Callers 
Association and Callerlab. During the winter the 
Barneses run six beginner classes, three round 
classes, and call for three mainstream, four Plus 
2. and three A-1 and A-2 clubs weekly. They 
average 23 sessions a week. (Perhaps this is a 
record for calling frequency?) Bob has called for 
th Panama Canal Zone Jamboree, numerous state 
conventions, cruise tours annually, and at Andy's 
Trout Farm. 
Bob is a partner with Fred Koning, another full-
time caller, in Bobko Enterprises, manufacuring 
sound columns and producing cued tapes for 
round dancers. He records with Bogan. Each 




Devil's Dream— Chapparal 
Whiffletree— Top 
Picker Patter- Ranch House 
Singing Culls 
Cheating Songs- Bogan 
Great Afternoon— Chaparral 
All I Have To Do Is Dream— Red Boot 
I'll Love You Tonight— Hoedowner 
Let's Get It While The Gettin's Good— Chinook 
That's What I Get for Loving You— Red Boot 
'1 	
"DOCIE DOE AND PARTNER" Interchangeable Square Dance Pallern Madam 
4 5 IL/7 	r--" -1 (-.j, ----.4.'1 
A different way each time,  
BODICES Nultiisized Y 
i , 	ll- v.,,c 	J / 	i You put together your way- 
SLEEVES 	
j ( I i ,i 
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product Line 
SQUAla: DANCERS SURVIVAL KIT 
31st 
NATIONAL SQUARE %44.._.,-,r; 
DANCE CONVENTION 
JUNE 24 2:., 29 1902 
TROIS MiCHIC.AN 
(wirlesy of Promenaders Inc 
Winder. Georgia 
SQUARE DANCE SURVIVAL KIT 
One of the cutest Items we saw 
distributed at the National Convention 
was a square dance survival kit, 
courtesy of Promenaders Shoes of 
Winder, GA. It opened like a match book 
folder and contained various colors of 
thread, a needle, 2 buttons, 2 pins, a 
band-aid for a small cut, and a nail file. 
Since the advertising was for "Detroit In 
'82," along with Promenaders Shoes, we 
suspect these kits are still available for  
the asking, particularly If you shout 




Send $1.00 for Catalog 
Refunded on First Order 
F11/̂  
eg Sitnkni 119 Allen Street Hampden, Mass 01036 
, 	Nylon Ruffles 
100 yards of soft nylon Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this very full three skirt nylon 
-horse hair - bouffant This is not only a 
rery durable. but beautiful garment. Heary 
elastic waistline is double stitched for com. 








Pink. Blue & Yellow 
While/Multi-colored ruffles 
Red. White. Navy 
Red/Red ruffles 





Sizes. 	Small, medium & large 
Length: 19" 21" 23" 
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61111FTII IE CALLER NOTE SERVICES 
In the Southern California Notes, 
something interesting is discussed, as 
follows: 
What Is a "basic?" We have some In-
volved explanations In our square dance 
nomenclature but In plain English, It 
means: the most simple unit. A right and 
left thru Is a combination of basics, as is 
a ladles chain and a square thru. The 
things or calls that we usually thinkof as 
being "basic" are really short-hand 
words. Here are the 20 basic "building 
blocks" on which we raise the whole 
structure of square dancing: 
1. Walk by passing right shoulders 
2. Walk by passing left shoulders 
3. Swing by the right hand (forearm) 
4. Swing by the left hand 
5. Promenade 
6. Wheel around from a promenade 
7. Walk around passing left shoulders 
8. Walk around passing right shoulders 
9. Balance 
10. Turn the girl under (right or left) 
11. Pull by right hand 
12. Pull by left hand 
13. Face right 
14. Face left 
15. Left hand star 
16. Right hand star 
17. Swing 
18. Turn back 
19. Slide left or right (sashay) 
20. Make an arch 
"Modifiers" tell the dancer what to do 
with the "basics." The list of modifiers  
looks like this: 
1. Full (1- 1h-'4) 11. Single file 
2. Forward 12. Couples 
3. Reverse 13. Men 
4. Back 14. Ladles 
5. Around 15. 1-2-3-4, etc. 
6. All 16. Lines 
7. Corner, opposite, 17. Heads 
partner, etc. 1s. Sides 
8. Face 19. Seottrate 
9. Centers 
10. Ends 
Jack Lasry In Notes for Callers talks 
about his teaching order for Plus 1 pro-
grams. In the first tip he likes to "warm 
up" the group from the Mainstream list. 
In the second tip he might teach 
anything and spread. In the third tip he 
hits Mainstream again with a longer list 
and adding positioning combinations. In 
the fourth tip he teaches single circle to 
a wave. In the fifth tip he works extend 
(the tag). This Is only the beginning. 
Read Jack to get It all! 
In SDDS from California, John Strong 
complains that too many callers are call-
ing allemande left after calling square 
thru, resulting In wrong hand sequence. 
He highly praises the recent Seattle Na-
tional Convention for detail, follow-
through, committee work, professional-
ism, quality program, proper sound and 
recognition of advanced and challenge 
levels. 
GIL T. CROSBY 
R1. 1 Box 37G 






Jacksonville FL 32223 
904-268-9705 
RECORDS 
BA501 BEAUMONT RAG (Hoedown) 
BA203 I SAW THE LIGHT- Gil Crosby 
8A103 SIOUX CITY SUE- James Maxey 
BA201 NATURAL HIGH- Gil T. Crosby 
BA101 HISTORY OF SHIRLEY JEAN- James Maxey 
BA102 PICK THE WILDWOOD FLOWER- James Maxey 
BA202 FOREST LAWN- Gil T. Crosby 
BA1O4 LIVING ON EASY STREET- James Maxey 
Distributed by 
Corsair Continental Corp.  
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BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT 
11H-50311 OCCASIONAL ROSE by Ernie Kinney 
TRY THESE HOEDOWNS ON HI HAT 	 RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
NH-NS WINDY CITY/BIG D by Del Kocher 	 HH-5035 IF YOU WANT ME by Jerry Sclietzer 
PIII-644 FRONT DOOR/BACK DOOR by IN. Hi-Hitters HH-5031 OLD TIME FAMILY SLUE GRASS BAND 
TEN WHEELER/Filp, 2 Caul* A-2 Ernie 	 BY Ernie 
1111-642 ROCKING CHAIR/Flip, 2 bevels A-2, Ernie HI1-5033 THE WAY I AM by Irene Wise 
HI1-5032 WANDERING EYES by Teo Perry 
HH-5031 MEMORY OF YOU by Ernie Kinney 
HI4-471. 5007, 5022. 5031. 5032 ere arillebei .Kb 
Humeri Hem Pridreer (See Aggress mew) 
PRODUCER' Ernie Kinney Ent.. 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd.. Fresno CA 92376 (Ph 209-2272761) 
LHSTRiBUTORS. Curbeii-Cont.nental Corp.. Box 611. Pomona CA 91769 




Keep 'ern Squared Up with HI-HAT 
8 BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
In Santa Clara Valley Notes, Bill Davis 
has other good things to say about the 
National. He features zing among other 
calls. He diagrams triangle grand square 
and others. He discusses the six Caller-
lab approved designations for relative 
boy/girl arrangements— OL, 1/2 L, 1L, 2L, 
3L, 4L and explains each formation. 
Gene Trimmer in Mainstream Flow 
has this advice: Don't overlook the use 
of a mini-square as a teaching tool. 
When we can have all of the dancers per-
forming a given call during a teaching 
session we are helping them the most. 
Many of the basics such as courtesy  
turn, ladles chain, right and left thru and 
square thru (Just to name a few) are 
readily adapted to the mini-square 
teaching process. For instance, if you 
are following the Callerlab list In 
teaching by the time you teach square 
thru, you have 15 basics you can use 
with it in mini-squares. 
In News 'n Notes, some interesting 
ideas to keep dancers from abusing the 
grand square are presented. Call grand 
square six steps...or ten steps...or four-
teen, etc. Examples: 
Continued on Page 81 
VIDEO CASSETTE 
2 HOUR CLOGGING BASICS 
with SHELIA POPWELL 
Specify VHS or Beta 
Complete Visual Instructions 
by this Popular Teacher, 
Author & Choreographer 
TAPE — $55.95 
TAPE & SHELIA'S CLOGGING BOOK-- $59.95 
Postpaid 
Produced & Distributed by Everette Wolfe 
14817 Carrolton Rd., Rockville MD 20853 
Rental Dealers Solicited 
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LS-101 ARE THERE ANY COWBOYS—Lee Swain 
LS-102 TWO DOORS DOWN—Lee Swain 
LS-201 I AM A DREAMER—Mel Roberts 








ME-103 AFTER THE BALL— Bob (Great Hoedown) 
ME-105 SLIPPING AWAY— Harold 
ME-107 LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN— Jerry 
ME-1011 CAN'T WAIT ANY LONGER— Harold 
ME-109 DON JUAN— Danny 
ME-110 WE BELIEVE IN HAPPY ENDINGS— Bob 
ME-112 THAT'S ALRIGHT— Bill 
UFA 1% I ICTFW Tel a rr11111131V crlsan_ a.m., 
ME-114 Y'ALL COME— Bill Wentz 
ME-115 WANDERING EYES— Aaron Lowder 
NOTE: We are distribu-
ting our own records.  
Dealers should contact 
US. 
MELODY RECORDS, INC. Rt. 5, Box 269AA, Lancaster SC 29720 Ph. 503.255-0314) 
CREATIVE CHOREO, Continued 
Four ladies chain three-quarters 
Heads lead right and circle to a Ilne 
Pass thru, three-quarter tag the line 
Centers recycle and sweep a quarter 
Sides cloverleaf, zoom, crosstrall thru 
Left allemande 	 
Side ladies chain right 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, pass thru 
Three-quarter tag, centers swing thru 
Boys run, wheel and deal 
Others quarter right, circulate 
Quarter In, star thru, partner trade 
Bow to partner 	 
Head ladies chain, heads square thru 
Four hands, sides rollaway 
Touch a quarter, scoot back 
Split circulate, boys run 
Promenade 	 
Head ladles chain, 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Glris trade, scootback 
Right and left grand 	 
Heads pass thru, go round one 
To a line, pass the ocean 
Scoot back, split circulate, boys run 
Couples circulate, boys trade, boys run 
Recycle, pass to the center 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys scoot back (left hand) 
Swing thru, girls scoot back (left hand) 
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal 
Left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four, circle half 
To a two-faced line, girls scoot back 
Couples circulate, tag the Ilne right 
Boys scoot back, couples circulate 
Tag the Ilne right, ferris wheel 
Square thru three-quarters 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch a quarter, scoot back 
Center four scoot back, track and trade 
Girls scoot back, wheel and deal 
Sweep a quarter, left allemande 	 
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STRAIGHT TALK, Continued 
seen literally hundreds of people come 
and go In our small group. I wonder how 
many of these dropped out for the same 
reason my friend gave. 
We have forgotten that dance is a 
special thing and not a contest to see 
who can learn the most and retain it the 
longest. My fondest memories are not of 
hundreds of dances I have learned, but 
rather of the wonderful people I did them 
with. My thoughts of camps and 
workshops are mainly concerned with 
things like the party In Joe's cabin, the 
talk at the dinner table, helping the new 
couple learn the reel of three, watching 
the sun set, and the sweet-sad feeling of 
parting from old and new friends. 
The Insatiable demand for new 
material comes from a minority in any 
group. Most people are quite happy 
dancing what they know well, and ad-
ding a new dance now and then. We 
should be much more selective in our 
choice of new material, bearing in mind 
the regrettable fact that for each addi-
tion to our repertoire, we must Inevitably 




Jekyll Island, Ga. 
December 4 IL 5, 1981 
IA !IP 
Darryl PALIL/hLyn 	John Swindle 	flme,  sYytt.a • 





PO BOX 2516, SMYRNA OA 30081 
Phone 14041 4363664 
American Squaredance, October 1981  
ENCORE, Continued 
Dick Han from Indiana says he 
believes a caller should avoid the 
"toughie tip" or "hot hash" tip that 
some clubs request, since It Is unfair to 
the greener dancers who are often shut 
out by this practice. Dick maintains that 
most of the same material contained in 
the hot hash tips can be scattered 
through the evening program in easier 
doses to accomplish a better effect for 
all. 
• '• 
New idea for this month from Will 
Orlich's Workshop: Sweep a quarter. 
PUZZLE ANSWERS 
CLICHE QUIZ: round, wheel, corner, grand, swing, roll, 
lead, pass, spring, hop, spin, face, forward, heads, 
bend, run, back, peel, right, hands.  
CLUB NAMES: 1. Rainbow, 2 Boots 'N Slippers, 3. 
Gold Coast Swingers, 4. Golden Nuggets, 5. Boot Heel 
Promenaders, 8 Swing and Whirl, 7. Cotton County 
Cutups, 8. Riptides, 9. Shirts and Skirts, 10 Happy 
Squares. 
• 
JINGLE TAPS FOR..  
CLOGGING 
(VP 
Easy to put on.... 
Fits all shoes: crepe. square dance, 
leather or earth shoes 
Use any epoxy glue 
NO NAILS to come loose and scar floor. 
Plated steel; will not crack. 
$5.50 per set, plus $1.25 per order 
($2.50 Canada) 
[Specify men's or women's. 
Don't forget return name and address.] 
STEVENS STOMPERS, Dept. R 
105 Fellowship Rd.  








is 	C., Q.„ 
• Big Mac 033 DIXIE ON MY MIND 	• 
by Jay Henderson, Fresno, Calif. 
Big Mac 034 RAINBOW STEW 	•  • 
by Ron Mlneau, Arroyo Grande, Cal. 
RECENT RELEASES 
5M031 JIMMY'S LOWDOWN— Jeanne caNs Mainstream 
IIM030 GRAND OLD FLAG— Mac McColl!. 
5P0025 AGE— Ron Minim 
SM028 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN— Don Scheel 
IIM021 I'LL GET ALONG SOMEHOW— Ron 
1M025 PERFECT FOOL— Jay 
5M025 DADDY— Jeanne Moody Briscoe 
IIM024 MR. SANDMAN— Jay IIt's great!) 
5M023 FREE TO SE LONELY AGAIN— Nen 
SC64I COUNTRY MEMORIES-. Ron 
SC641 SOUTHERN BOUND— Mac 
8C311 RUBY/RUBY'S FIDDLE— HOEDOWNS 
SC312 HANDY/SAN LUIS RAMBLE— HOEDOWNS 
SC321 SCOPE DOLLY/CRIPPLE CREEK— HOEDOWNS 
SC323 HIGH GEAR/LOMB JOHN— HOEDOWNS 







e - big mac 
RECORDS 
PRESENTS 
GATLINBURG CHRISTMAS BALL 
Squares & Rounds 
Wade Driver 
Tony Oxendine 
Jerry & Barbara Pierce 
Clogging — Gloria Driver 
December 11 & 12, 1981 
at the Riverside Motor Lodge 
N 	GatlInburg, Tennessee 
CALLERLAB CONFAB, Continued 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run, ladies trade 
Couples circulate, chain down the line 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, left allemande 	 
Heads square thru four hands 
Swing thru, boys run, couples circulate 
Chain down the line, star thru, pass thru 
Trade by, left allemande 	 
HAACIS lwad right . r.lrr.lw to A line 
Right and left thru, Dixie style to wave 
Boys trade, left swing thru 
All eight circulate, chain down the line 
Flutter wheel, sweep a quarter, pass thru 
Left allemande.........  
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Right and left thru, dixie derby 
Chain down the line, flutter wheel 
Crosstrall thru, left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, ladies trade, recycle 
Veer left, girls circulate 
Chain down the line, star thru 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande 	 
Heads lead right, circle to a Ilne 
Right and left thru, dixie style to wave 
Left swing thru, chain down the line 
Flutter wheel, right and left thru 
Crosstrall thru, left allemande 	 
One and three lead to the right 
Right and left thru, veer left 
Couples circulate, chain down the line 
Flutter wheel, slide thru 
Eight chain five, left allemande 	 
iNTFFNAT!oNAI NFWA nnnt!nlisel 
Johnnie Scott and rounds by CavIlle. 
Dance level is QS/MS. For more informa-
tion, call 714-367.3917 or 367-7055. 
This club also has a dance planned for 
December 31, with dancers coming for 
miles to help celebrate the New Year. 
Cleo Shore 
Pomona, California 
WORLD'S LARGEST SQUARE DANCE 
The number of dancers participating in 
the Seattle attempt to stage the world's 
largest square dance (the greatest 
number of dancers, dancing to one 
caller, In one place at one time) is 
estimated, by various means, to exceed 
Two Halls for Dancing— Plus 1 & 2 
Package Plan for Lodging & Tickets: 
$90.00 
For tickets/information, write Barbara 
Harrelson, 419 Hawthorne Rd., Lances. 
ter SC 29720 or call 803-285.6103 
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30 
1 #0  World's Largest 
Square Dance 
I PARTICIPATED IN THE 
ON JUNE /7, 1981 
SEAM(( GENIE( 
SI AT NE WASHINGTON 
K A LOX- Fetus-Longhorn 
	
an 	NEW ON KALOX 
	
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-12113 JOHN'S PATTER, Flip/Inst. 	 5-1251 TOO OLD, Flip/Inst. by Rocky Strickland 
Wreck el Use Old 17: Calm' Jelin Saunders 	5-1252 JUST RHYTHM/YA READY, Intl. Hoedowns 
Use for palter or singing call 	 NEW ON LONGHORN 
Pidaomr 	Madero Instrumental' 
K-1254 SQUARE C ROMP (Old Jos Clerk)/WHUP WHUP 
RECENT RELEASE ON LONUHORN 
Li4-1034 IF YOU KNEW SUSIE. Filo/Ina, Guy Poland 
NEW ON BELCO . 
	 LH-1033 FOOL FOR LOVE 
8301A I'M A BELIEVER, Two-step by Howls & Gloria Shirley 
1st Band, Music Only. 2nd Bend. Cued by OM* Osttund 
13011 DON'T RE CRUEL. Two-step 
lit Band, Music Only: 2nd Band, Cued by C.O. Guest 
RECEV RELEASES ON kl-CL 
Rocky Strickland Sag ANNIVERSARY WALTZ/ ROSES 
Ilne SHAVE AND A HAIRCUT TWO BITS/MELODY D'AMOUR 	
John Sounders 
18 thousand. A verification count will be 
submitted to the Guinness Book of 
Records. The card pictured above may 
be obtained from Don and Helen Huhn, 
8504 59th Ave. SW, Tacoma WA 98499. 
Final and official registration figures 
for the 30th National Convention have 
been released, with a total shown of 
24,379. 
FLIP SIDE— Squares, Continued 
PATTER RECORDS 
FRONT DOOR/BACK DOOR— HI-Hat 644 
Front Door: piano, steel guitar, lead guitar, bass. 
Back Door: bass piano, rhythm guitar, key 
change. 
WINDY CITY/BIG 0—HI-Hut 645 
Windy City: bass, drums, piano, steel guitar.  
Big D: lead guitar, piano, steel guitar, bass. 
drums, fiddle. 
NOW EVERYONE CAN SQUARE DANCE— H Bar H 
101; Caller: Hayes Herschier 
Now here is an interesting idea and very well 
done, we might add. Hayes has put on this record 
just a very simple program for a nice one-night-
stand. Side A is done from a circle formation and 
side B goes into the square formation, with five 
cuts on either side. The first cut is instruction, 
with the next tour singing calls using the taught 
basics 
UNDERLINING, Continued 
Sides face, grand square 6 steps (Or 10) 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers pass thru, star thru, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru Left 
allemande 	 
Sides face, grand square 6 steps (or 10) 
Pass thru, California twirl, slide thru 
Left allemande 	 
Sides face, grand square 10 steps 
Pass thru, wheel and deal 
Centers star thru and back away 
Others lead to the right, all pass thru 









Ilk It   
Slip your 	. (popular butane lighter) into this miniature ceramic Nevem 
boot and you have a handsome table lighter. Handcast and kiln fired in our 
shop, the snow white finish is smooth and attractive in any setting. The 
"linked squares" emblem is designed and produced exclusively for our 
SOMETHING SMALL FROM TEXAS 
boot, and makes it a thoughtful 
gift for your dancing friends 
who have "everything-. 
Your money order will assure prompt 
delivery. Checks also accepted. Sorry. 





P 0 Box 210067. Dallas, TX 75211 
Add $1 25 for postage and handling 
loomswietwommikaar 







RFD #2 Rt. 7 	TNT167 
TNT158 









TNT176 Mike Trombly 
Dave & Shirley Fleck 
Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
WW508 
— MUSIC IS MY WOMAN 
Flip Round Cued by 
George Smith 
SCOTT S HOEDOWN, Patter by Al Brundege 
SWEET SUGAR. RD by Dave Fleck 
WEDDING BELLS by Al Brundage 
TAMARAN by Steve Brissette 
THE MORE I SEE YOU by Lee Kopman 
GAL IN CALICO, by Mike Trombry 
YOU'RE THE ONE, Round by Bill Hopkins 
I'D LIKE TO DANCE by Garland King 
THIS OLD WORLD, by Bob Van Ardmore 
NOTHING WITHOUT YOU. R/0 by Vernon Parker 
MENTION MY NAME IN SEATTLE, By Gone Trimmer 
STALLION GREY (Merl by Mike Trembly 
LITTLE BIT OF COUNTRY. RID by Dam Fleck 
WROTE ME A LETTER, by Hank Henke 
WALK RIGHT BACK '61, R/D by Ted Men 
IITRAMININY •I niinc p. Wynr. ma., 




VACOCITI Malla RECORDS 
THE RECORD DESIGNED . I WITH THE CALLER IN MIND 
Try these: 
WW201 HEY LI-LEE LI-LEE I 
WW202 SHORTNIN' 
WW208 SHINDIG IN THE BARN 
WW403 PROMISED LAND 
6156 Richfield Way, Denver CO 80239 Tel: 303-371-6297 
Dave & Bonnie Harry on the road 
with 
"a- 	4Geend 
Join us at the following clubs 
on our fall tour 
KENNEWICK, WA— 10/3 
Sun Dancers 
Kennewick Act. Cntr. 
SPOKANE, WA— 10/10 
Western Dance Assn. 
EVERETT, WA— 10/23.24 
Whirlybird OCTOBERFEST 
Floral Hall, Forest Park 
POCATELLO, ID— 10/28 
Location not yet firm 
LARAMIE, WY— 10/30 
Quadra-Dangle Society 
CANON CITY, CO— 10/31 
Royal Gorge Prom. 
Prison Guard's Armory 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO— 11/1 
Colo-West Callers Men. 
ELKO, NV— 11/3 
Sagebrush Spinners 
Location not yet firm 
ROSEBURG, OR— 11/7 
Buckaroo Sqs. 
Buckaroo Barn 
All of our performances feature Live Music. If you have never danced to us, we 
would very much enjoy meeting you and calling for you while we travel across the 
U.S. For information, please write: A-Live Sound, 14306 Lake Road, Alderwood 
Manor, Washington 98036. 
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THE UNITED WAY 
IS AGIFT WE GIVE 
EACH OTHER 
FOR BEING HUMAN 
A gift in the best of human 
traditions: sharing. 
Thanks to you. 
Thanks to you. It 
works. For all of us. United Way 
p,q A PobIK SOI v,a of Thn Magavne 8 The Ative,1.1.ng Cot,cr. 







NEW ON LOU-MAC:  
LM138 WHO'S CHEATIN' WHO— Larry Letson 
LM139 THINK I COULD LOVE YOU— Mac Letson 
L.N1140 BABY'S WAITING— D111 CI•yweii 
LM141 SHORT ROAD— Bob Fisk 
lou Mat 
RECORDS 
THELMO CAMERON, Continued 
the words came stuttering from 
Thelmo's mouth. "Well, let's try it out on 
them," Bob encouraged. "Shoot, I 
can't...uh...can't even..." His words were 
cut off cheering sounds of encourage-
ment from the enthusiastic dancers in-
dicating they were ready to go. "I 
am...un...learning one, but I don't know 
it...uh...well enough to call it today." 
"That's alright," Bob said, "What are 
you using, 'Dream Lover'?" "Why, I 
wouldn't even attempt that," Thelmo 
stuttered. The crowd was encouraging 
him and saying the two of them should 
sing a duet. "OK. Can I sing with you?" 
Bob asked. "Sing with me," Thelmo 
Joked, "You can sing it all if you want 
to." 
Every excuse Thelmo could come up 
with was only met with more encourage-
ment and cheering. It appeared that the 
coach and the square of friends were go-
ing to see to It that they danced "Dream 
Lover." I could sympathize with Theimo. 
He had only rehearsed the song one time 
and now he must perform the song 
before a crowd of people! I was not at all 
surprised when they had to restart the 
song several times to get things to come 
together in a satisfactory duet. Then the 
words began to flow with the music. He 
and Bob were singing and keeping the 
square in time with the music. Again, 
Thelmo had full control and there was no 
stuttering. At the end of the song, again, 
Thelmo received a grand ovation from all 
that were present. During the rest break, 
we all gathered at the coffee pot. Bob 
Cormack raised his cup of Foigers and 
drank a "mountain grown" toast to 
Thelmo. 
It would be difficult to explain to 
someone the trials and frustrations to be 
ernericen Squeredence, October 1961 
dealt with on the road back to learning 
things that once came naturally. Unless 
you have faced learning to tie your 
shoes, learning to eat, and many other 
simple things you have in this type of 
situation, it would be hard for you to ap-
preciate what Theimo has accom-
plished. He looked death right in the 
face and took the best shot it had to of-
fer. He was not satisfied with learning 
enough to get him by in his every day 
functions of living. He had a dream to be 
a square dance caller again and he had 
the courage to face the trials and tears 
to make that dream come true. I, for one, 
applaud him and say, "well done." 
The pot of gold at the end of Theimo's 
rainbow can now be seen. On June 6, 
1981, he was scheduled to call a full 
dance at the Town Hall In Seymour, 
Missouri. 
Since we couldn't all walk up to him at 
the end of the dance, take his hand and 
say, "You've done it, Thelmo," I know 
that everyone of you will join me now In 





Wheeling WV;  Oct 10, Ralph Miller 
Versailles OH; Oct. 11, Don Oswalt 
Wyoming MI; Oct, 13, Joanne Humbarger 
Anderson SC; Oct. 23, Chick & Estelle Evans 
Newberry SC; Oct 24, Earle & Fran Merchant 
Toledo OH; Oct. 25, Bob & Mary Hart 
Belleville IL; Oct. 30, Stan & Rena Jacob 
Sioux Clty IA; Oct 31, Chuck & Cheryl Veldhuizen 
Pollock NO: Nov 7 Arthur Dirmert ( 1/2 ) 
North Platte NE; Nov. 8, Dave & Vada Hauman 
Dodge City KS; Nov 10, Les & Betty Houser 
Kenos* Clty MO; Nov 11. Richard Anderson 
Centralia IL; Nov. 15, Dave & Stella Schilling 
Berlin PA; Nov 22 (aft.), Roy & Ruth Romesburg 
London, Ont; Nov 27, Ken & Mary Brennan 11/2 ) 
Romeovillo (Chicago) IL.; Nov. 29, Ron & Cookie Belize 
Clearwater FL; Dec 3 (tent.) 
Bronson (Gainesville) FL; Dec. 4, Paul & Amanda Greer 
Sabring FL; Dec 5, Max Newgent 
Deerfield Breach FL; Dec. 8, Jerry & Pat Seeley 
Zephyrhlll• FL; Dec 10, Bob & Dee Barnes 
Plant City FL; Dec. 11, Marty & Byrdle Marlin 
Orlando FL; Jan. 2, John & Linda Saunders ('A) 
Key Weal FL; Jan 8, Don & Marguerite Wiley 
Gulfport MS; Jan. 8, Bruno Trujillo 
Washington DC; Jan. 9, Don Beveridge 
Virginia beech VA; Jan. 15, Bud & Gloria Blanchard 
Purdue IN; Jan 17, Keith Arnold 
Jacksonville IL; Jan. 23 (lent) 
Laurel MD; Jan, 30, Jocko Manning 
Augusta OA; Feb. 17, Dan & Mary Martin 
Carrollton GA; Feb. 18, Jimmy Moore 
Columbus GA; Feb. 19 (Tent.) 
Montgomery AL; Feb. 20, Charlie Waller 
Grand Forks area, ND; Feb. 27 (Tent.) 
Chippewa Falls WI; Feb. 28, Don & Jean Welleandt 11/2 ) 
Madison SD; March 1, Don Nugent 
Boca Raton FL; March 3, Jerry & Pat Seeley ( 1/2 1 
Okeechobee FL; March 8, Bill & Donna Vroman 
Titusville FL; March 7, Dale McClary (aft.) 
Plalnwell MI; March 17, Howard & Juanita Cowles 
St. Louis MO; March 18, Otto & Emily Schepers 
NicholasvIlle KY; March 19, Neil & Lois Davis 
Los ^1111011MM; Much 20, Bob & Marilyn Gill 
Alamogordo NM; March 21, Hap & Robin Pope 
Tyler TX; March 24, Allen & Shirley Garrett ( 1/2 ) 
Carlsbad NM; March 27, James & Thelma Lowery 
Columbus OH; March 28. Dick &Roberta Driscoll 
Seri Antonio TX; April 2 (Tent.) 
Ogden UT; April 7, Walt & Louise Cole ( 1/2 ) 
Sidney NE; April 8 (Tent,) 
New Strewn (Topeka) KS; Aprli 9, Dave Wilkins 
Loki (Missoula) MT; Apr. 14, Ray & Afton Granger CA) 
New Dancers Hoedown 
Charlestown WV; April 21, Erwin Lawson 
Altoona PA; April 22, Emil & Ruth Cone 
Miliville NJ; April 23, Ralph & Lois Trout 
Cincinnati OH; April 29, Ken Johnson 
Parkersburg WV; April 30, Keith & Karen Rippeto 
Staunton VA; May 1. Cecil DePrIeel CA) 
Springfield MO; May 2, Bob & Mona Carmack 
Kenmore ND; May 8, Frank Zetlinger 
Monroe MI; May 12, with Ron Shaw 
Elko NV; May 14, Betty & Phil Aranguena 
Rapid City ND; May 18, Rey & Lola Anderson (aft.) 
Grand Island NE; May 19, Virginia Busboom 
Eureka CA; May 25, Jean & Bob Jackson 
Tifton GA; May 28, Ed & Wilma Hawkins 
Bristol VA (Tn-citles); June 8, Wayne McDonald 
Memphis TN; June 9, Eddie & Sally Ramsey 
Sandy Lake PA; June 12. Karl 8 Kay Ruhlrnan 
Charlotte NC; June 18, Bill & Betty Wentz 11/2 ) 
Granada MS; June 19, Charles & Sara Leflore 
Minerva NY; July 7, Mary & Eilli Jenkins 
Salida CO; July 9, Edith & Paul Brinkerhoff 
Lois (Missoula) MT; July 11, Ray & Afton Granger (1/2 ) 
Dillard OA; Aug 14, Jerry & Becky Cope 
Johnstown PA; Sept. 12, Richard Knave! 
Berea (Cleveland) OH; Sept. 13, Lou & Al Jaworskl 
Park Forest (Chi.) IL; Oct. 4, Donna & Duane Rodgers 
Columbia SC; Oct. 29. Barbara & Laverne Harrelson 
PHYLLIS CARR: 1917.1981 
Rockingham, North Carolina 
Ever young in heart was she 
The passing years- much Joy, some pal n- 
Dld naught to dim her love of life 
And now she Is at rest with Thee. 
As she did welcome one and all 
With cheery, loving, open arms 
And made us feel we had a friend, 
Welcome her, dear Lord, we pray 
And keep her close to Thee today.  
Dear John, our thoughts are with you now 
We'll surely miss her friendly hug 
And dancers near and dancers far 
Will not forget her happy smile. 
We'll alwas know she did her share 
Of proving that square dancers care. 
Virginia Fritz 






SINGINt, CAI LS 
11215 ON A HIGHWAY KADIN' SOUTH- Chuck 
142111 HONK YOUR H0101 FOR DIXIE- Set B 
18217 SLUE EYES MAW IN THE RAIN- Bud 
TB211 WORKING ON THE MUDDY MISSISSIPPI LINT- Tommy 
11219 TEXAS TEA- Ad 
11220 WHEN THE CALLER PACKS HIS CASE- Mike Soastrom 
11221-I'LL FLY AWAY- kb S. 
HOEDOWNS 
TH-823 FOGGY MT. BREAKDOWN/THUNDERBIRD JUMP 
TH-I524 I'LL BO STEPPIX- Flip by Bud Whitten 
Art Springer 	Tommy Russell 	Chuck Meyer 
TC-4000- Clogging Nuevo% 
THE REAL McCOT/SKIPPIN 
Mike Seaslrom 80C Whitten 
if anyone Is having trouble obtain-
ing Thunderbird Records 
please contact the company .  
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THE MAREX CO. Champaign, L. 61820 
WAVE TO YOUR FELLOW DANCERS 
With WAVE - A - DANCERS 
Has 3 positions 
Suction cup mounting 
Front - Back - Bottom 
$2.50 
Plus 50¢ Postage& Handling 
Send three 18c stamps for complete 
Square Dance Novelty 8 Accessory Catalog 
P.O. Box 371 
( Book 1 
Nook  
by Mary Jenkins 
PARTY LINE 
Skits & Stunts for After•Partles & Camp-Outs 
Edited by Stan & Cathie Burdick 
This Is truly a big bargain for $6.00! A 
40-page booklet Just filled with ideas, 
suggestions and complete directions of 
many stunts and "things" to do to help 
make square dancing more fun! 
Stan & Cathie Burdick have been in-
volved in group planning for more than 
thirty years. Stan has a background in 
professional recreation with the 
Y.M.C.A. and Cathie was a professional 
worker with Girl Scouts of the U.S.A. 
Both have extensive camp leadership ex-
perience. 
Both have served on panels for "After-
Parties" at several National Square 
Dance Conventions, and spent three 
years at Charlie Baldwin's New England 
Square & Folk Dance Camp as planners 
of the after-parties. They have been In-
volved, In the campfire programs, as well 
as square dance activities at Silver Bay 
Conference Center on Lake George In 
New York State for most of their married 
life. 
The Burdicks are firm believers that 
after-parties should be programmed 
with relaxed fun, rather than more danc-
ing. Most of the activities presented in 
this book come from their file of fun-to-
do activities with all kinds of groups. 
"How to Plan a Good After-Party" is a 
very important part of this book and will 
be most helpful. 
Chapters under the following 
headings are most Interesting and con-
tain valuable information and sugges-
tions: (1) Audience Participation (2) 
Stunts (3) Quickies (4) Stories for 
Reading or Dramatization (5) Melodrama 
(8) Pencil Games (7) Couple Stunts (8) 
Stunts for the Holiday Season and (9) 
Sing-A-Longs. 
To help keep square dancing fun, I 
suggest each leader purchase this 
booklet. 
Nice work Stan and Cathie. Thanks for 
getting It all together for us! 
Order from Burdick Enterprises, PO Box 
488, Huron Ohio 44839. Price: $8.00. 
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
CALLERC 
AID 	eiPERIES BOOKS AVAILABLE ARE 
EASY SING-A-LONG CALLS 	. .$3.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP  $3.00 
CALLER CLINIC 	  $6.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT 	  $6.00 
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING 	 $1.00 
PLUS ONE AND TWO 	  $3.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE  $3.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM 	  $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA 	 $3.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING $4.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING 	 $3.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE  $3.00 
MATCH A MELODY 	  $4.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE 	 $3.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT with the 
Mentally Handicapped 	 $5.00 
SOLO DANCES 	  $7.00 
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE 	  $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL  $3.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING 	  $7.00 
S/D STYLING 	  $4.00 
PARTY LINE  $6.00 
EASY LEVEL 	  $6.00 
DIPLOMAS 
Square Dance 	 15¢; 100-$12.00 
Round Dance  15c; 100-$12.00 
Clogging 	  154c; 100-$12,00 
Promotional 	Folders .$8 00 
IN-forms (guides, helps) 	 35¢/1 
(Ask for complete list & quantity prices) 
POSTAGE 
$14 .99. ., 91,00 pstg. 
S5.9.99.. $1.50 pstg. 
$10 & ur 92.00 pstg.  
CLIP ART I 	 . 	$3.00 
CLIP ART II .. . $4.00 
CLOGGING 	  $4.00 
THE FUNNY WORLD OF 
SQUARE DANCING 	 $4.00 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING $10.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
111W11;11,;•1;:;11W1 Ire;•lc.11;411c2;464...e...4 Iced....2.411Q21;411.;,;411;2....r..• biw 	11;2;.•:.2.11%4 0;21;1 ba;111va...11%.N4 
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Opportunity isn't as rare 
as the ability to recognize It. 
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DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
KROENING'S FASHION MAGIC 
Ns 200 SERIES— NYLON ORGANDY 
No 240 — 40 yards—Single layer 
No 260 — 60 yards—Single layer__ 
No 2600 60 yards—Double layer 	 
No 270 — 70 yards—Double layer_  
No 280 — 80 yards—Double layer_ 
No 	290 — 90 yards — Double iayer 
No 2100-100 yards—Double layer 
Add 610 00 for multi— your selection of colors 
Send for color swatches 
Prices subject to change without notice 








   
   
   
   
MANUFACTURERS OF 
SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATS PETTIPANTS 
DRESSES. JUMPERS AND SKIRTS 
(Color Swatches on Request) 
2315 Hollins Street, Baltimore, Maryland 21223 
Phone: (301) 566-0800 
HALPO inpufTRIE/ 
4• 
A olviiion Of 
MITY MITE IPEAKER 
• 22 ?OM/ 	•4 OHM 
•75 WATT RM/ 
•COVERAGE TO 30 IOUAREI 
•FULL RAIIGE /PERKCR/ 
LIGHT WEIGHT /TAW/ 
•12 LB/ 	• FOLD TO 36 
Write or call us for more details or contact 
Marcus Mix 400 Frisbee Santa Rosa CA (707)-584-8843, Cal Golden. 
Stan Burdick, BnB Records 54 Johnson St. Springfield MA 01108 
87 
SUPREME AUDIO 
The Best Sound Column You Can Buy 
S-40 	 Price S150.00 plus Shipping 
S-80 Price $215.50 Plus Shipping 
S-80(x) 	Price $258.50 Plus Shipping 
Speaker Cords 	 57.00 
Vinyl Covers Available — Write for Prices 
For Information, Call or Write 
BOB OR SHIRLEY 
(314) 343-5465 
SUPREME AUDIO 
4 	253 W. Covered Bridge Ct., 
).? Fenton, Missouri 63026 
Prices are subject to change without notification 







From PenDel Fed Facts, Penneyivanie 
The first round this evening will be 
"That Old Black Magic." 
Be Comfortable with 
Clinton Sound Equipment 
1111  
CLINTON INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
Box 505, Clinton CT 06413 (203) 669.7548 
